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In this t Aage are gathered totwther
items covering measurement topics:

II brief and practical guides on
measurement techniques:

III professional reading on broader
assessment issues.
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Overview of Issues in
School Assessment
by Barry McGaw

Aiit zaiz (1W 'It il '1 1 diii IIl',' it t t 1'

Purposes of Assessment

\ I\ i t \ .crvt ',tI
Ii 4.;)l3 tt\ii3V 3it*t' t$ 1t,iI t3I31% ifli1 tY.3Ihi!1t, J*

tiLint1t'... it tin talIih tht tt'vt'i R Ii'v t ot
tnh'nf oi , ot nt- itli tfnt' ti dtinied
tjndjrd' or vit Ii r'ft.i tnt' li iit i h' t'int'i it i otht'i'

t i fli ,ili' flit' ,iy i'i' in hsIi k'iritiii dod
t'aching 'iit" in iitt'd of rti .m.'ot It i o td thi'

of .ifl tOt idli tifl1til1 jif fl1' L3Jht\ iii I;',II nIIg .iiid

I

lfl fli)flV '., ttit' iiit,st oit,fl1 I)irt'k i

(1v by t,iiv'ful di.igno'.iit '-t".'.nit'nt tin .i t&ihtn ltntiiv
liii.' pdrtiinLir mi'.t'nt i' th'fl. i '.Iiu3t'nf tltFtd ind
hen St4'It. it' fl'fllt 'Vt' I ht'331 11)1' li.i '1 d iagot '.i ii it 'rt'
"traillttt'drd in liJiiv ti uttured 'tti'- 'nth ,i

Z11tIlI'l1341t I'UI it p .''ib1t iii ,i II k io .i' i he tt',i I it

i" ieir boo I vh.t )ne'edge' nid ut' Li' be
veinred"ttt ut' 't d no't it s.nit ut in ide'ifit \
the teahe' dt'lhienc ic" in tothing 11 ona oloi 01i'.t on

e. ti 100 to a IVd't il'it' nttniht'r of 'tueft'iit" thtn
. I thiiig dilie tentc ,id not iii't a learning d .' lit'flt

I hi'. tOO ,ik'ri the' I .itiit't 10 liii' iit't'd It !

,t'j"lt'inentarv i.ttiit thin .IfltI Iii tli iic't'if liii a tilt tnt
i1trticttnl h'aItt'rn ith flute gu'nj' of

I)ett'rlTl iiii? I.''el,. t'I \t'hieenit',j I

t he fa'..
it : I'lcai in on i lot e' \Hh rh' it a

I'- de lied to b&''c tt ge in iii Ie. tatek
I) iat i a'. .t cc I ; tie tse3 I O t' .O 07 n' 'I cion Id t '' wit ing
ji t II'IOt the .ttidt'iit 1' ill sill. ',0I)t'IJI IJV 'l't'It)W
at i' lgt' %\ it he 'ut *'c iene'i' cit the high tmding oil he whole'
l,i.',. tilt' .tuek'nt the' t ndt'iit pa ret it and t'vt'r the tt'acht'r

i' ac not be al'k' It' ovoid thi'. Intitrit t I nite'rpwlolltin of flit'
.t'rrnot,c e' a't'int'nt of the tttdc'nt' pertorniante.

,iqif flit' t'nt'r1 lt'Vt'i of the %tL ie'nl. and the'
I ;'t 'itt 'riiante'. to ii be obtained wit Ii

ti".i. \ith sueh t't.. ilie k'vt'is of pe'iiornia'ite' cit j

d .ird gre in p i' 'ftide'iit'.. ge'nui neh ic'pre"t'ittativt' c:f the
rit'vant population. Iivt' bc'e'n it'tc'rniixied. fin' inilivid nol
an then he' eompatt'd to the po'ulatioii and not ju'.t It, the

hiLaf t)nt' unpitrtcint tli idantage' of ii' .ippiwch i
that the taiitfardit.,t'd it'i..t might not nialdi the 1eaeher'
III%'UZI. Initial ititpctst". , it'll ,i'. hit' ttOtlit'IS Oi%'fl I&'St

e 'old. \ tiit tf ie't t vw I'., the'rett'rt' of mctI v.ihae.
13e'th 3j Iriii-tti! Jt,Iii'.ttli.s .tfllt)tig 't dents ad ritt'rion-

ii ilhi defined sii idards tn be ,ethie'red intuI-
tant'e iu'lv I he p rptise'-. ni.iv I'e eiitk'rt'nt hut flit' tratt'gie
on not a ditterent as nianv hvt' supposed Norm- refer-
e'nted test'. .111' designed to spO'dd sttidt'nts tiLit it' etabhish
tin' nature' of difit'ienec's unong tht'ni Vhe'o thi. is done
it e'-tah]ist,v" ,ilstt the' tves of thing'. that univ hit' twt
,, hn't c't'. tOO do, those' that the wt'ragt' stnde'nts tan dci,
an.i '. i on I he' It . a lie' n t,dt'rcd '.tf itt c rth'ria.
tI't hnh.,I lisi'., tot e hit't 1415 '.iib .111 mt gi.alion of
Ie't'nctd Oflti t rite-ruin n'it'n 'nct'd ,i'st"..iiie'nt is ctiithru'd

J1is,,,I1t, liii Qua ii tt 1 'a ri 1 f11,'.,' a ii 1 Ieati1ii t,

1 he st-i nod hit tad rem rpt'st' cit ,'es'anc't.t i- It' dc'ttrine'
th Je'veb' tt achte't eme'nt e ti mdi etiemah. t ti gre 'u ' I fiat can
bt' done in elf her itt I nc' nay'- - (nit' aj'proat Ii i usually J
ti1k'd 'eritc'rion'ivk'tvnt t'd' asse ".sInt'nt I usi' 11 lOve 'lit" I'
the dIinitmnn ci! stnd,irds c't .sthit'vint'nI a'. I lit' rit'rin p
.mg.iinst winch porte 'nimooc c's ate' fudged Ihe' tIlier .ih'pre 'OLh 1

is usually chid 'ntirni-jt'k're'ntt'cj' .tsse","mc'nf bc'&5iuisc'
iii ttIit', t cimnplrtst in o! per1nrnianc t'. n-jib the t t'Iagt' etC
norm odiu''v&'nion I of se mit' it'ttn'n&' rrttur cit '.1 tidt'ni'.

Theit' .i}tpri 'adie's appr let be' to nda nnntiliv dilli'it' ut,
One using some' th'tiIiiti' st of st,i,idrds ,is the point ui
m'k'rt'ne:t'. time c'ttit'i tisitig at limo] at Iiievt'r,wni'. cit tither sIn p
dnt heir tompurison to tat t, I lwrt' is '.ecnw ivc'rlap In ciefnc ti
ing e.riit'rittn levels of at'hIt'ci'ment, say tttr ntatht'nitit'-' in ii

'ar 5 (4tondard ) in 11w pnrn.mrc' sc hool tht' dititti' roost ti
be' t'as&'d em some' conside'ratiee,i it) what it i'. tt'asnnal'le' hi

bitt' 1'. .itit't liii dislitutI 11111 in po tjtt 'st I fiat t Li i'. ,,crets. the
tic' ,tlrt'atIe muiad, Ihi'. di-'.tinctio cia'. Inst uitrciduce'd in
1st ussic iii'. cii , mt uluin e'v,itnation II s-. the distint lion
of cvt't'n formotmie' and "uinrnat ice asst's',mt'nt. Fbi' put-

eu ft 'i t12utftv .is'.c".sCTWtlt is to 1l1t}'Fc)Vt' teaching and
'at onug I he purpose tif mmat,i' ,lsst's'.miwnt is Itt n'rtiIy

'it'1'. cit at hme'vement in titial lUiiui11t cm a
ingress at a p.irtmttmttur stage itt t'doc.itse to seiclu as in .m
t id-c if yea rope t c it Oil end-c it 'sthc h tiung et'rhshcate' or in
'mi' hiiial judgmt'nt ciii the tt'aciwr's pt'rtctrsnanci'
I )iagnostit . critt'riein rc'tt're'nt'i'd and netrm-rc'te'n'nee el

.'ssnwnts cOn all serve- l'nth tttrm.mt tic' and sumniativi' pur-
use'., for hirmativt' pt;rpt'sc's. henc ever. ci must be said
iot l magne 'sLit and criterion- it'tt-n'nced a'.st's'.mt'nI are
it'ie' rc'Ie'c',,nt . I hes' ide-otil v mciii' eIrrIv flit' dt'ti mt'rme'iec
iii nt'e'd lie' tit'olt ivith

tOpt'&'t 0$ students it this ago and k'%ptne'nei- and thus tin Necessary Properties of Instruments
5011W coflsidt'r1ithiil e$ what ihc'v typic ails ,it bleOc' lii liii'.
e'xLnt, the criteria art' ne'rniot,vetv frtiit'd.

For norrii-re$t'rent-t'd osst',','.nn'nt, the t'beutct' itt rc'h'rt'nce
group is important. The most rt.'stricft'd cOst' iiitO!ti". the
t'omparb.on eit a siucletit's d,jc'vt'nn'n: only with that of
others u thi' saint' doss It the achtt've'rnc'nfs irv esihlishd

cm a particular test prepared t'v the doss teacher .mci ad-

ministered only to that doss then, of course, no memn' is

jxissible. Th result, however, may bc' quite miskadin if

A II ,'iS'iit1i N F INS) lfl'MI N IS immst satist c.'r-
let iiuiic'f n'clumr&'mt'nts it thi'v Ott' tei atha'c't' their

pu rpe ise's. I h1' traditional c'\pression cut these' rtquin'nu'nls

ivs to say that in'.truments must be' valid and n'hiabk. flw

validIty criten-itin ri-main., much ,is it 11,1'. been tør several

dt'cds, Ihe' rt'hatuilit criterion 1iis been recast in imper-

t.mt WOS". over the' last dt'cdt' or '.O through nme si;iufkant

dt's'c'Jopme'nts in psychometric theory,
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k'wls uf dffi'ivnt tskc md can lwip with the dtifiniton tif

criterii ft,r riti'ri -trftvvd st"nitnt flit' I ,Titi*tn tit

' ibt1it' iti tht !,tflt ..itt' pr1Lh. .1i.nt
I t dut I tn tent 'ii lVIe1Vflt ed

jiinI 4 fl lt'k 'ti''V1fl11)tt" \t Iht tnne, the nie...tn
flieiit tIIt,',' It't t13flt, 'tJdVflf' fld .1 thu

t't P'' tt' flhfli V tt''flt'L gr* h.i i hetn "sjjt

lj'ie&1,. it l't tti' fltat iIt3t, I' j''t '.mnt ;t I a ,V'}'t't I
II) tht'.t' rt'li efite 't I }'. 1? 1 te,ad 'I tt 'rti 'i'
I riI'rtt tn tt'td sand fl4i n'a t Itqt'n8 t'd t'"'

th'. sap"i *t h alh "at . al Lht't t' I" 1h I' .' nJe'i t1i't 'ii
the tt'it li&'i '. ar tl't' 'li la'nI aaiant ii

t '.iIttt'ti1,II hnie

\i, i nt n'a n i 'r t nd.ird ;tti "t nt as ide
i1tai. itiaii ,,!'qi1 Lt".t 'itq's'a ttt td 'aattt iiti iaitI,l

.. 'IV' 114 1V1 iu1' t 'I I tii. I a ¼1k h .1 ttt ¶ I t%'( ' ' 'aS It 13

i1' nt I n'. tat t it'iht 'a nd nn u 'I! ti t'j 'I 3II u

1 I' 134 ii'.iI i\ i' i''I,3 Ft I I tt'iii 'F tt.t t h
ta11Vi dii flit 'a'i,)tli an a a! flu atti 4'llat'aI td r itri,n- ietet
&'naed 't".'flt'nt

Forms of Assessment

Iirforniiil '.

TFAi}fFl M\hJ l\It\L'U \'al \1l\1'. til
a,iudtuI.' ih atva'iiient .tII t ha' I una' 1 s irne , tiht' r
d ttit "-'I it'll. th .i it'-. t1 .1 It t'a il t 3.iti 'd ,und i Jet

t,kt'n tat I 'asi niht ! I 'It 'lit' ji1 I, a tel ant' he '.
trtt'nt ha a ept the rt'l't n'-.e .a. a'v tdent t tt undea -tithn

.t a tt' at 'ni itie t tie ii 1iiit I atm a fl la' ,aa ('lal 31 ,i-. t5 !tIt'I14 '

tt Liak tat itita4idint iid 't ha tt1'ttf a'i .'1'r'a'ait' t9ii
h' ain,al fl'-.triaa ut

! hi.. t'tt' t't 3'.'-.e'.'.nit'rlt t .iVI '-.'i.'ttt I.II It't'nt'i'tt t tt ,iH ;a at ad

te.tt Iiiiit .iiid .la. 'tiLl rat at be iindtuv.1ji ' '.iin , 'I a, j

i'. ii '1 't a iu tell t'd ,ind Ia '?fli,3I I ' ii-.t' at 'a'a Vt1 3 t'tltI I I t'

t'r.il'Ia' ;.riaha'..,a u,uI kitl h it-.e it 'at t.ls atalntrt" ilt,at at nat
ltt the t'flI'a II'! 111 a'1 "".flutiiI ti'-e'al

'J''ut her-nh?de 1e'-.I

St,1t bet a .133 land tt tititia call It' ,it ii tflth1t' .ifl * t\ 'r.alI ,i.'.a "''-.-
i-nt'fll a s prt'aa'%' tatafli iha' a1lia'.t aal1. fittI it-%'at'r" ttt,al t'a a II!
iii the 4'i" 41itl I*L''a'a tat iil'-.lt littittla \lat!t' $4aTm,31 uaai 'trek
tIIII'-I ,a'.-.a"-..ant'nk a an artt'a ida' hit' a'vt'rjjl jaw It) .1t lilt'S a'
til. ii 'at lit 'i alt '.,'ari and ,ad iii in .ta 'r It ".1 '.' he to'.t nuat:h I
Ii 'attIt t' atalflpletftfli tat piat lit ii 'attn I. an a I ln'r.alcia 'a.
ol prtatalt'ni'. tar 'a iitiia tat .ua t'.,,I in li'.'-. Ii might iiisitltt'

r wtn ti *inplett'ai iI htanat' au ii nah'a t'.ii ninat it na a a all

dititan'.. Stn'nt' Ia".t'. 'as ill he (IS i' in the "t'u"t' flail it i'
clear what a aant ittitt' i a a tirea 1 an.'a'a en & )tht i 'at ill ii, %tl

'a'a the in Ilia' '.'n-.t' tti.iI hit ta'.ia 11t9 suii1 t'\t'R i'-.t'
ill tft'tt ti1Uulfla hit' 3tfe'aItl*it v a'! the tt''.pa'Ii".s'. \eitliet liar nu
i-. hit'atIa1t' ala ant'

1..:vtt'rzaI

In '-. rna' I III tifi i"I ,tIt a ', .1" t"'-.Iiit'fi t'. a '.lfl t'e' ki"t'd n
flt Ii &iL'-.i4i)t'd 1 "a I he and is cd iMI 1* 'ia ha 'a I he (a 'aa hci ma'a

(ii U'.t' .3 '.tacid.iiat-.a's,f tt"t III aai dur It a

athies ema'nt'- itt '$tadt'i at' an Iter a 1,a'.'-. v. ith I ilt)'.e a at ,i it'Iei
a' gra tfl i 11i' h iii' t '.tand,ard t'.t'd tt"I .htnid 11 a 'ii lit,

am [ha' rela's.inaa' tat it aaritt'rat ,and liii' .ippra'priala"
iit' tat hit' r4'tt'r('Iw(' gnatip tan 'at'htth hit iii arnuatat a' inharnia
lion ha been .t,aNia,tia'd I ha' iiiaaatial Ii 'i the tt't ..h4 atald
prtavidt' epbait jfflorimitaaan .ifaaatat (lit' anapk' tat '&'i '.a 'It'.
'a','h*at' perk rna.an e'-. pr s ida' the iii aiiii'., ifl,i$t' h',a 1 Itt aSs

old the data an', and gist' t'vidt'naa' tat the ia'ltabalatv ..nd
the prvctta'ri tit the te'.t -

In tht' L't'' tat ptibhi5 t''isiifltn,itititv,, the ak'-.Igfl ;t1 IhV tt"-.t
is nut in tht' bands ui (hi.' tt'wht'r but tidt'lit tn a puhhdv

defiiu.'d t'urriiulurn i ai It'aia1 intended. In Atistralia puNk

*'\,iflhifl,Itieili%. rti'fl,iifl t'fllV at t)ietnd it ".vt'-tntj1arv i'tiin'atia-an
t hera' hit's '.a'i t' n hit' 'tt'la"atitara ot '.Itatl fltaa hai liTh.',iaili

ha hit hi etiti, .Ittaall ! \t't.t /'.iLtial (heat' dit' i1t*S%
V\aiflhiflJtia'lt'. ifl hit' ihijal ,ind tahIti '.ti 01 '.4'-a.a3ild.3lS a',Iua ,i
titan, s'a ith an 't'an,aI1v mtada'aata'd tea tilit,tt*' an liii' la'urth
'a oat In the t,iasled i\mgaitani .3 flOSt 44a1)1l1iOl) * ul FhtiI.133i I,'
I't'Iih' ala 'tina'd it a pm iin,i rv ,tflal ,a'aa aatd,aa a aita.it it 'it
rat hha ,a''.t"-'"t1ua 'a at 'it 'at l ai r'- a i' 1.'t'i pl.1i1 ait'al ha 'a .aauae i..

ada' lj ei' - In I ha' I,. " \ 'at iiha'tat '-uath I a tam rat u him datini
titan mane t:an'a',,al ',tanal.ndj'-.t'd te.t'. ,ne tawd l'ha'
tI&4". ,'l'tal tha' t k alt'S ti%al'flia'll t' ti'l .311 t'tt't't3a1i 1fltptl'-'
Itt)l) t'I .i'.M''.'.meflt' tat pnnidt' pitbhia tt'paatt'.. 011 the aahia"a'a'
flia'fll ". i . h a a3. .iauai I lit' eI tat ,at iai iii '.'a t*'fl1 t'. i 'at ha ale
Ita'.'aart' ia'i itti'- )..I3i,L ,aI ,i'.'.t"'.tiia'tii 113,l\ 'att'bI ',i*a'at 331

'aaa'..taaii,a ,ai;d "aa''a /t',alaa 3d ,i'. 'at

Content of Assessment

111 (t')\ Ii N I I. )U \1f N I " ,,n ohs ia'u"J'a Lw
'i rat ' 'd 1'\ I lit "i iI'i&'t I ti ,'aert'd I hit' lit' tt".t ot rt'sid

ails;, t '.,, lefit a. tat niath'neik'- and '.aa tall. .\ Iflalla' gt1Wt15I
01 4 tanit'flf aOfl lit' plias lale'al aa'-aiag [ha' tVpt' tat

'utat'ra' a'i pitat t'.' l't'int', .a,',t",',,'d

'aiiitj't' ()IIttO?lh"a
I Ii,' tilt a'.i a alililit afi tot fl" tat a'.'ae'.-.nit'ii I tot an. tall saUttaaIfla'
.aiial thai a sail I'a aura a sagilit ha' a '13 ItatI lit'. Jt' lie'. .114
a h'iie"-,I abe aul tilt' iaita'lh'a 1 nil '-.holl'-. that tlies' ,ii;' t't'kai1 to
alt'S a-It ap. t ha atitti I Ilt' tat ten liti aid Iet" ssh It aij a'ntr.its'
on the ne,iiI tat iaihtrrn.itiaan tafliS. I highei aardt'i toguitivi'

,13(' 131i't 'lIMit in teahang and al'.t' in a'.'.t'ian'fl I
l".t '.tia' Iti 3fl' ifla '31' t hi II a It at t,iaj a iil Iii tormat ie-'n
I hit tii ti'.t aI'.a a e'tItlirO t he ti'.t' i't '.LilJ'. '.aach ,a'. making
ill Iti tilt a" an,ula'.i no,, ,.s ra tht".i'.,na; ,anai es .iltaahang

I'si?)1t3??(!It1l' ()ufcnt"

Iii nia nt t,i'.e'., I ht're ama' i lull-Il 'r1n I p.s t lit nia altar a c1't't tave
tttiat Ii h3tattIai ht' the ttb1t'a't tat ,i'.',t''.tiit'çiI ,i'-. 'as el a'. tal
teat Ii iii. I alit 'tata ns pit ' eat ii ma'. iii a2e'flaa' tlt'.ahitV tat
tt'i hilliAltIl' an ni, ta'ahnolcao,s - 'ataaa,-d'a'aaatk .aaid '.t' tin .ato

t,ciut ,It'ltI IOta'S aiut a I it'3a,i liar t11al*1iS pi'rttua ii*,)liaa' aiflal
,ihi itt h' I a ha ai,iota ar tatatat hi'at-'.

';t1i'(-!!.'t' ( Iifca'7?7i"

\?ta& liSt' a at'aa'4 itta''. t iii he flit ait' P1' ablt.'tn,itja It 'liking for
'. at'ivae 1'. .1 teat he a '. t ak'a'a' fta' taut '.t icak'rtt'.. '.J'ltqiftj a '.t uah'nI
tue lllaIgt'tb nt'g,it!s a'I at thai tuti It a ama' a'. not at hit"a'a'd, regard-
ta..'. at I Ii; h's ii tat tt,' '.1 taderat ". at hia"at'int'nl tat oIlier t'bea
lit a'. ' I'-. it tit,lt*a I ramu,atie an (ja dcni.and hat particular ,aitittadt'a
,itid all'.t'Ilitami'. ha' .intl da'.phasa'd' Should
iitt ISa' aintl p'.Va lit amtata'r jat'ritarn1ance. isa' the aanl h ,.t". tan
'at tii ti I ha' "I ta'alau1 i'. jtiah',t'aE' 1'. (ha' 1a'gitcmae of .adging
.a '.IuJt'nt lt'.ara'r tsil ti an ,ith't lit a' ahjt't lISt' hue' ':aala'ranc'e
hai athia dittt'n'ntt''.' I hi'. i'. Utah the plate ha a'ng1lga' Ill ,l
da'taih'ti dt't'.itt' flit' I' '. ra'.td hi a make a lear that '.ahau a!
,t'.'.e"."nu'nt ralt"-. 'thac.it as 'asa'lI a'. te'thnat,tl t1tia".tiian'. .and
to t'l31'}hI'.lst' thit' pItaIIt'ii,,ll i liatta rt tat ,i'.'.t".'.tait'fit )t .ittt'a -
ti'aa' h1ttv".

j 4'rj'a' f'ro i'-.'.

a'nh tlt"a t'k'pnia'nt'. lii .i'.sa''.sflut'n I an .311 ,itta'rn,ita'a t' U1tt '1
'.' aai ada is pat 'ara 113111*' ata "a it It asia h.asi' ..t'a'n tiit' ant at ad tiaiti

11 iit'a'a a'naph1a..ms tIll tlit h'arwng prot t't's themselves
a'. as e'H ,i'. tart 1 ha' twit i'aaia" I In' .i Fr1ttli 11,1'. been fah*'hJvd
'g "aij'i',isitl' ,l'.'.t".t.ilit'Iit b*'t.atzst' it in taht' 41fl iiittta! na'gaiti-'
.ihiean bt'tss'een tt','aaha'r aiaitJ 'tuah'nt 4abou( the als to Ix'
1fl'hk'%'ed in [hi' pdalWuIimr (tfllrM', 10



The ga1S ale statemeith of content and expetcd perfor-

mance and alMo Matementi of the activtv designt'd to
achieve the perfiiimance. In an English unit, for eurnpk.
the gtval will spedfy a wnrkk,ad (o mane words or ws
in a ctIt%in time). a standard dear sitor writing), and
a p 'ess (devduptd thrnugh succvsi *' drattiig, corre-
tions editing 1ind nwrating). Satistador' t'rt iii ne re-
quin satisfaction ot all pects.

Sununarising Assessments

)R EACI 4 l.NI)IVII)UAL STLTF*Ni;
can be obtained within individual courses and across

cunes. I low this informathm might be summarised is an
lmpitant question. A traditional approadi has been to

duct some aggn.'gate or awrage as a sun 1arkin4 statistic
to which all the informathin might be jvducei. Rcdudng
the results to a single inde, lik this, it u urse, lt,ses much
Information. An aitvrnativt' is to retan at least tWtt' separate
ineasUn's and to resent the inlormatitin as a profile ot

results thus preserving details.

krt'ate

In ime Australian states the most prominent use of a single
aggregate as a sumniar of perfi'rrnance is in producing
tertiary entranct scores. A student's results at the end of

seetindary education, in stinw number ot subjects, are aggre-
gated to produce a single score. From thtst' an tweral rank-
ing of candidates for admission Iti higher education is pro-
duced. The reduction of the infornution to a single aggre-
gate and a single order ni merit is justitied on the grounds
of the compt'ttnt'nvss with which access to higher edtica-
tion Is sought.
What is lost in the aregate an' the mulL in nsmsalitv

of the original data. A sftident with high scores in
humanities and low scores in matht'ntatics and stK'ncc t1m
obtain the same average as a student with high scores in
mathematics and science and low scores in humanities and
as another student with average scores in all. Civen the
speilalised nature of study in higher education, it makes
no sense to cønsider these applicants equal. One is much
better prepared It) study science and another much better
prepared to study the humanities. One of the mireptiwen1ul
arguments for ignoring these ditfrrt'ncv's and persisting with
a single agt'regatt is that th alternative jf n'quin ad
ditiunal constraints upon suhjct choices that studints
might male in upper secondary education. The tist' of an
aggregate, without ctmside'ratitin of the mi of subjects from
which it is derFt'ed, 15 ry'n as a sub4antial and important

flCCSSiOfl to freedom of choice in st'condarv education
The kss o tnformflicin in the reduction of the asst'ssmt'iits
to a single ag,gregate' is then accepted as an atct'ptat'lt' pnct'
to pay.

Pmfiles

Then? is a growing reaction agasr'st th use of a single sum-
marising aggregate or average in favour of a full profile of
ft'sultS. Reporting ,i profile of pt'rfomanct's is bs' no means
a new practice. Reports to parent, usually provide such
information and give separate n'sult: fur separate subjects.
Within any particular subject it is common to reduce 'it
performances to a single score. hut even that is not nect's-
sary. Some primary schools, for c'iiample. report with a mutt'
fine g,ained analysis on components of suhect such as
English, preserving information about reading, writing.
speaking, listening and so on.

Even for admission to higher education profiles have
en used in the past. Mmissiors to university in omc

countries was obtained through the achievement of mat-

ricutation', obtained with strnw ninipnim nib of results
suet, as two Us and three &s. It wa'- univ when t unq'tition

tot pLace'-. nuiv intense and the riced anise for a

more precise ranking. or at lea-st an appan'ntiv more precise

tanking, that a sing1' tinder ot merit was produced on the

basis ol a singk t egate for each student
then' are i;reastng demand'-. tot a return ti' the usc of

pruhies as a wa of retaining seine ol t he i'i h n's'-. ul the

data which is lost shri'ugh ri.'duction to an ag!rcgat&'. (.ntur-

1unatt.l tuih of tb' 1rgtlrnent for profiles sw'--. no inun'

than mint' is better, I hen' is a risk that et'nsivt' intuitna-

tin viii ,LJmp (lit' user and it'siitt ri undt'ar and irn'prti-

duct'abl' dt-tijon., tjnh'ss tivn detiskmn nut's urt' made,

there is no war n t'nsnrmg that tb1 decisititi tot an iutdi

'idual student will riot (it' simply the it,svnrr,'ttic udgnient
of the person wh happens to deal with the ir'ot-,n,liinn.

Vhert' n, s'It'ction js involved, f, profile :ii more reatiih

stand as mn appnipriatt' rich report of pt'rtnrmanct's.

As an t'ampk ol the type t decision rule which might

be made for using a profile fir selection purposes, tt'nsidt'r

a irnpIt' cm&': n'duct' lii a two dimensional prufile the'

humanities nd mathematics sch'nct' scur'; the' two pieces

of inlomniatLun lmi L-.Oh student c,ui (twit be' used in different

wa'. for ditiert'tit purpose's Isir .sdmissiem to an engineer-

I ng p ogram me', st ime In mum mu in score' m in t h' huma nitk's

scale maw be' -.quired and, kin iH those whit satit-.*'s that

minimum, a rank order on tht' mnatli'nwtic science' scak'

might 1w established ti dm'termine' .i-Imis-.-.ions. For
t-'toriomics, whee' both 'e-.rbaI and qelauiiif.ltnt' skills arm'

required .in average of the two results imw be' ttt'd, For

admissitin to i humgi.iitut's programme. results on the

humanities '-tale' alone might 1w used. With further ph'ce's

of inftirniatnin in the profile, the decision rule's will tit-tonw

more' e-ompk' ('Lit uiless tht' art' nude' -sp!icit they will

be' reproduce'alI.' Mere' will be' better univ It it us clear

what can Ix' done' with it.

Professional Obligations

E'FYOE
%S'IK) '1 FM] 4[ hs a pmeitt'ssttmal oliIig4l-

Lion It' ,ss'ss performance it is n'ee'ssars' to mtn,ili'r

fbi' t'tte'ctive'nt's of mc's (caching. as we'll as lii ,nii'rm

learners. (and any others resptmsibh' for theni such as par-

ents, ) of the' uccess of their t'drnlng.

'I Iwrm' is also ar ol'iigafitm to .m'vsvide' as"e'ssnit'nts that

a me' both criterion- n'te'svnecd md ne irm- re'tere'need.

m"ritvnit,n-rt'k'renced assessments can provide a eh'ar Indira-

lion of what the.' student hjs learned t'ttctivclr and what

is vet t'i be.' mastered. 'liii' norm-uvft'rt'nct',f assessments c.in

offer a point of n'Ierence in average perk'zmance' that can

give' students and parents simw idea cit ho pt'rstnul perk 'n

is related t general levels of e'sp'iation

h end with a warning. Some' teachers prefer to assess

performance' against th student's 'tapacitv'. This depends

crucially upon the k'acher's asst'ssme.'nt of map.uettv. leache'rs

max' have no evidence of iapautv apart troni the c-en per-

u irmanct'-s that an' the subject of the' a.sessmcnt of achieve'-

mt'nt. S'risitic'e'iv used, normative' assessments ran then

prti'idt' a tts,'tttl supph'nit'nt to criterion- n'tt're'net'd assess-

ments,

Totts

I)r l3arrv .lei, aw ist )irertor ot the' Australian C 'um.:n br Iduca-

tinn1i1 Rese'are'h, Ios 2 itt. I lavthtirn, Victoria, i12. \ustralia
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Achievement Test Scores in
Perspective

By William Turnbull
Educational Testing Service. Princeton

The need to assess how much students have learned
has been fundamental in education for as long as
there have been students and teachers. Long before
standardized tests of achievement c ame on the
scene. teachers were making such julgements They
based them on information gleaned from familiar
sources; direct observation of students' work, class
recitations, conversations with the student or other
teachers, daily quizzes. and final examinations All
these bits of information entered into the marks the
teacher gave. They still do and they should.

Since we had all these techniques at our disposal.
why then were standardized achievement tests
welcomed when they came along? There are several
reasons.

An inexact Business
Teachers knew what an inexact business marking
really Is, and welcomed a new development that held
promise of improving their information. Among the
virtues of standardized tests, three were particularly
appealing. The first virtue was accuracy. Studies were
made to compare the amount of random error in the
traditional kinds of information with the amount of
error in the newer standardized tests in the same
subjects, and the findings were consistent: the test
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5i.:01 e5 WOfe consistently mote sic eurate.
Furttu..,rinore, they had is second, relatrd virtue,
ofijectivity that helped overcome some other
problems. Some teachers marked hard and Sen. le
marked easy, some based their marks heavily nil
deportment, some on how hard students tried r:ithi,r
than how much they achieved The standardized test,
knew nothng of those things. tier of sex, race.
honesty, amiability, or love of one's fellow man: Only
how much the student hao learned 1 fwd. scores On
standardized tests of achievement had the vie lee 01
comparability; they showed not only how well
particular students performed in comparison with
their classmates but also how well they did in
comparison with pupils in other classes. other
schools, and other districts.

We had. then, the basis for a fine combination of
techniques. standardized tests. which co.310 measure
sheer accomplishment in several areas very wee, and
teacher judgement. which could add dimensions
inaccessible to standardized testing but pertinent to
the interpretation of pupil scores.

We have learned a hard lesson in the ensuing
years: how difficult it it to keep achievement scores in
that perspective, to see them as a valuable ingredient
in the mix of information that indicates how much an
individual student or a group of students has learned
in a particular area. Scores are not. by themselves.
sufficient. That fact needs to be reiterated. But they
do remain a key component in any adequate learning
information system.

Three Fallacies

Undoubtedly, testing has suffered more from the
excessive expectations of its most devotes 4vocates
than from the attacks of its critics. I have men, Jrted
three virtues of tests that have enhanced their
usefulness. Let me balance the account by

TSWOMAtlet,r4,1P140.1.-+Orfrewommilinvolvairmriomessomprow

Meet lenlrel elver- gaffe rte:- Vtofr, of tlyt,t
!h, n1 of

Viciernoter rolioc:y Some
people havi: inve.31ed s.core!.; with a preciion
an lily !hid tIONf never po,:sessed The
c.ry,:torskj Lii!-..overy that they are net peifo.:tly ac.curate
hris the lacl that they are more accurate

most Of Hie n Owes,
1 he second err r)! I !ti;i;l call the Whole Person

Faihicy the tcridency 10 read into aotuevernent test
scerf.> much mere than they really tell, which is
qimply the ;imront student has learned in a given
suhed. Some people kite tet down upon discovering
that achievement tests fad to measure a variety of
traits like honesty or leadership or social
cur aid in their disappointment over fife
fact that the test:; do not describt: the whole person.
forget that they do a rather good job of measuring the
academic am. f," C,mphshments they purport to measure.

. . testing has suffered . . from the excessive
expectations of its most devoted advocates .

Third. there is the Equal Preparation Fallacy. Some
people expect the test to compensate somehow for
the differences in academic development of children
who:4e learning opportunities have differed
dramatically, The lest score tells you nothing about
the difficulties a student has had to overcome to
acquire a given level of proficiency, but it tells you a
great deal about what that level is a fact that is
central to deciding what the student is ready to tackle
next.



Comparable Results
The same three virtues of test scores accuracy.
Objectivity, and comparability that had appealed to
teachers interested in the accomplishments of
individual students also commended themselves to
administrators. For the administrators the greatest of
the virtues was (and is) comparability.

They saw at once the power of standardized tests
to permit comparisons of the learning achieved by
pupils of different teachers. or in different schools, or
in different districts, Since it was well known that
some schools were much more demanding than
others in their curriculum and in their pass marks.
here at last was a chance to put all students on the
same footing in an objective cornea. icon of results
across schools to make sure the children were
learning as much as they should, as determined by
how well the children elsewhere were doing.

In the main, these aspirations were sound And
when the three fallacies have been resisted when
people have not expected the precision of the
micrometer, have not looked to achievement tests to
measure the whole person. and have not assumed
that by standardizing the test you have standardized
preparation then, indeed, the scores have given a
new dimension, through their comparability across
geographic areas and spans of time. to the
information available to educators. It is hard to
imagine any other basis we might have had for
learning, for examp that the verbal and
mathematical skills students applying go to
American universities have declined in the last 15
years. It may not have been a comforting message,
but it was one worth getting.

Let's look at a third major use of standardized
achievement test scores in America in the
selection of students, especially for university. This
use got an important boost (luring World War Ili when
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teacher power was unoeateaet, deo the iitr,;jri ;,1;

essny tests. The boards of one y ustiOtAitoted toOleCt!vf,
tests as a war measure because they could he eeleee
so efficiently, fully eXpet Ong to 1011.1f 11 10 the
after the War. But lo filnpf ISO (It fl low not onN
were the objective leSts easier to grade. the :;coies Vrt
them were at least as eltective as tlk, essay lest scoct,:1:,
had been in measuring the attainments of the
students who took them. This conclusion was arrivpd
at first through the general oesereation of the school
and university people involved and then contirmee
through careful research 1hr- scores were by Ono
i3r-ge accurate more so nee sc.ores on the Assay
tests had been

The test score tells you nothing about the
difficulties a student has had to overcome

mormeasmonnow Ainnomeloes.

Students wno were admitted proved to have the
accomplishments the test scores had promised The
scores provided a common currency, unlike the
grade-point averages that reflected difference in
grading between schools and between parts of the
country. Moreover, they were much less subject to
special coaching than the essay tests had been; they
reflected more fairly the accomplishments of
students from different parts of the country. different
schools, different curricula.

Unparalleled Growth

As a result, the selective institutions that used the test
scores as one basis for admissions decisions were
able to seek out talented students from every corner

PleS=1=111=-2 Z:211110511311as,

nal every stf MUM. They began to
seat, ern campus d mere heterogeneous group of
students both socially and geographically, Moreover.
wOn objective Tests of aptitude and achievement in
place and efficient it was possible to test the
eree mous postwar wave of college applicants under
11w' new system. and an unparalleled expansion of
higher educ' tion took place in this country.

The system worked because of the same virtues of
standardized tests: accuracy. objectivity, and
comparability. Again, however, some people were
tempted into entertaining great expectations that
could not be and have not been fulfilled. The scores
were accurate in the main but not micrometers in
their precision. even though their errors were smaller
than those of ether known techniques. They
measured achievement and readiness, but not traits
of character and temperament not the whole
poison They made no allowance for the
inadequacies of preparation or special circumstances
of environment that the student had overcome in
school. in short, the assumption of equal preparation
remained and remains-- a fallacy.

Guidance for Students
We have discussed three legitimate and important
uses of standardized tests: their use by teachers to
determine how much the individual student has
learned, by administrators to determine how much
classes and larger groups have learned, and by
university admissions people to discover how well
prepared a prospective student may be. Each use has
made great contebutions to education and society
when kept in perspective and used with other
pertinent information.

Another importer', use of test scores is by students
to help them as they examine their educational and

career goals and ?stimate Weir readiness to
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undertake a more or less demanding programme of
study as their next step. This use has received less
emphasis historically then it should have, but the
evidence from a set of tests can add materially to the
information available for a student's guidance.

1. . there are many gifted youngsters who
make mediocre records in school but surface
through their test scores .

People who now discover that test scorns can vary
from day to day and from test to test are on the right
track. Every examination. every judgement about
people, is fallible and has a typical error rate. The
standard error of measurement associated with
standardiked test scores is well known because it is
readily determined and regularly announced by the
publishers. That does not mean that other forms of
measurement, such as essays or interviews or letters
of reference or teachers' grades, have no error or a
smaller error. In fact. although such errors are rarely
reported or even determined, research indicates that,
in the typical case they are much greater than the
standard error of measurement of a test score.

Those who call for a high degree of teacher
involvement in assessing students in their classes are
right, as are those who decry the use of test scores
alone as a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of an
entire educational programme. There is much more
to be considered than is reflected in the score,
including the conditions under which the results wer e
achieved. But to say what some recent critics have
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said that even if one wants to know how pupils iire
doing in arithmetic one should be forbidden to give a
standardized test in arithmetic is to swing the
pendulum right out of the clock.

Institutions that use test scores lo select new
students should indeed use other intormation as well
Achievement tests simply cannot measure the whoiv
person. Obviously, a college should consider ',he
record of previous school otidc)rrnanC,e and t he
judgements of teachers and counsellors. Yet there
are many gifted youngsters who make mediocre
records in :5chool but surface through their test
Scores, as Julian Stanley's work at Johns Hopkins
L3Fiiversity lids amply demonstrated.

Forget the Magic

Finally, those who would ascribe to tests given at
school age some magic. that enable::: them to divine.
genetic intelligence or ability to learn should terget it
Achievement tests measure developed ability
developed in relation to a particular subject or
discipline. To a large extent. so do scholastic aptitude
tests, although the areas of experience through
which a student is prepared for them are much more
long term and more pervasive in our society. But
equal opportunity in education simply has not been
realized. To think that. at 18 years of age, people
whose experiences have been vastly different can
show their inborn potential through a test of verbal
and mathematical reasoning is naive. regardless of
their cultural advantages or disadvantages.

Standardized tests of achievement have amply
demonstrated their utility over the past two or trek-3e
generations. Because of their accuracy. their
objectivity, and their comparability, they deserve
recognition as a powerful tool in education. They
have suffered in esteem first at the hands of those

who claimed for them a set of qualities they could
never attain, and latterly from the protests of those
who haw, proposed that since they are imperfect they
be done away with 1 suggest we put them in a
reasonable perspective as we strive to imprOve both
the test',4 and their use

Note

Thfs 197t1 prt'sictent,31aticitess of W W. Turnbull to
TOSI1119 Seqvi rET S). slightly vdited and

printed by permission
F1S is a private, non-profit. Organisation devoted to

rn+'05tirt,r1ler/t and research. it was founded in 1947 by the
American Council on Educ;ition the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement 01 Teaching. and the College
EntrInce Examination Board. It has it5 main office in
Princeton New Jersey. and tact. eel largest
oii3;inib)tion devoted to educational testing in the world.
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The Foundations of School Testing
rodsworriroilria.0.

For teachers specialising in
assessment techniques, and
students anxious to sort out the
theory and practice of testing in
schools.
By Cedric Croft
NZCER

An understanding of validity, reliability and usability are
a must for all test users. The validity of a test is an
indication of how well it measures what the author
claims It will measure; its reliability describes the
consistency or dependability of its scores; and its
usability Is concerned with its administration, format,
Interpretation and supply.

An alarm clock that keeps accurate time can be
described as being reliable, and if the alarm goes off at
the right hour the clock is functioning validly. If the dial
of the clock can be read with little chance of
misinterpretation, the alarm control operated readily,
and it is robust and easily rewound, the clock could be
described as being highlyusable. It it stops, however,
and I fall to reset the hands on winding it up, it is still a
reliable clock in that it continues to keep consistent
time, but the alarm will not function validly since the
time shown on the clock does not conform to stanaard
time, The clock could still be usable, but the ease with
which it can be used has been affected by the lack of
validity.

Tests also can be highly reliable but not valid for a
particular purpose. A diagnostic test of long division for
example, can give very reliable results. but it would not
be the most valid test to select pupils for an enrichment
programme in all branches of mathematics. Test validity
is heavily influenced by reliability the alarm will go at
the wrong time if the clock runs slow but high
degrees of validity and reliability alone do not
necessarily guarantee usability think of an accurate
but faceless alarm clock. The usability of a test will also
suffer if reliability or validity are impaired, for example. if
the group the test is to be used on differs substantially
from the group the test was developed for.

1. Test Validities
When we have given a test, and have the scores, what
may we infer from those test scores? What have we
Measured? What can the scores tell us? What may we
not infer? These are questions about the test's validity.
Note that validity is inferred, not measured directly.
Evidence of validity is usually presented in a test
manual, but validity cannot be regarded as a universal
and everlasting feature of a test: it is a quality we must
Judge; and it may be adequate, marginal, or
unsatisfactory for this group, at this time, for this
specific purpose.

ommloorlopaimulem.

Up to ten types of validity can be identified but the
following four are most relevant to classroom testing;
content validity, concurrent validity. predictive validity
and construct validity.

(i) Content Validity
You have content validity when the test measures a
representative sample of the relevant knowledge skills
and behaviour. if fractions are emphasised in your
teaching, does the test emphasise them too? If urban
drift is not covered in your teaching will its inclusion in
an achievement test be legitimate? If drawing inferences
was your main thrust in science, how many of the test
questions could be answered by recall? Evidence of
content validity is crucial when we wish to generalise
from an individual's performance on a test to the
knowledge and skills the test sampled.

Content validity is of the utmost importance for all
classroom tests, and also relevant to behaviour
checklists, measures of scholastic aptitude. tests of
special abilities, and personality inventories.

For a test to have content validity the test items must
measure the behaviour they purport to sample.
Descriptions of the course or subject matter, the test
objectives, and the nature of the sampling, are critical.
Although some objective procedures can be used to
help assess content validity, the final judgment must
remain the opinion of the test's user and the process will
always be largely subjective.

It is always possible that a test regarded as having
content validity for one school, could be invalid for
another school. This would be the case when these
schools had differing objectives. or had chosen different
content or had different emphases. A test of reading
achievement containing a section on skim reading
would be valid for a school that taught the techniques of
skimming, for example, but invalid in a school that did
not have the development of skim reading skills as one
of its objectives. For an achievement test, content
validity will exist when there is close agreement between
the school's objectives and teaching practices, and the
test's coverage. The focus of content validity is firmly on
the adequacy of the sampling of course-content, and
not just on the appearance of the test. Although a test
should look as though it will measure what is claimed,
this 'face validity' is not sufficient. Establishing content
validity must be a prime consideration for everyone
constructing an educational test or examination. But
how can it be done? As the first step, draw up a table of
specifications showing the weighting and emphasis that
will be given to the various aspects of subject-matter
and cognitive process. For an example, see table 1.

The essential question to ask is: 'To what extent does
the content of this test reflect the knowledge and skills I
have tried to develop in these pupils?'
(ii) Concurrent Validity
Concurrent validity is an estimate of the relationship that
exists between scores on a test. and some other
acceptable criterion. For example, the performance of
children on New Zealand's PAT: Reading
Comprehension might be compared with their
performance on the Australian ACER Paragraph

2 2 J



Table1 38
TERM 3

BIOLOGY
Ms BELLMAN

Course Content
know-
ledge

1. Methods of Science
Testing
Hypotheses 4

2. Animal
Classification 2

3. The Plants cat

Cognitive Process
Compro- App Anaivitts
heneion lion

a 4

Total
!rem

the Earth 4 4 10

4. Populations and
Mechanics of
Evolution 3 *JO

S. Evolution.
Genetics and the
Races of Man 4 3 10

Total Items 12 14 143

Reading Test. A high correlation (0.85 ) would suggest
that these tests are measuring substantially the same
skills, so consequently, their concurrent validity is high.
Note that this does not shed any light on the nature of
the skills being tested. Furthermore, all a low correlation
tells us, is that the skills and abilities being sampled by
each test differ.

If performance on a test of library skills, for example.
was correlated with 'ability to use a library', it might be
possible to make a statement about the way in which the
test performance relates to 'real life'. However, 'real life'
is a difficult thing to measure objectively, and a low
coefficient may just mean that the test is not being
compared with a suitable criterion.

Essentially, concurrent validity provides confirming
evidence of a test's validity 'validity by association'
the test in question must be valid if it relates well to
another that is already regarded as valid. There may be a
tendency to overvalue the importance of concurrent
validity data because it is numerical, but in reality,
concurrent validity provides us with the least
information about what a test is actually measuring.

(iii) Predictive Validity
Predictive validity is a measure of the relationship
between test scores and some appropriate performance
at a later date. In New Zealand it would be possible to
investigate the relationship between performanceon
PAT: Reading Vocabulary at Form 1, and the marks
gained in School Certificate English four years later.

Predictive validity is most crucial for selection and
training where a test is being used to forecast likely
success in a training programme. in the classroom
context, tests of reading readiness or learning disability
are examples of tests that must have their predictive
validity established.

By and large, teachers need not be concerned about

the predictive qualities of standardized achievement
tests usci in classrooms,since their main concern is
with here-and-now performance.

(iv) Construct Validity
Construct validity concerns psychological traits or
qualities and attempts to describe the underlying
psychological processes that are used in a specific test
situation. A psychologist's 'constructs' are similar in
nature to a physicist's 'models': both are theoretical
notions that are developed to help explain and organise
aspects of existing knowledge. Terms such as 'reading
readiness', 'anxiety', 'scholastic aptitude, 'critical
thinking' and 'reading comprehension' are examples of
constructs. The basic question in construct validity is
not, 'Llaes this text measure what the author claims it
measures ?' but, 'What exactly does this test measure?'
The identification of all factorS influencing the test score
is the aim of construct validation,

Despite the crucial importance of this quality, least
progress has been made in establishing sound evidence
for the construct validity of most psychological and
educational tests. There is no satisfactory Single
technique for assessing construct validity, nor can it be
firmly established by any one study. The methods used
to obtain evidence of construct validity include (i) logical
analysis of the mental processes used to answer test
items (ii) studies of group differences (iii) studies of
changes in performance over time, parti.l.ilarly when
treatments differ (iv) correlations with other tests (v)
intercorretation of items within the test.

A Final Word on Validity
It is worth stressing at this point that all types of validity
are inter-dependent: they provide information on how
well the test measures a defined field (content), how it
compares with other valid measures of a similar type
(concurrent), and how well it predicts future
performance (predictive); and all this information may
be used when considering the test's construct validity. It
is also worth reiterating that a test is not valid or invalid
per so: it depends on the use to which it is put.

2. Rellabilltles
To be valid a test must be reliable. In fact. test reliability
has a ceiling effect on test validity: unless a test
measures with some consistency it is not possible to be
sure what the test is measuring. The reliability of a test is
most often expressed as the correlation between one set
of scores (on a test for a specified group) and another
set of scores (on an equivalent test for the same group).
This correlation, usually called the reliability coefficient,
ranges from 0 to 1. which corresponds to a scale from
comple:e unreliability, i.e., a random fluctuation of
scores, to complete reliability. i.e., perfect consistency
of scores.

Although reliability coefficients of 0.96or higher are
reported occasionally, test constructors are satisfied if
they can achieve reliability in the vicinity of 0.90. it is
tempting to interpret reliability coefficients as the
percentage of scores that are in complete agreement,
but this is not correct. However, we can use percentages



to illustrate vhe relationship between reliability levels
and fluctuations in test score. Suppose we divide a MSS
we have tested into two halves on the basis of their
scores; then we re-test. How many children will remain
In the same half following the re-test? ff the test has n
reliability coefficient of 1.00 all of them, 110%, will still
be in the same half; if the reliability coefficient is 0.96
then 95% will stay In the same half and 5% will have
moved from one half to the other; and so on.

Table 2 Interpreting Reliability Coefficients
in Terms of Percent of Agreement

Correlation Coefficient Percent of Ayr ernent by I-4s4vps

1 00 100
0.96 95
0.90 90
a 85 87
0.81 8L

0 76 83
064 80
0 49 74
Cl 25 t16
0.00

from Robert L. Ebel. isserlfrilis linvosweiriopt.
N.Y. Prentice Hail. 1972

The reliability coefficient gives an indication of whether
the test is highly consistent, fairly consistent, or vary
inconsistent only. However, it is used to determine the
'standard error of measurement', of which more later.

The four major types of reliability that are most
relevant to school achievement and aptitude testing are
calculated by test-retest. parallel forms, split-halt and
Kuder-Richardson methods.

(I) Test-Retest
Test-retest reliability is estimated after a test has been
given to a group on two separate occasions. The set of
scores obtained for each individual on the first
administration of the test is correlated with the set of
scores obtained on the second administration. This
gives us a 'test-retest reliability coefficient'.

What pupils do between the two tests can be crucial.
If, for example. they learn things related to the test there
can be marked changes in the scores. As a result the
test-retest reliability coefficient may be artificially
deflated In addition, doing the test again may not seem
a very useful activity from the students' point of view, so
the second test may be a much poorer measure than the
first. For reassns such as this, studies of test-retest
reliability must be carefully controlled if a valid estimate
of the test's stability over time is to be gained.

(11) Parallel Forms
In some tests, for example, TOSCA in New Zealand and
OTIS Higher in Australia, there are parallel forms of the
test, which make it possible to measure the same skills
on different test material. Usually a single group does
both terms of the test, on consecutive days. Parallel
forms reliability is really a measure of the equivalence of
two forms of a test.
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(fir) Split-Half
The practical difttc,titties associated with test-retest and
parallel-forms stimulated the development of
alternatives.. One of these was to split a test into two
reasonably equivalent halves. usually on the basis of
odd and even items, so that each subject has a score on
the odd items, and another on the even items. The
correlation between the scores on the odd and
even numbered items is then calcuated. The split-half
technique results in a coefficient of internal consistency
that is, in essence, a measure of the homogeneity of the
skills that are being tested.

(iv) Kucler-Richardson
Kuder and Richardson developed alternative
approaches. Their formula, KR20, which has become
widely accepted as a basis for estimating WSJ reliability,
requires information on the difficulty (proportion of
correct responses) of each item in the test, and on the
spread of scores. As the calculation of item difficulties
can be a time consuming process, an estimate of a test's
reliability can be obtained from Kuder-Richardson
formula 21, which is based on the number of items in the
test, the mean score and the standard deviation of
scores. This 'short cut' approach always gives an
under-estimate of the reliability coefficient when the
items vary in difficulty, as they nearly always do.

Reliability and Errors of Measurement
A very practical way of thinking about reliability is to
consider the extent to which an individual's score may
vary from time to time. Every test score is made up of
two perts. a 'true score', and an 'error score' Error
scorei -- which can raise or lower an individual's true
score can come from the test itself, from
characteristics of the individual or from features of the
test administration,

If changes in test scores are not large between
successive testings. the effects of these 'error variables'
have been minimal, and the test is reliable, If a child's
score changed from something around the 67th
percentile to something around the 33rd percentile for
example, over a period of a month or so, and there
appeared to be no good reason for the change, the
reliability of the assessment would be very much in
doubt.

The extent to which an individual'sscore is likely to
differ from the 'true' score, can be calculated and
expressed as a 'standard error of measurement'. The
standard error of measurement gives us an indication of
the absolute accuracy of the test scores and generally
speaking the smaller the standard error of
measurement. the more reliable the test is. The Ravens
Standard Progressive Matrices is said to have a
standard error of measurement of 3. This suggests that
for about 68 percent of cases theerrors of measurement
will be 3 points or less, but for the remaining 32 percent
they will be greater than 3.

The standard error of measurement lets us interpret
test scores as a band, rather than a single score. In 68
percent of caves an individual's true score will be + or
one standard error of the raw score. If you score 30 on
Ravens, there are 68 chances in 100 that your true score



lies between 33 and 27, It the band tit Scores is
broadened to encompass two standard errors, Le.
24-36, there are 96 chances in 100 that the true score
falls within this range. Although it may 100k as though
some precision has been lost, the use of bands of scores
increases the chances of reliable measurement.

3. Usability
A test must be suitable for the purposes required. and
there are practical questions that must be asked

(1) Is the test readily available?No matter how valid
and reliable a test might be in a particular situation, it
will be of little use if you cannot get it. Even good tests
date alter a time, and they do go out of print. Some tests
remain research instruments, and despite sound
characteristics may never be published for widespread
use. Tests that are published overseas can take up to 20
weeks to arrive in Australia and New Zealand. so supply
can be an important factor unless long-term planning is
carried out diligently.

(ii) Am I able to ,administer the test?
Tests vary in their complexity. and hence there are a
wide range of practical and theoretical training
requirements. There are two questions: 1. 'Do I have the
background skills necessary for the competent
administration of this test?. 2. 'Am I allowed to
administer this test?' In New Zealand NZCER
administers a test user qualification scheme. In Australia
ACER administers a similar scheme. Certain classes of
tests are available oniy to users who possess recognised
minimum qualifications. The test catalogues available
from NZCER and ACER list the qualifications and the
restricted tests.

(iii) Can I interpret the results?
Test results can he reported in a variety of fNays: age
percentile ranks, class percentile ranks, deciles.
stanines, z-scores. i-scores, deviation, IQs, and so on
You need to be familiar with the properties of the
transformed scores to interpret the score. It is also
necessary to know what behaviour is being sampled. so
that how the test items reflect the abilities or aptitudes
being tested can be seen. Good test manuals help.

(iv) How much time will it take?
First, time will be spent on giving the test, Then time
must be spent on marking and interpretation. And have
you got time to do something about what the test may
reveal? Is the ultimate usefulness of the test scores
worth the time it will take to get them? For example, the
Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition
Skills is made up of 11 subtests each with at least two
sections, and takes three hours to administer, With time
for scoring and interpretation to be added, there would
need to be very real advantages for the teacher and
pupil to justify the time involved.

(v) What will the total cost be?
This also must be weighed against the ultimate
usefulness of the information gained. Take the probable
effective life of the programme into account, as the

LIP COStS are r qatively high. flit cost:, dor !case
with subsequent use because reosr to tee
are re-usable

iv!) From what group wcro flortnti dCt Wed'
Much of the value in n standard;;;.ed test comes from
being able to compare an indaodual's scorn with those
of a representative sample of peers, le be el most yoke.
the norms on a test should be derived from the same
population as those taking the test. It this is not the case
a judgment most tie mark' whether valid comparisons
can be made between those taking the test. and the
norms sample. Little purpose would be servQd rn
administering a test of mechanical comprehension to
third-form technical students if the norms tor the test
had been derived from the performance of university
engineering students,

One result is that teachers and other test users
are forced to use unadapted overseas norms when
interpreting the performance of New Zealanders and
Australians. This is a far from ideal situation, which gives
rise to test information that is neither valid nor reliable.
The widely used Burt (F?earrange 1 Word Reading Test,
and its successor the Burt Word R:lading Test ( 1974
Revision) can be used to illustrate this point. The Burt
(Rearranged) Word Reading Ter-4 was normed on a
sample of Scottish children in 1955, the arrangement of
words in the test and the procedures for computing the
so-called reading age' being adjusted to reflect the
word reading skills of Scottish children. This test tens
been used in its origin form in New Zealand, on tht
assumption that !here is no difference between the
performance of New Zealand and Scottish children on
the test'

A ,CNIS4011 of the 195S Vf "t.; on of this test was
published in 1974. The Scottish figures show that
children now have to react more words correctly to get
the same reading age.. For example, on the 1955
formula 30 words read correctly gave a reading age Of
8 0 years but in the 1974 revision 30 words read
correctly result in a reading age o' 6 7 years. To be
c.redited with a 'reading age. of 8.0 years. 48 words now
need to be read correctly. The Bill Word Readinq rest
(1974) Revision is now being widely used and the
assumption is that these new Scottish norrm.; validly
represent the performance of New Zealand children on
this test, which seems unlikely

The New Zealand test user is not welt :-,upplied with
tests which present current New Zealarvinorms. Apart
from the Progressive Achievement Tws. locally normed
tests which have direct application in schools are
restricted to the Otis Tests of Mental Ability, the ACER
Silent Reading Tests, the ACER Arithmetic Tests and the
Oral Word Reading Test. The last three named tests
were all standardized in 1954, so the normative data is
now somewhat limited Due in 1981 is the New Zealand
developed and normed Test of Scholastic Abilities
(TOSCA) which should replace the OTIS.Dtre also in
1981 am two other normed tests. the Proof Readier; Prl
of Spelling anti a New Zealand standardization of the
Burt Word Reading Test

On the surface at least. test users in Australia are



better supplied. They have more achievement tests to q.
ACE'? Primary Redding Survey Tests. ACE!?
Mathematics Profile Series) more general ability tests
(e.q..ACER Lowet Grades Ability Scale. AGE. F? Tests of
teaming Ability) and more special purpose tests ;e.g..
4CER Checklist frit School H(Aginnils, ACED Shorthlrid
Aptitude Test). Hovvetrer. the large and diverse
population, coupled with differinci state educationill
systems, may mean that the number of tests SAffiabit.A for

a Specific use is strictly iirniteti. Tests are usually
developed for piitfiCtflai populations and eilucatiop
systems so, the Australiai) must be Vigil:int in
making i3Ure that the test is suitable for his or her
purpose, s.

Conclusion

By considering a test s re/iatnhry and usabihry it
will be possible to decide whether the test will perform
the function you have in mind If an evaluation of the test
indicates thaai it does not meet your ;equirements, time.
effort and money have been well saved. It will also
ensure that tests are used as the servant of teachers and
pupils, and do not become thou iiwters

Evaivation Checklist
The charaeti'nsti( ; of that n,'1\(' bt 01) Oil p ,t

RMINGAM14.!

article can be used as a basis for evaluating the potential
worth of any test. By systematically recording
informaton about these major characteristics. inform-
ation that can be used in decision-making can be
quickly summarized. item 9 of this set is such a list. It is
not copyright and you may duplicate it as you wish.

Suggestions tr: Further Reading
Batiornleind, f3 ti,

94iiiding a School Testing PrograMMe. Boston,
Houghton Mifflin. 1963. iA good introductory text.)

Ebel Al,
Essenrrais of Educational Measurement. Englewood
Cliffs. New Jersey. Prentice-Hall Inc., 1972.

Cironluncl.
Constructing Achievement Tests. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey. Prentice-Hall Inc 1977.

Lyman, H.S.
Test Scorns and What They Mean. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 2nd ed.. 1971. (A good
introductory text.)

Thprndike L and Hagen. Elizabeth
Measurement and Evaluation in Psychology and
Education New York. Wiley. 1969.
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By Warwick B. Bey, University of the South Pacific Sue Price

1. Introduction
Why do we test pupils?
Most teachers spend a lot of time and effort preparing
tests. giving tests, marking tests and using tests for one
purpose or another. Why? The main functions of tests and
examinations in school are:

(a) Mastery. Classroom tests are often prepared by
teachers to see whether pupils have mustered a particular
writ or skill that has just been taught.
e.g., Teacher gives a quick quiz to see whether pupils have
learned how to multiply fractions; or know the main events
and characters in the book "Animal Farm": or have
learned the main vitamins and the foods that contain them.

(b) Diagnosis. Tests are often used by teachers to
determine the major weaknesses that a child shows in
basic skills.
e.g.. In mathematics. to see whether pupils know basic
number facts, or can handle zeros, or understand how to
divide fractions; in reading. to see whether pupils'
difficulty is due to poor vision or hearing. or word attack
skills. or vocabulary weakness. or some misconceptions
about print.

(c) Reporting Progress. Formal examinations are often
used to report on the progress made by pupils over a term.
or school year. The results are of interest to parents.
pupils, potential employers, and teachers in next year's
classes.

In add)tion to these three main uses. formal tests and
examinations are often used

(1) to place children in ability groups;
(ii) to select pupils for further education,

scholarships, etc.;
(iii) to match pupil materials with pupil abilities:
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(iv) to evaluate one's own instruction.
(v) to assist with vocational guidance:
( AI to determine a child's readiness for learning:
(vii) to undertake research on pupils' abilities. or on

teaching methods;
(viii) to determine whether educational standards in a

school, or total system are changing.

As teachers, we should be clear why we are testing.
should not test just because it is always done. Certain'y
tests often do help motivate students to work harder. But
the results can be discouraging too. if the results are poor.

In fact. the purpose of the test should affect the kind of
test given. Thus, a formal selection examination will
normally cover a large number of skills and topics lightly.
and most questions should be of middle difficulty level.
Mastery tests on a particular unit will be more intensive.
with several questions on each of a few topics to see
whether they are mastered or not. Some tests should be
relatively hard for all pupils. (e.g.. Diagnostic tests). Some
will be lengthy and formal with elaborate marking schemes
(e.g., End-of-year examinations); at other times the
teacher will give short, informal quizzes with emphasis on
quick feedback. Sometimes the need is for many short
questions which can be objectively marked. At other times
the teacher's purpose will be better served with a few long
answer questions. It is important therefore that we think
through our reasons for testing.

2. Qualities of a good examination
Not all examinations are well set. Often they are too hard.
or too easy. or not enough time is allowed. Sometimes the
questions are vague, or trivial, or provide clues for the
'test-wise` pupil. Many examinations are unbalanced.
providing too many questions on some aspects. and too

few on others. Such weaknesses means that decisions
based on the examination results will be unfair, or
pedagogically unsound. How can we tell if our
examination is a good one? Two important features are
Reliability and Validity.

(a) Reliability
Tests are reliable if they produce consistent results. if they
produce similar marks on different occasions. !f a pupil
gains 75% . in a reading comprehension test today, and
only 50% tomorrow, then the results are not consistent:
the tests are not sufficiently reliable to base judgements
on. If a pupil is placed first in his class in a test of
multiplication and division of decimals today and is 20th in
a similar test tomorrow, we can conclude that the tests are
not reliable indicators of his ability.

To be reliable a test must normally be long enough to
minimize the effects of chance factors in the content and
skills included in the test. With a short test. a pupil may be
lucky, because he happened to know or guess correctly the
few questions that were asked. whereas he knew very little
about the areas untouched by the test. A standardized test
of reading. mathematics or language normally needs at least
40 good objectively marked questions, to reach a
satisfactory level of reliability. To make decisions about
individual pupils, for placement. or grouping. or diagnosis.
a teacher-made test will probably require more questions
than this; for judgements about the performance of whole
groups, a teacher can get by with fewer.

Just how long a particular test should be depends on the
type of material tested, the amount of supplementary
information available, and the importance of the decisions
being made. Thus a test of a highly specific skill, such as
arithmetical addition, or spelling. or typing, may produce
reliable results within ten minutes. If however, we wish to
examine a pupil's grasp of a variety of mathematical
relationships. or his understanding of a period of history,
and then to make decisions about future schooling on the
basis of the results, we may wish to extend the test over
two or three hours to gain maximum reliability. For such
general skiffs as essay-writing ability, or oral expression, it
is commonly found that pupils vary so much in their
performance from day to day and from topic to topic, that
the only sure way to gain adequate reliabitilyjs to test the



pupils on several occasions and several topics. and
combine the marks given by two or three independent
markers. This may not always be practicable. but we
should realize when our results are likely to be fallible.

Other requirements of a reliable test are clear, precise
directions. and reasonable time limits. If students are
rushed, their performance may not be typical. The
questions should be clear and unambiguous. neither too
easy nor too difficult; thtli should normally discriminate
well between good and poor pupils. and they should be
capable of reasonably objective marking. Otherwise the
results will vary according to the values and whims of the
marker. if a choice of questions is allowed reliability
usually drops, because markers cannot compare answers
so consistently.

These are some of the more important factors in
determining how reliable a test will be. It is possible to
assess the reliability of a test statistically. but that is a topic
for another time.

(b) Validity
A good test must be valid. This means that, in addition to
measuring a pupil's achievement consistently. it should be
grievant to the main objectives of the course. ft should
cover the unit or course adequately. sampling each content
area and skill in appropriate proportions. Ira teacher
knows precisely what his objectives are. he can usually
tell. by analysing the questions of a test, whether they
conform closely to the objectives he has adopted i.e..
whether the test has 'content validity' for his purposes.

To illustrate, a 60-item test of addition in arithmetic may
be highly reliable. and yet be quite invalid for measuring
achievment in a course of modern mathematics which
emphasizes concepts. relationships and reasoning. The
objectives of the test do not match the teaching objectives.
A 3-hour written examination in manual arts may give
reliable results. But if it does not require students to show
the actual skills they have learned. it will have poor
validity. The students who do well on a written
examination may not be those who do well in the practical
skills.

Again a test of geography which focusses on factual
details about populations, areas, climate. exports. capital
cities. and the like would produce irrelevant results for a
teacher who stressed broad concepts, generalized skills
and underlying relationships. A valid test of such
objectives may require novel or fictitious situations on
which to base questions so that a pupil can demonstrate
that he has attained these objectives, regardless of the
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particular factual details he has acquired.
Sometimes tests lack validity because of 'cultural bias'.

Questions may be unfair because they assume that the
pupil has had particular experiences which he has not had.
or read hooks which were not accessible to him. or seen
films or T.V. programmes which he has not seen.
Sometimes the test may be invalid because the print is
illegible. or the diagrams unclear. or the paper
inadequately proof-read. Such problems may distract
pupils and cause changes in their rank order. Likewise.
cheating will result in invalid results. If pupils can copy
one another's answers, or gain prior knowledge of the
questions the results will not reflect their true grasp of the
subject assessed.

To ensure maximum validity for his tests. then. it is
important for a teacher to spell out. as clearly as possible.
precisely what his objectives are. and to build his
questions around these. in the appropriate proportions.
Tests which develop without such planning often
degenerate into factual quizzes of the low-level. isolated.
easily testable fragments of the course.

Guidelines ,Tr Checking Reliability

1. Is the test long enough?
2. Are the questions clear?
3. Are the time limits realistic?
4. Are the questions of appropriate difficulty?
5. Is the marking effective?
6. Are the instructions clear?
7. Has the choice of questions been kept to a minimum?

Guidelines jOr Checking Validity

1. Are the questions relevant. important?
2. Have all topics been assessed in appropriate

proportions?
3. Have all skills been assessed in appropriate

proportions?
4. Are there clues to the right answers?
5. Is the typing and presentation adequate?
6. Have all students had an adequate opportunity to learn

the material tested?
7. Is security adequate to avoid cheating?

3. Planning the test
If a test is not well balanced it will not he valid. Therefore.
to ensure proper balance, it is a good idea to draw up a
plan or blueprint. List the main topics to be covered on

one axis and the major skills to be developed on the other.
Thus. a blueprint for a unit on Mathematics might look

like this:

Skills

Topics %lemr, Computation Application 'taint

Set% 3 8
Fraction. 3 5 9
Nleasureinerst 2 3 5 10
Melon& 4 5 10
Statistics 3 5 5 13

Total 10 15 25 so

The teacher who prepared this plan has clearly decided
that the most important objectives in his course are those
concerned with applying the skills learnt in new situations,
rather than memory work or routine computational skills.
Therefore. 25 of the 50 questions are devoted to
application. Likewise, statistics is given more weight than
the other topics, although all receive some weight.

Planning of this kind should be undertaken in every
subject and the weights given should reflect the amount of
emphasis given to the topics and skills during the teaching
of the unit or course. For example, in Social Studies. the
topics to he weighted might be:

Location, Climate, Discovery. Early Settlement.
Industry. Transport. Culture. The skills assessed might be
Recall. Comprehension. Application, and Evaluation.

An English test might have as its main topics: Written
Language, Oral Language. Grammar. Fiction. Poetry. The
skills to be tested might be Knowledge. Comprehension.
Application. Synthesis (production of original work), and
Evaluation.

4. Test questions

Question writing is an art that depends on clear
understanding of the subject and of the pupils being
assessed, as well as a grasp of the general principles of
item writing. ft helps. also. to have plenty of time. some
imagination, access to other people's questions as models,
and an opportunity to have your questions edited by
colleagues.

Several kinds of questions can be used. and none is ideal
for all circumstances. Written test questions can be simply
divided into two types:
(a) Objective Questions: These have right or wrong
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amen and markers should agree on which are right and
which are wrong.
Ib) Subjective Questions: Essay-type tests in which the
pupils must respond to open-ended questions by
composing their own answers. There are varying degrees
ofcompleteness and correctness.

OBJECTIVE TEST QUESTIONS

(a) Multiple-choice
These consist of a stem, stating the question, and 4 or 5
possftsle options to choose from.

(i) What is the area of a rectangle which is 5 cm long
and 3 cm wide?
A. Rsq cm.

*B. 15 sq cm.
C. 16 sq cm.
D. 30 sq. cm.

Note that the **distractors" A. C and I)) should be
plausible answers for the pupils who might be unsure.

(ii) If bread is placed in a refrigerator. it will not
become mouldy so quickly. because:
*A. cooling slows down the growth of fungi
B. darkness retards the growth of mould
C. cooling prevents the bread from drying out
D. mould requires both heat and light for growth

This question requires the pupil to apply his knowledge of
the relationship between temperature and the growth of
moulds.

(b) Matching Questions:
These consist of two columns of items selected so that
pupils can match the words or symbols in one column with
the appropriate word or phrase in the other. Matching
questions are useful for testing homogeneous sets of facts
e.g.. matching books with their authors, chemicals with
their formulas, words with the parts of speech they
represent. etc.

Country Capital City

I. Fiji ( ) A. Rarotonga
2. Tonga( ) B. Suva
3. Western Samoa ( ) C. Vila
4. Cook Islands ( ) D. Nuku'alofa

E. Honiara
F. Apia
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Note that both lists should be homogeneous. and one
should be longer 'han the other. The main fault in
preparing these questions is that each list often contains
terms which are heterogeneous. They should all be
authors, or cities, or chemicals, or parts of speech. etc. if
cities are mixed with minerals. and people. and
organizations. they provide obvious clues to help the
uninformed pupil.

(c) True-False Questions:
These consist of a single statement which the pupils are to
mark true fir false, or right or wrong. They are useful
questions for a quick quiz. but guessing can be a serious
problem with this type of question. This can be reduced
somewhat by asking pupils to correct the false statements.
e.g..

tit 25f'; of 44 is 4
t ii The volume of a mass

of gas tends to
increase as its
temperature increases

(iii) Fiji's chief export
is copra

king
Tar

'Tor I'

T or F

T or 1,

If f; w rite
the correct

answer

(d) Completim Questions:
These consist of a question or sentence containing a blank.
for which the pupils must supply the appropriate word.
symbol or phrase. These questions are actually
-semi-objective". because there is often more than one
acceptable answer.

e.g.. (i) What is the name of the instrument used to
measure temperature?

(ii) The device used to tell whether an electric charge
is positive or negative is:

(iii) What is 25% of 44?

Which Type of Objective Test Question Should You Use?

There is no one best type of item. All are appropriate at
one time or another. but multiple-choice questions are
more widely used than others in standardized tests and
important examinations. The following advantages are
often claimed for multiple-choice questions.

(1) They are more objective and reliable than essay
tests or completion questions.
iii) They make possible the testing of a larger sample
of the pupils' knowledge and ability in a short time
than does the essay test.
(iii They enable the teacher to measure process
skills as well as recall of simple knowledge. By
contrast, true-false, matching and completion
questions are largely restricted to simple recall.
(iv) They are easy to mark in large numbers.
(v) They make it impossible for a pupil to gain a high
score by guessing.
(vi) Common weaknesses in pupil knowledge and
skills can he readily diagnosed by the teacher.
(vii) The questions themselves can he readily
evaluated and improved by means of item analysis.

On the other hand. multiple-choice questions do have
these disadvantages:

(1) They cannot measure pupils' creative skills, or
ability to organize material in a coherent manner.
This is particularly important in language. literature.
and other expressive subjects.

They take much time and skill to construct.
Poorly prepared questions may produce more invalid
results than completion or essay questions.

5. Suggestions for preparing test questions
I . Essay Questions:

(1) Specify clearly what is to be included in the answer.
Compare: (Poor) : Write an essay on the French

Revolution.
t Better): In not more than 500 words,

(a) Outline the main causes of the
French Revolution.
and
(b) Explain why reform could not be
obtained without violence.
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(ii) Use several short questiols rather than one long one.
(Iii) Avoid optional questions where possible. as they
make markingme-: difficult.
(iv) Before the test, prepare a model answer. outlining the
main criteria and weights to be attached to each.
(v) Mark one question for all pupils before beginning the
next.
(vi) Mark without knowing the pupils' names. where
possible.
(vii) Obtain independent assessments, wherever you can.
The average of two markers is more reliable than the
results from one.

2. Objective Questions:

(A) GENERAL
(1) Keep your questions brief. simple in expression. and

free from complex verbal instructions. double
negatives. etc.

(ii) Test only the important facts and skills. Avoid trivial
questions, "catch" questions. and irrelevant material.

(B) MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS
(i) The problem should be clearly stated in the stem of

the question,
e.g., (poor)
Bats
A. drive off harmful birds
B. are enemies of man

*C. eat insects
D. eat rats
The pupils must read all options before they
understand what the problem is.

(ii) Use only plausible. distractors
e.g.. (poor)
The Prime minister of Fiji is
A. Mr Muldoon
B. Mr Fraser

*C. Sir Kamisese Mara
D. The Shah of Iran
Many pupils could guess the answer with very
limited knowledge. Names of other prominent
Fijians would provide better distractors.

(iii) Ensure that there is only one correct answer
e.g.. (poor)
The population of Hamilton is
A. less than 50000

3$

B. between 50 000 and 70000
C. over 70000
D. over 80 000
Both C and I) are correct.

(iv) Avoid the stereotyped language of textbooks in the
correct answer
e.g.. (poor)
The Renaissance in Europe was characterised by
A. a decline in trade
B. many religious wars

*C. an unusual efflorescence of creative talent
D. the loss of colonies

(v) Beware of grammatical clues and verbal associations
e.g., (poor)
The French scientist who discovered the basis for
pasteurising milk was

*A. Louis Pasteur
B. Isaac Newton
C. Francis Bacon
D. Alexander Graham Bell
There are two clues to the right answer here. The
question should be rephrased.

(vi) Make the correct option the same length as the
distractors

e.g., (poor)
Sweets are not recommended for eating between
meals as they
A. cause diabetes
B. supply excess energy
C. stimulate the bile

*D. dull the appetite for foods rich in other necessary
elements

D sounds right because it is longer. and so makes for
a fuller statement.

(C) COMPLETION QUESTIONS
(1) Use a single blank in each question

e.g., (poor)
The" of " was written by_
A pupil may know the facts required, but be
confused by the question.

(ii) Place the blanks near the end of the sentence
e.g.. (poor)

is the name usually given to the
breakdown of the soil by various processes.

e.g.. (bailer)
The breakdown of the soil by various processes is
usually called

(iii) Make all blanks the same length
e.g., (poor)
Villa is the capital city of the
A pupil who was not sure whether to choose
Solomon Islands or New Hebrides would have an
obvious clue here.

(iv) Make sure that there are a finite number of acceptable
answers

e.g.. (poor)
Columbus discovered America in
e.g.. (better)
In which year did Columbus discover America?

6. Conclusions
Much more could be said about writing sound
questions. However. a careful reading of the
principles outlined above and some meticulous
editing by your colleagues should make for better
reliability and validity than that in a test which grows
'Topsy -like' without planning and forethought.

Teachers who wish to improve their assessment
skills further can learn much from studying examples
of well prepared examinations and standardised
tests. and from analysing the results of their own
tests. using item analysis. This and other topics can
be followed up in such books as:

Ebel. Robert L. Essentials of Educational Measurement. New
Jersey. Prentice -Hall. 1972 (the test developer's bible).

Peddle. Bill. and Graham White Testing in Practice. Auckland,
Heinemann Education. 1978. (short. pithy. a practicing teacher's
guide).

Queensland Department of Education. School Assessment
Procedures Titles: 1 An Introduction. 2 The Multiple Choice
Item. 3 Assessment in English.4 Moderation Within Schools. 5
Assessment in English. 6 Assessment in Foreign Languages. 7
Planning a Summative Assessment Programme. 1971-5.
Available from ACER.

bard. J.F. Constrwetion and Analysis of Classroom Tests.
Melbourne, ACER. 1977.
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Criterion-referenced
Measurement

Glenn Rowley and Colin Macpherson
Monash and La Trobe Universities

A man once owned a dog which was inclined to jump o
back fence and enjoy the delights of the neighbourLood.
Deciding that he needed a new fence around his yam, the
man was confronted with the problem of determining how
high the fence should he. Because he wanted to approach 'he
task systematically, he took his dog ton testing agency, whea:
the animal was put through an extensive series of jumping
tests. Eagerly. he awaited the results of the tests, which took
some time to arrive. The testing agency you see, carried out a
nationwide dog-testing program, and the results had to he
processed by vomputer, along with those of thousands of
other dogs.

Finally, the test results arrived in the mail. They were very
detailed. ]Ells dog, he learned, was about average for
Australian dogs. It was, however, well above average for
daschunds, and a little below average for greyhounds. He was
told that nationwide norms and even neighbourhood norms
could be provided given time and money. Although he'd hive
to have known how his dog compared with these in the next
street, the owner regretfully declined. The tests.
unfortunately. had not told him what he had set out to find
how high a fence his dog could jump, Had he asked an
unanswerable question or had he just asked it of the wrong
people?

For twenty years now protagonists of criterion-referenced
measurement have been saying that testing has been giving us
the wrong kind of information. Tests, they argue, have been
designed to provide relative information about children
(where does Johnny rank), when what we need is ataoiure
information (what skills does Johnny possess?). Since about
1970, considerable effort and scholarship have been
dedicated to finding, developing and promoting ways to
make tests which yield this latter sort of information. These
efforts have resulted in new terminology, new ways of
constructing and analysing tests, and new ways of reporting.
explaining and interpreting children's performances.

What is criterion-referenced measurement?

If I were to tell you that Mark had just scored 15 out of 20 in a
geography test, what would you know about him? Very little?
Geography tests ;over a wide range of content, and even
those written for one specific grade level can range from very

easy to very difficult. For many tests. his score would be
dependent as much on the iudgements and whims of the
marker as on Mark's own performance. If you are to
understand anything at hill about his aehievement in
geography. I will need to provide you with more intOrmation
than just his main!.

Historically, educators have recognized that more
L111.01111116011 is needed, and hate sought to provide that
information in the form of comparisons. If we knew that. 15
was the third-highest score obtained in a class of 31, we would
feel more comfitrtable about evaluating Mark's achievement.
If we knew that the average score of the class was 17, we
would still feel eomfortable about it. although our evaluation
would be quite different. .11 we know about how the class
compares with all other classes we will he even more
comfortable.

Some teachers have been inclimd to treat test scores as if
they have absolute meaning he., a score of 80 percent has
its own intrinsic meaning, and if Chris scores 65 percent on a
History test and 80 percent on a Spelling test, then he did
better at Spelling than he did at History, We know, of course,
that this need not be so. We know of the differences that exist
between teachers in the standards they expect, in the
difficulty of the tests that they set, and in the stringency of
their marking procedures,

Norm-nferencing is one way in which educators have
sought to escape from this dilemma. Over the past 70 years or
so, an turmoils' of to has been developed that can add
meaning to a single test score by comparing it to some
reference group (or norm group). Thus, standardized tests
provide tables. which can be used to nitro single score to the
distribution of scores obtained by carefully-chosen
representative samples of pupils of the same age or class level
throughout the state, or even the nation. Sally's score of 32 in
Spelling takes on a new meaning if we know that 75 percent of
her peers scored 32 or that is, that she is at the seventy-
fifth percentile of a national sample of children of her age.
Furthermore, it is possible to refer scores from different
spelling tests to the same scale, provided the tests are normed
on the same group. Norm - referencing has provided us with a
range of techniques and derived scores, such as percentile
ranks, age and class norms, profiles, standard scores, T-
scores, maniocs, etc.. which are intended to add meaning to a
single score by locating it in a distribution of scores from
comparable children. It should he remembered, t hough, that
the meaning which is added is relative meaning, and
psychometricians have sometimes given the impression that
test scores have no meaning except relative meaning. One is
reputed, when asked, 'How's your wile?', to have replied
`Compared to what?'.

In 1963, Robert Glaser published an article called
"Instructional technology and the measurement of learning
outcomes" in American Plycho/o,gio. Although brief, the
article proved to he of historic importance. because it was in
this article that the term 'criterion-referenced measurement'
was introduced to the world. Glaser was deeply involved in
the development of procedures for individualized
instruction, and he noted that the measurement techniques
which he had learned essentially how to construct and
evaluate good norm-reicrerteed teseo did not seem
appropriate to his needs. He knew how to build tests that



were effective at spreading kids' scores out, so that an
accurate and reliable ranking of their levels of achie-Tment
could be obtained. But he wanted a test which could tell him
that Penny had effectively mastered this unit of instruction
and was ready to proceed to the next. Where Penny stood in
relation to other children (or, equivalently. where other
children stood in relation to Penny) was irrelevant to the
decision which had to he made. What Was needed, Glaser
argued, was a aiterion-reterenced test; one which drew its
meaning not from the relation between a score and a set of
other scores, but from the relation between the test and a
aiteeion (or domain of behaviours t which the test is designed
to represent.

Glaser's argument stroes, a responsive chord among many
educators, although his ideas took some years to take root.
The real breakthrough began in 100 when James Popham
and Ted Husek published ,m article in the journal of
Eduratifinal Measurement entitled 'Implications of criterion-
referenced nwasurement.' Chatty and easy to read, yet
bursting with important ideas, this article brought (;laser's
concerns before educators in a way which could not he
ignored. By raising a host of questions to which adequate
answers simply did not exist. Popham and Husek stimulated
an explosion of activity in the field of educational
measurement which led to the publication of over 600 article~
on criterion-referenced measurement by 1978, and which has
continued unabated to this day.

Where are we in testing today?

Over the past sixty years, there have been tremendous
technological and theme:a:al developments in testing,
particularly the analysis and selection of items, and the
refinement of tests. The influence of the computer i;as been
substantial. It has enabled test publishers to run trials on
items, and to develop norms on samples running to hundreds
of thousands in some eases, with very little inconvenience to
themseln,s. We have seen the development of whole new
areas of theory, e.g., reliability, validity, and generalizability,
leading to important new ways to appraise tests, and to an
awareness of the concept of error of measurement and the
lac lc on precision in all test sores. We have methods of item
analysis which enable us to try items out, analyse the
responses, and to select and modify items so as to produce a
final version of a test having the 'very hest' psychometric
qualities. And the state of the art is very advanced indeed. In
the 1970 manual for the t :a/rfornia Achievement This (CAT),
sixteen reliability coefficients were reported, ranging from
.977 to .9& over grades I to 12. This is incredibly high. In
this regard at least, it seems that test development technology
has taken us about as far as it is possible to go.

On the other hand, hoe...er, we do not seem to he as well
advanced in understanding what it is that we are measuring.
In measurement jargon, we have learned to understand
reliability a great deal better than we understand ra/idir.v.
While the reliability of the CAT compares favourably with
that of a ruler or a tape measure, the measures themselves do
not inspire the same degree of confidence. The difference, of
course, is that with the ruler, we understand much better
what we arc measuring. I know fairly well what a score of

Vein means when I measure with a inlet, Rut I do not
understand so well what a scoi of so many points means on
the CAT, or on other achievement tests. Furthermore, when
given an individual's score on a teat, it is not neces..arilv easy
to see what should he done tor the child Few test
constructors would claim that the score alone will tell you.
Ion n may be what you want.

As prinessional teachers we trill not he using test scores in
isolation. Other objective and subjective information will put
the Test wore in perspective. l'he test score tells us that the
child stands high or low in comparison with some other
children btu, as is well known, children an obtain low scores
lot a variety of reasons, Not all children who score below the
20th percentile on a reading test are the same and nor should
we conclude that they should be treated in the same way, If
they are treated identically, it is certain that they will respond
very diffemaitly.

In summary then, during the course of this century, we
have become more and more proficient at developing precise
measuring instruments, but we have not progressed to
anything like the same extent in understanding the
measuremons we make, or in making use of the information
that they give us. Why is this so?

Testing for Competence

The use of tests as devices to certify that certain people have
achieved competence in certain fields has a long history,
going hack at least 4,000 years. Certainly, formal
examinations were used in China as far hack as 2200 B.C.
Public officials at that time were required to present
themselves for an examination every three years to determine
their fitness to remain in office. If, after three examinations,
they could not he promoted, they had to he dimissed! Civil
service examinations lasted in China until 1905, and
markedly influenced the development of civil service
examination systems in Britain, France and the U.S.A.

Examinations have also been used in universities for many
years. There are records of examinations being held at the
University of Bologna in 1219 A.D. By the middle of the
nineteenth century. written examinations were widely used in
Britain. Europe and the U.S.A. both for the awarding of
degrees, and for deciding who should he permitted to practise
professions such as law, teaching and medicine.

The tradition of using tests as devices to certify mastery Of
some subject-matter and/or skills continue:, today. We are
usually reassured by the knowledge that our physician has
passed a long series of examinat ions. and the same is probably
true of lawyers, dentists, pilots. teachers, electricians,
plumbers and so on. The possession of a certificate attesting
toy tnasTifry of an area is seen by society as a way of ensuring a
minimal level of competence in various prolcssions and
skilled trades.

Testing for Differentiation

There is a second enduring tradition which has contributed to
the development of our ideas about testing; this is the
tradition associated with the py, hake of individual
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differeske$. Since the late eighteen hundreds. a major interest
in psychology has been in the range of different qualities and
abilities which people possess, anti in finding ways of
identifying and studying these differensys. Although it was
not the first attempt. the 190 Billet scale is generally seen as a
landmark in the study of individual differenci..s, test
was individually administered. Subsequent years saw minor
advances in the development of measures which could be
administered to groups written tests). In the L'nited
States. the greatest shot -it sthe-arm to the development of
group testing techniques was provided by the advent of
World War 1. Upon the United States' entry into the sear,
various committees of psychologists were organiwed to
contribute to the war idiom Om of these was a committee on
the psychological examination of recruits. The 'Army Alpha'
test which was developed by this committee was the first
group intelligence test to he used on ally large scale. It was
administered to a million and a quarter men during the war,
and was used for selecting men for officer training and so on.
It appears to have been regarded as an enormous success.

The use of the Arna Alpha test during the war sparked off
a long period in the United States when the major thrust of
education psychology was towards the development of
measures of individual differences firstly the so- called
'intelligence' tests and then later, school achievement tests of
one kind or another. Various technological developments
helped to kick things along, including the deve' :nt of
mechanical test-scoring machines. and later. c se. the
use of the computer. In the I'.S. today, school children are
given standardized achievement tests to an extent ',Yhich
would stagger most Australians and New Zealanders. It is a
routine part of their schooling, and the basis of a multi-
million dollar industry.

It is interesting to note that the technology used in the
development of Jargr-scale standardized educational
achievement tests is essentially the same technology that was
used in the development of psychological intelligence tests.
The tests arc intended for wide-scale. perhaps nationwide
use, therefore, the items have to be ones which ICSI
generalized differences. Items that are specific to this or that
curriculum, or to this or that class level are excluded. If you
want a test to all nationally, you make a test of 'reading
comprehension', or of 'arithmetical fluency', not one on
'ability to read shop names in High Street'. or other specific
skilis we may find it valuable to teach.

Educational achievement tests which have been des doped
along these lines can sometimes look very much like
psychological aptitude or intelligence tests, and often will
have similar properties. What is interesting to note is that the
more closely the test approximates to this model, the better it
looks psychometrically, that is, to the Statisticians who test
tests. Thus, as an achievement test is successfully revised. its
statistical properties keep improving, and it becomes more
and more like an intelligence test, and less and less a measure
of the actual content that is taught in sehool.

Item Analysis for Norm-referenced rests

There are several reasons why this situation has developed.
One is the nature of the procedures of item analysis w hick are

commonly used. l'hese techniques. which are described in
detail in most textbooks on educational testing and
measurement. are used do identify 'good' and 'had' items in a
test. Their effect. generally, is that items that tend to
contribute to a wide ',mad' of scores remain tore the test,
while those that do not are discarded or modified. fly
following these procedures, it is possible to produce a test
which has the finest psYchometric properties.

There are, however, serious problems. Firstly. the effect of
the item - selection procedure is to exclude items which are
unlike the rest of the items on the test, and to include mostly
items which are like the rest, So we end up with a test in which
the items all Mt:3MM' pretty 11111L;11 the same thing, as of course
the test construeter intends. Psychometricians like to
describe the items as being undinicaxional and the test as
having a high degree: Of internal consistent v. Tests having this
pniperty f which is highly valued in psychometrics) are the
most elective in spreading people out along a sae. They are,
then, very ellective, norrti-rciererfeei tests. They allow us to
rank people on the attribute which they measure with the
greatest degree of confidence. But there is a price to be paid
for this. What is the attribute measured? Is it what we wanted
measured? Is the test valid? Unless great care is taken, we can
produce a test which provides a pure measure of a pure
attribute, but tails to reflect accurately the various emphases
of the curriculum.

Given the procedures used in constructing the test, the
result is as near to inevitable as anything can be in education.
The procedures were designed originally to develop good
nrm-referenced tests. They have been borrowed from the
procedures used in the psychology of individual differences,
where they work very well. Psychologists want to measure the
underlying trait, whether it be general ability, or any of a
variety of special abilities. They want a measure which is
unidtmensional, and hence psychological pure. generally,
they 7,.Z ant a measure which describes a reasonably stable
property of an individual. But the procedures we have
borrowed from psychologists have served us less well, since
we are usually looking to measure changes we, as teachers,
hate brought about.

The Use of Tes:s for Selection

In the VaTI part of the century II was necessary to select those
in the primary grades who were most likely to profit from a
.4:condom education. Later on, various external examinations
in the senior tears of high school have filled a similar
function, selecting those likely to profit from tertiary
education. In every case. education was seen as a commodity
which was to be made available to those who could prove
themselves most worths' of it At a time when there was
simply not enough institutionalized education to go around
this made sense. Where selection is the urinate aim. we need
a test which earl spread people out, and make reliable
dktiu.tions among them i.e., a good norm-referenced test).
'l-he tots which we used served this purpos.: well enough, and
were therefore satisfactory in their own terms.

If Si e accept that OM: of the present toles of the si.hool is to
help each child to learn as well as possible, we need to use tests
thin:it:nth It is onls in university entrance examinations that
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selection need be the nutior issue any longer At all levels
below this, and most above. we ought to be using tests as an
instructional device something to help us do a hence job of
teaching. not something to help us decide who is worthy of
the benefits of our teac':ing. It is the realisation and
acceptance of this which nas led to the explosion of interest in
criterion-referenced testing in recent years.

How are criterion-referenced tests
constructed?

From what has been written already, it should he clear that
the basic difference between a norm-referenced test and a
criterion - referenced test is in the way in which scores are
interpreted. rather than in the test itself. It is not possible to
pick up a test and identify it as a noon- referenced test, or a
criterion-referenced test, just by examining it. Any lestcan be
norm-referenced, although some (e.g., those which produce
scores with little variability) may not be very effective norm-
referenced tests. But not every test can be criterion-
referenced. Unless the test has been constructed with that
purpose in mind, it may not be possible to relate test scores to
a clearly-defined set of skills or behaviours. Tests which
contain collections of items based on fuzzily-defined or
undefined objectives cannot yield satisfactory criterion-
referenced interpretations. If meaningful interpretation is to
be achieved, at least the following requirements must he met,

I. The objectives of instruction must he clearly defined. If
students' performances are to be described as what thoy
can and cannot do, the objectives must indicate precisely
what skills or beha0ours are aimed at. In practice this
means that all objectives have to be expressed in
behavioural terms. i.e., by specifying exactly what the
students will be able to perform, at the completion tit* the
teaching.

2. For each objective, sufficient items must be written to give
some assurance that achievement of that objective is
being reliably measured. Strictly speaking, one cri lesion-
referenced test measures the achievement of one
objective, although the term is used loosely to describe
collections of items which measure collections of
oh ;ect i v es.

3. Item selectiim utusT hr on the basis of hozr fly items
reflect the behaviours specified in the objectives. Selecting
items on other bases (e.g., on how well they spread the
scores) makes it more difficult to provide criterion-
referenced interpretations of test performance.

4. Standards of performance must fit' specified. Sometimes
standards of performance can be related to out-of-school
situations. They help define what appropriate standards
are. Examples are: the proficiency needed to operate an
automobile, the proficiency needed for a particular job
(e.g., typing skills), the proficiency needed to he self-
sufficient in .1 complex society (e.g., writing a lettee). For
other situations, the best we can do is insist upon mastery.
But what is mastery? Does it require 100 percent success
on items relating to that objective? If not, then what level
of success do we set as an indication of mastery?

Although much work has been don,: on 'the standard-
setting problem' it fr11111111% a matter which can only be
resolved Oy the use of human (and. in a sense, arbitrary)
judgment,

if these steps have been folli wed. scores from the test will
yield the kinds of information we seek. More detailed and
elaborate blueprints for the construction of criterion-
referenced tests can he found in other sources, e.g., W.1.
Popham's 197K les t b ook Crir cril -rife reace.LI f eameremenr.

What are the limitations of criterion-
referenced measurement?

Naturally there are many, and we can only focus on a few of
them.

Criterion-referenced measurement has found its most
frequent use with curricula that be defined in a finite number
of specific skills or behaviours which the pupils are to master.
While for many curricula, this may be possible, it is clearly
not universally so. For many teachers, the specification of
precise outcomes (and the same outcomes for all pupils) may
seem quire incompatible with their approach to teaching.
Some teachers may find that AMC of what they teach is
amenable to this approach, and some is not. In this case, their
testing strategies might embrace criterion-referenced
measurement only in part, and retain more traditional
approaches where they seem appropriate.

Some educators have suggested that criterion-referenced
measurement is appropriate for assessing the effects of
training, as distinct from education. It is possible to
distinguish between two types of objectives: mastery, or
minimum essentials (certain specific skills which can and
should he achievedby virtually all students and which are
necessary for further study), and developmental (more
generalized abilities such as problem-solving and clear
thinking, which one can never really claim to have achieved,
but towards which we hope all our students are progressing).
For mastery objectives, a criterion-referenced approach is
possible, and probably essential; for developmental
objectives it is much more difficult to apply. Thus criterion-
referenced measurement has been applied most effectively in
the basic skills areas, less so in parts of the curriculum where
the air is more rarified and the objectives harder to define.

The focus of criterion-referenced measurement is on the
achievement or non-achievement of certain competencies,
and the emphasis is not usually on the extent to which a
student has achieved excellence in an area. In fact, advocates
of criterion-referenced measurement frequently see the task
of testing as being to distinguish between students who have
mastered an objective and those who have not between
'masters' and 'non-masters'. But not all of our teaching is of
this nature, and teaching which is designed to encourage
excellence in a field of study may not fit very comfortably
within such a framework. For many, and probably most of
the skills taught in schools, there are not just two levels of
competence, but an infinite variety, ranging from the highest
level of skill all the way down to complete ineptitude.
Criterion-referenced measurement, when used to classify
pupils into the categories of 'master' and 'non-master',



cannot portray the range of abilities present in a normal
group of children.

How long does a criterion-referenced test have to be to
provide an adequate sample of a behavioural domain? Rules
of thumb do exist (e.g., Popham suggests a minimum of 10
items) but the question is one which admits of no single
answer. If the tasks in the domain (and hence in the items) are
very similar, we can make do with fewer items; if they are
varied, we would need more items to achieve the same
accuracy. And most importantly, the length of the test must
reflect the importance of the 0,-cisions made from it, and the
consequences of being wrong. The more crucial the decision.
the more items we would want to include.

Conclusion

The advent (really, the rediscovery) of criterion-referenced
measurement has undoubtedly been an important step in our
thinking about education and testing. In many ways, we will
never be the same again particularly in the way we report
information to parents. To the extent that criterion-
referenced measurement has forced us to focus our attention
on reporting what children can do and what they cannot do,
its effects cannot be anything but beneficial.

But criterion-referenced measurement is not going to he
the answer to all our problems, and its advocates would do
well to recognize that there are situations in teaching for
which it is just not useful or practical. One approach
emphasizes the kind of information we get by examining the
content of the test itself, the skills required to do well on it,
and so on. The other asks 'how well do comparable children
do on the same test?' The two kinds of information
complement one another, and in most situations we do not
have to choose between them both are useful if they help
us to evaluate the child's performance. Both can be obtained
by studying the scores from a well-constructed criterion-
referenced test. Both can be obtained from a well-
constructed norm-referenced test that details item content
and has a comprehensive' teachers' manual. There may he
occasions when we need only information about one child's
progress on one skill a criterion-referenced test is the
answer. However, there will be occasions when we want to
rank students not on a specific skill but on a broad range of
capabilities. In such case., the traditional type of norm-
referenced test would he more appropriate. The type of
information that is required and the ways that test scores are
going to be used should determine the type of test that is
administered.

It should also be pointed out that there is a price to be paid
by teachers who want to reap the rich educational harvest
offered by criterion-referenced tests. Such testing, if done
properly, takes quite a deal of time and effort. Teachers who
are already overburdened with the many demands of
preparation, teaching. counselling. etc.. may find the
prospect of preparing whole sets of criterion-referenced tests
more than a little daunting, in spite of the benefits to be
gained. However, if teachers with similar teaching objectives
are willing to share the tests they write, a wealth of criterion-
referenced measurement material could he made widely

available after only a moderate effort by each individual.
An exciting possibility for the very net* future marries the

growing interest in criterion-referenced measurement with
the introduction of microcomputers into many schools. It
appears that the next step to be taken in the computer
education movements in many countries may be the linking
of individual school systems to regional or statewide
networks. (Indeed, this has been the case in Tasmania for
some years now.) Criterion-referenced test specifications, by
definition, have a very high level of descriptive clarity.
Anyone reading them can fairly quickly be made aware of
exactly what is being measured by a particular test. Imagine
the quite feasible situation where a teacher is looking for a test
relating to the policies of early colonial governors. (S)he sits
down at a school micro-computer, hooks into the network
and within minutes is perusing the first level of specifications
for criterion-referenced tests that are in some way connected
to the keywords (s)he typed into the system. Those tests that
look most pasmising can be evaluated further by calling up
the next level of detail in the specifications. Finally, a test that
will suit the teacher's purposes is found and at the push of a
button the actual test and its specifications are printed out on
the school's printer. AU that need be expected of the teacher
is that (s)he will at some time contribute to this criterion-
referenced test bank. But first it would benefit many people if
teachers. once they construct a criterion-referenced test, let
others in the same teaching area be aware of its existence and
availabilir'.'.

Notes

Excellent elementary level accounts of eriterion-referenced
measurement are contained in
Popham, W.J. Modern Educational Measurement, Englewood

r els NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1981 (Ompter 2).
and
Popham, W.J. Criterion-referenced Measurement, Englewood Cliffs

NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1978.

Two articles of historic importance, and which make excellent
reading, are
Glaser. R. 'Instructional Technology and the Measurement of

Learning Outcomes', American Psychologist, Vol. 18, pp. 519-
521, 1963.

and
Popham, W.J. and II usek, 1'. Implications of Criterion-referenced

Measurement, journal of Eduiattonal Measurement, Vol. 6, pp.
1-10, 1969.

For an up-to-date review of the many recent technical
developments in criterion-referenced measurement you might
consult either
Berk, RE. fed.? Criterion-referenced Measurement: The Stare of

the Art, Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press. 1981.
or
Hamhleton, R.K. 1.",ontributions to Criterion-referenced

Testing Terminology', Special issue of Applied Psychological
Mea5Ureetetlf , Vol. 4., No. 4. 1980.

Dr Glenn Rowley Senior Lecturer in Education at Monash
University, Melhou,. Cohn Macpherson is a teacher, and a
graduate student at La Trohe University, Melbourne.
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Investing in Item Banks
By Neil Reid

NiTER

RAID-YEAR exams are looming, and Mr Davey has a
innl paper to set for his senior maths class. Going to his
classroom store cupboard he drags down a battered man-
illa folder labelled 'Exams', bulging with dog-eared and
yellowing papers. He flicks through the top few copies
looking for last year's senior mid-year exam and the ones
for the three years previous. On a sheet of lined paper he
copies out those questions with double ticks or SSFG
(sorted sheep from goats) written in the margin. He studi-
ously avoids those with large crosses alongside or margi-
nal notes of 'hopeless'. 'too hard'. 'diagram problem', and
`takes too long'. In 30 minutes he had his mid-year exam
ready to take along to the school secretary for typing. Mr
Davey has. in fact, been using his own embryonic, and
rather crude item bank.

What is an item bank?
ITEM BANKS. sometimes called 'item pools' question

banks, 'item files', lest item libraries or 'item collec-
tions, are variously defined. For the purposes of this article
they are regarded as being a large collection of accessible
test questions. By 'large', we mean that the number of
items is many times more than would be used in a single
test. 'Accessible' means that the items are classified, in-
dexed, organized or arranged in such a way that they can
be retrieved readily for test or exam assembly purposes;
there is a system to make it easy for potential users to
reference the items and to choose among them. And,
under this relatively unrestricted definition, a variety of
items (questions) can be considered for inclusion in a
bank true-false, multiple-choice, short answer, extended
answer (essay), even practical exercises. The items may
cover many topics, different achievement and ability di-
mensions, and be used for a varlet; of purnoses and with
different student groups. They may be classified tightly or
be relatively independent of any subject or skill taxonomy.

Any items incorporated in a bank should have been
tried out on students and found acceptable; they will be
of proven quality. They should also have descr'..tive and
statistical information detailing cet lain important proper-
ties and characteristics (see Appendix)

How are item banks developed?
THE SYSTEMATIC DEVELOPMENT of item banks has
been attempted in many countries since the late 60s

when the pioneering work of Wood and Skurnik in develop-
ing a mathematics item bank was undertaken at the Na-

tional Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) in En-
gland. Different strategies have been adopted by different
developers, but experience has shown that the steps in
the flow chart provide the essential sequence of an item
bank's development.

Flow Chart: How to Bulk! an Item Bank
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Clearly, a bank of this kind is not the work of one de-
veloper. It does not represent one person's notion of what
the bank should contain in terms of content, the levels of
cognition to be tested, or the mode of testing. Instead. the
item collection should represent the consensus of know-
ledgeable professionals: practising teac.hers, curriculum
specialists, advisers and, for some types of assessment,
educational psychologists.

What kinds of items should be in
a bank?

As THE definition suggests. any kind of test questionAS
be incorporated in an item bank. Multiple-choice

items have tended to outnumber other types in established
banks primarily because they are objective, require precise
responses. are simple to modify. are easier to validate,
and fit readily into most classification systems. They are
admirably suited to testing various aspects of mathemti+ics
and science, the two subject areas for which most item
banks have been developed. However, banks have been
developed for the social sciences. too, and for subject
areas with practical components such as woodwork and
hornecraft.

Open-ended questions, like those requiring paragraph
answers or essays can also be barked, but marking out-
lines or guides need to accompany them, otherwise
idiosyncratic interpretations of what constituted an
`adequate' or 'acceptable' answer would complicate mat-
ters. Indeed, Wood has suggested that there is no reason
why tasks, . . such as oral questions, dictation, musical
passages. project topics, practical experiments. and so
on, should not be stored, providing some quantitative
evaluation of them can be made.'

How many items should an item
bank have?
THAT DEPENDS on several things: the bank's intended

purpose(s), who is using the bank, whether the bank
is computerised or not, and similar considerations. Proba-
bly the best rule is, the more items the better, assuming,
of course, that all items are of proven quality, are valid in
terms of content, and that the classification and retrieval
systems are not overwhelmed by sheer numbers of items
so that they fail to operate efficiently.

Crude guidelines for the number of items required to
make up a bank, as reported by Prosser, are: 10 items for
every one that could be used for any one test, and, 50
items for every hour of classroom instruction on a particular
topic. Where banks are referenced to stated learning (or
instructional) objectives a minimum of five items per objec-
tive is suggested.

Having a large item bank means that a user is more
likely to find a suitable match between available items and
what has been taught. the kind of test, and the level(s) of
difficulty required. A well-stocked bank also ensures that
items do not become overused, and this to some degree
gets around the problem of item security. Security is impor-
tant when, for example, item banks are used for modera-
tion purposes.

Where items are to be used in diagnosing learning dif-
ficulties then many items for each sub-topic or instructional

objective are needed. But if a bank is to be tapped for ttwa
purpose of making a comprehensive evaluation of a pro-
grarr,ne, or a system-, state- or nation-wide survey, then
fewer items on each topic or objective, but a large number
overall, to assess the many different iearning outcomes,
would be required: in fact a more general bank is needed
altogether.

Where do the items to stock a
bank come from?

REGRETTABLY, there are really very few sources of
sound, high-quality, and content-relevant test items,

Tw3nty or so commercially published sources are currently
availahle, and several of these are of Australasian origin
(see list provided). Other sources of items or ideas for
writing items are the workbooks or manuals that accom-
pany published textbooks or instructional materials, mat-
erials produced by state departments of education, and
one-off tests found in university theses and diploma pro-
jects.

Obviously, using existing item collections is convenient
and cheap, when compared with the cost and effort of
starting from scratch in developing ones own item bank.
However, the disadvantage of this approach is exactly the
same one that turns some teachers off using nationally
standardized tests: the content frequently does not meet
local curriculum objectives very well, nor do the questions
fit local contexts.

Where users decide to write their own items for a bank,
and thus increase the likelihood that the resulting item
collection will meet local needs and match curriculum con-
tent and emphases more precisely, it is instructive to
examine already published items from reputable sources
(including standardized tests) as exemplars and as profit-
able starting points for ideas and format. But, let us not
mislead by minimizing the magnitude of the task. Many
test specialists have commented on the difficulties encoun-
tered in developing local item banks.

Paramount is the problem of obtaining enough high qual-
ity items that are unambiguous measures of curriculum
objectives (other than knowledge or the recall of factual
information which are assessed relatively easily). Hard-
pressed teachers working alone, or in small groups, rarely
have the time, oven if they have the skill, to devise the
hundreds of Questions required that meet the recognized
criteria of 'a good item'. And, even where questions are
produced locally, there is no guarantee that the items writ-
ten by ono teacher will be acceptable to another.

Let it also be remembered that, no matter how sophis-
ticated the classification and retrieval systems, and despite
the enlightened application of the latest in electronic
gadgetry, no bank is better than the individual items that
make it up. It is at this fundamental level that creative
energy and expertise must be harnessed.

Nevertheless, there is nothing to stop local groups of
enthusiastic teachers working co-operatively over a period
of time to produce their own item banks. using their own
and others' questicns. Teachers involvement and sense
of ownership and acceptance of the resulting item bank(s)
is important, and the experience of participating in item-
writing workshops and in critiquing the efforts of others
(commonly called item panelling'), will undoubtedly

2



broaden their perception on how specific skills and know-
ler* domaWts may be reliably and validly assessed. Infor-
mation on item-writing and trial testing, and advice on
setting up and maintaining local item banks, is readily
available, both in Australia and New Zealand, to those
teachers who wish to try their hand.

How are items in a bank
classified?

AS MILLMAN and Arta state: 'Classification is the key
hat unlocks the item bank.' Unless Items in a bank

can be retrieved quickly and precisely, the system will
grind to a halt; frustrated users will shun it. To ensure an
efficient, workable system, stored items must be accom-
panied by adequate descriptive information.

Two classification procedures have been found to work
well. One, a fixed category approach, classifies items by
content, often with sub-divisions into topics. subject matter
or objectives.
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Should item banks be
computerized?
A UTOMATION makes it feasible to accomplish several
^important operations relatively easily. Item statistics
can be calculated and recorded regularly or at will. Weak
items, or those that are seldom used by teachers can be
automatically purged. Tests can be assembled by com-
puter to a teacher's exact specifications with considerable
savings in time, and, the test text will be free of errors.
Adaptive, or tailored testing. even for individual students,
is readily handled by computer, as is scoring and fast
feedback to both students and teachers via printout. Where
a bank is calibrated, other advantages accrue (see below).

While it may appear that a computerized item bank is
the answer to every busy teacher's prayer for hassle-free
testing, there are disadvantages. Paramount is cost. His-
cox warns us: 'The vision of a general purpose com-
puterized item bank is frequently simplistic or unjustifiable
based on the benefits it will produce compared to its cost.

A second classification uses a keyword approach to
identify items. This system is flexible; it can handle items
which span categories: items can be described in great
detail and several kinds of information can be classified
together subject matter. topic, ability/process, class
levels(s), item setting. etc.

There s simply no evidence that a reasonably priced com-
puter system can do all the item banking tasks we would
ask of it.' Another is the stark fact that computers, even
large and sophisticated machines, cannot handle much
of the stimulus material that is so much part of sound
testing practice in many subject areas: mathematical and

. . : : . E. .1=: 3E . .
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Modification of the system to keep pace with change is
also accomplished simply. But, clearly. it requires a rela-
tively powerful computer to operate such a system effi-
ciently and effectively, and this may rule it out for many
potential item bank users.

Further details on item descriptors (information and
characteristics) for use in banking classification systems.
may be found in the Appendix.

scientific diagrams (more especially those involving
diagonals and circles), pictures. line illustrations and car-
toons. graphs, special symbols or characters. maps, fac-
simile texts, and so on.

Already, some banks are available on floppy disk and
it appears that very Soon items may be able to be accessed
by TV/phone. Educational Testing Service in Princeton,
USA, reports that its computer systems staff have auto-



mated test development procedures. Such technology will,
of course, become available to all in the future. As ad-
vances are made in computer technology and good item
banking software programs become available for reason-
ably priced microcomputers, automating item banks at a
twat level will become an increasingly attractive proposi-
tion.

Should item banks be calibrated?

iT DEPENDS on who you ask; it is a 'hot' topic amongst
test developers and psychometricians. Proponents of

item calibration, using the popular Remit model or some
other model derived from Item response theory, will tell
you that an uncalibrated bank is next-to-worthless and
those responsible for developing it are behind the times
and strictly amateurs. But critics who are sceptical of IRT
models and the apparent reduction of the rich array of
human abilities to homogenous latent traits counter the
calibration enthusiast's claims. They say that there is insuf-
ficient evidence that item response theory 'works' and
believe that the latent trait models generated are simplistic.
Special concern is voiced when such theories are applied
to achievement testing of the kind that concerns teachers
at every level of the education system.

To some extent, whether or not a tank should contain
calibrated items depends on the users purpose(s). Item
banks serving classroom teachers' needs exclusively prob-
ably do not need to be calibrated. Items for class tests
would more than likely be selected to meet subject/topic,
ability/process, objectives and/or traditional item difficulty
specifications. Statistical criteria, such as those provided
for a calibrated item collection, would be of little or no
concern. But, if the bank is for subject moderation, or for
efficient adaptive testing, or if it is important to have items
on a common scale (so that comparisons between stu-
dents taking different item combinations can be managed)
then calibration is obviously essential

An advantage of calibrating that deserves mention is
the technique of sample-free item analysis. New, untried
items can be added to a bank without the large-scale
pie-testing that is required for conventional, uncalibrated
item banking which the flowchart showed.

When new items are to be Mailed they are included with
already banked items of known characteristics in a test
which is then administered. On the basis of the results,
the new items consistency with the bank is evaluated.
Where judged satisfactory, the new items can be calibrated
onto the bank for later use; any misfitting items weeded
out.

How might an item bank work?
A T a fundamental level, an item bank can be simply a
PlIk systematized collection of items put together and
printed in a booklet or loose-leaf folder, a sort of mail-order
catalogue, which is made available to teachers. The
teacher who wants to use particular items for a test just
copies out what he or she considers appropriate, has it
typed up and then reproduced in some convenient way.
Better still, whole pages of suitable items direct from the
collection are photocopied to make up tests, thus avoiding
the introduction of typographical and similar errors and
saving the teacher's and typist's valuable time.

An objection to these methods is that the 'capital' of the
bank passes out of the hands of the organisers. There is
no feedback to them on how items are performing, no
provision for up-dating item statistics or for the modification
of items. Item security might also become a problem. In
fact, such a system is open to abuse once the item bank
has been disseminated. And, there is no lack of anecdotal
evidence and documented examples of the misuse of pub-
lished item banks!

A more sophisticated, but also more 'remote' approach
involves the teacher filling out a standard form specifying
fairly precisely the kinds of items required for a test. The
detailed form, a blueprint for the desired test, is sent to
the bank organisers in some centralised location who re-
trieve appropriate items from the bank and compile the
test. The teacher using the service is provided with a
master copy of the test for reproduction.

At a school or local level, a card index system with items
categorized along several dimensions can be operated
along similar lines by a teacher or secretary with respon-
sibility for compiling test 'orders'.
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A combination of these two procedures mkiht have the
teacher referring to a master file or catalogue and specify-
ing fby code numbers or keywords) the items arranged in
a preferred order to make up a test. The coded information
Is WI Into a computer which prints out high-quality text
as a master for cheap reproduction by the teacher.

If the system for compiling tests at a centralized office
floe 'controlled' item banks also has a scoring service,
then most of the objections to 'uncontrolled' published
item catalogues can be met. in such a system it will be
known which items are being used and by whom, and
feedback will be available to monitor item performance
and to up-date item statistics. Such a scheme, however,
does require knowledgeable staff to operate and maintain
the bank and ancillary services, and, it is clearly more
expensive to run. But, in these days of 'user pays', it may
well be considered a viable operation.

Who would use an item bank and
for what?
IT is generally considered that itcrn banks are potentially

useful for classroom teachers who: (1) wish to assess
their students' learning using measures with known
characteristics, (ii) are willing to examine closely what they
are teaching and to align their testing with it (iii) want to
save time without sacrificing the quality of their assess-
ments. (iv) are able to appreciate the flexibility of item
banks to meet a variety of testing needs - from indi-
vidualized tests on single sub-topics (to diagnose specific
learning problems) to end-of-year surveys of achievement
(in one subject area for hundreds of students) and (v) wish
to retain control over what is to be tested, how it will be
tested, and when,

Others, such as those responsible for conducting or
monitoring national examinations, and educational ad-
ministrators. may also wish to exploit the flexibility and
potential of item banking. With 'internal assessment', 're-
ference tests . 'moderation', and 'school-based achieve-
ment', being assessment terms bandied about today, it is
not hard to imagine that an informed use of item banking
might well assist those concerned with competence, com-
parability, standards and similar weighty matters. The

thought Is not new. The Schools Council in Britain (now
disbanded) was contemplating using item banking to mod-
erate Mode 3 examinations and to improve the GCE and
CSE examinations away back in the sixties. In 1972, Elley
and Livingstone, two NZCER research officers, discussed
the possibility of item banking as a mettuxi of moderation
in their publication 'External Examinations and Internal
Assessments'. in Australia, ACER began work on item
banks in the early seventies, and Tasmania, since 1972
through the Hobart Curriculum Centre under the leader-
ship of Don Palmer, has had centralized item banks for
several grade levels in a variety of subjects with clever
built-in methods of self-moderation and error-analysis.

What is the future of item
banking?
WRITING in 1974, Wood stated: 'Like fume-free cars
V V and the Kingdom of Heaven, question banking is

one of those ideas which has great appeal but which
people do little about.' He went on to lament the lack of
progress following the promising start that had been made
in England in developing mathematics item banks.

Thirteen years on: what has changed? Briefly, the many
benefits of item banks - principally their flexibility that
permits easy adjustment to a variety of instructional/as-
sessment settings is slowly being recognised by the
teaching profession: experimentation with latent trait mod-
els has led to more considered and balanced views of the
contribution they can make to the item banking enterprise;
published item banks have become increasingly available,
and, despite some blatant abuses, have found a niche in
many teachers assessment armouries; fears held earlier
by some teachers that more assessment and a narrowing
of the curriculu,n to 'measurable outcomes , through the
relative ease of testing with item banks, have largely been
dispelled - it just hasn't happened: and the impact of
computers, of course, cannot be ignored - one can confi-
dently predict exciting developments on this front.

In summary, it would be lair to say that item banking
has far from universal acceptance in our schools and other
educational contexts. It has considerable unrealized po-
tential, and. optimistically, itdoes have a promising future!



Mr Neil Reid is Chief Research Officer: Measurement and Evalu-
ation, NZCER, Box 3237. Wellington, New Zealand.

*ire Calibration
Item calibration involves evaluating the fit of items to an item
response theory model, in the Rasch model it consists of estimat-
ing the difficulty parameter value for each item. The great advan-
tage claimed for this particular procedure is that estimates of
item difficulty are Independent of the particular students and
other items included in the calibration exercise.

Appendix: Item Information
(Adapted from 'Issues in Item Banking', Journal of Educational
Measurement, 21:4, 315-330. 1984).
Accurate information about banked items is essential ensure
the efficient operation of any item bank. Depending on the scale
and scope of the bank, the following information about each
item should be considered for entry and retrieval purposes.

Item Description
1. Identification number. sign or symbol.
2. Content lext of item.
3. Keyed answer for objective items; model answer for parag-

raph/essay questions: typical incorrect responses for diag-
nostic test items.

4. Required associated stimulus material (graphs, illustrations,
diagrams, etc.)

5. Cress-reference to other items or to common stimulus ma-
terial (reading passage, map. diagram. etc.)

6. Ability/mental process classification.
7. Keyword(s) of item.
8. Authoris) of item.
9. Source of item (publishedicommercial. Departmental.

school. etc.)
10. Revision or version of previous item.
11, Question type (multiple-choice. true- false, essay. etc.)
12. Type of student directions required for item use.
13. Curricular importance (essential, highly desirable. desirable.

etc.)
14. Appropriate classeclucational level
15. Cross reference to syllabus. textbooks. teacher's guide,

manuals, workbooks, etc.)
16. Security classification (secure. specified use. unrestricted

use).
17. Date of item origination.
18. Pre-testing history (date(s) class level(s), number of stu-

dents, etc.)
19. User comments: suggested modifications

Item characteristics
'1. Difficulty index'.
2. Discrimination index.
3. item response model tit index (for Rascri-scaled or other

IRT calibrated items).
4. Bias index.
5. Readability level index'.
6. Average time for completion
7. Option response frequencies (particularly for diagnostic

tests).
8. Information response frequencies (particularly for diagnostic

tests).

Sometimes judged rather than calculated. In such instances,
words (e.g., high. low, hard, easy), rather than figures should be
used for these estimates.
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Item Banks available from ACER
Australian Biology Test Item Bank
ACER 1984
Volume 1: Year 11: Volume II: Year 12
Areas represented in the bank:
Volume I - Investigating the Living World

The Variety of Life, Organisms and Environments. Reproduc-
tion, Nutrition, Development and Growth. Populations. Interac-
tion and Change in the Neutral World. The Living World.

Volume I) - The Organism
Integration and Regulation of Multicellular Organisms. Cellu-
lar Processes, Heredity, Life Its Continuity and Change. 1 he
Human Species. Science and the Scientific Process.
Items requiring the 'correct response' and the 'incorrect re-
sponse are represented in the Item Bank,

Australian Chemistry Test Item Bank
ACER 1982
Years 11 and 12
Areas represented in the bank:
Volume 1

Atomic Structure Electronic Structure. The Periodic Table.
The Mole and Chemical Formulae. Molecular Compounds.
Infinite Arrays. Gases. Solutions. Surfaces. Stoichiometry.
Head of Reaction. Chemical Equilibrium. Reaction Rates and
Acids and Bases

Volume 2

Redox Heactionz. Electrochemical Cells. Electrolysis. Mea-
surement and Chemical Techniques, Carbon Chemistry. Sili-
con Chemistry. Nitrogen Chemistry. Phosphor us Chemistry.
Oxygen Chemistry. Surf, Chemistry. Halogen Chemistry and
Metals

The AO Mathematics Items is currently being ievised

The AIB' Social Studies items is currently out of pint.

Item Banks available from the New Zealand Depart-
ment of Education

Mathematics. Levels I to 9 French Forms 3 to b
Science. Forms 3 to 5 OM Man Form 3. Form 5

Copying Permitted
Copyright on this item is held by NZCER and ACER who

grant to all people actively engaged in education the right to
.,opy it in the interests of better teaching.



Combining Scores
By Alison Gilmore

All classroom teachers make quantitative assessments of
how well their students are performing and frequently
must combiner marks from several different essays, tests,
exercises or subjects to obtain an overall measure of
achievement, At the simplest level, a teacher may com-
bine the several marks for the essays or extended
answers that make up a formal examination. At a second
level, a single' score may be required to summarise a
pupil's performance over a year's study in one subject.
For example, after a year of teaching science, a teacher
may have end-of-term examination marks, and scores on
assignments, practical exercises, laboratory reports and
homework available. The teacher may also have meas-
ures of oral class participation and the 'ike available for
inclusion. At a third level, for the purpose of awarding
certificates, for accrediting NZ University Entrance, for
Queensland's Tertiary Entrance Score, for giving school
prizes or scholarships, a student's overall assessment
may be a combination of his marks in several different
subjects. The' way in which marks art' combined may con-
siderably influence the final assessment; in extreme cases
it could make more difference than the way the students
worked, or the' way the teacher did the marking. In order
to be fair to all students it is important to understand the
factors which interact to affect the composite score.

The Validity of a Composite Score

When scores from different tasks are combined the' spec-
ific information about how a student performed at a par-
ticular task is lost and the composite score provides only a
summary of general performance. For example, the
teacher may have Helen's marks fora number of tasks in
French, such as, knowledge of grammar, conversational
French, French literature, knowledge of French customs
and way of life, and oral and written French. A composite
score which condenses this information provides an indi-
cation of her overall achievement, but the actual absolute
meaning of each of the score's has been obscured. She'
may be top in the class in her knowledge of French cus-
toms and was of life but extremely weak in her oral
French. In day-to-day teaching, retaining separate
assessments on the different tasks is often of more value
than attempting to determine a composite score. The

composite score masks a student's strengths and weak-
nesses and being in a summarised form it may be rela-
tively meaningless. For example, Helen's overall mark in
French which places her among the top thirty percent of
students in her class disguises her extrentely poor ability
to speak French.

When the' overall assessment is a matter of combining
scores obtained on a number of distinct, but related tasks
within a course of study, it is reasonable to assume that
they are measuring attainment in the same area. This is
the' level two situation like Ilelen's French. If you re-
quire a score which summarizes performance in a subject
it is quite justifiable to combine marks because the com-
posite score represents repeated measurements in the
same discipline. It will in fact tend to be more reliable
than a single mark. However, when the overall assess-
ment is a matter of combining scores from different sub-
jects the composite score that results has an even more
limited meaning. The subjects may differ greatly in the
demands they make on the students' knowledge and
skills and in adding their marks together it is rather like
'adding four apples to six pears this can only be done
by calling them ten pieces of fruit and you no longer
know what sort they are'.

There are' occasions when teachers are required to pro-
vide a comprehensive rank order (order of merit) of stu-
dents, for example', when accrediting New Zealand Uni-
versity Entrance, when awarding scholarships and when
determining who is to get school prizes, these awards be-
ing based on a measure of overall academic achievement.
This must be undertaken with considerable caution.

The essential feature to recognize in combining scores
is that the measurement is essentially relative, not abso-
lute. A composite score permits us to compare the stand-
ing of one individual against another, and to make judge-
ments involving 'more' or 'less', but the real or absolute
meaning of the score's is lost or masked.

Not All Scores May Be Combined

A teacher uses a variety of assessment procedures for a
number of purposes. Not all 'bits' of assessment data
should be considered as candidates for including in a
composite score. Diagnostic tests, tests of mastery and



infomial assessments of student progress are tYpicallY
'formative' and are useful as guides for further instruc-
tion; the assessment is on-going. These measure's should
not be' combined., 'Summative' assessments, on the other
hand, provide' estimates tf student achievement at the
completion of a unit of work or at the end of term or end
of year; they are less frequent and more comprehensive.
Such assessments are norm-reterencyd and student
attainment is considered in relation to that of a peers.
Norm-referenced assessments mar be oMbintsti.

Determining a Composite Score

When two or more' sets of scores are to be combined a
decision must be' made' about the relative' importance of
each test, exam, assessment or task and its desired
weighting in the' composite' score'.

When you have made as decision about whether, Say,
French Vocabulary or knowl dge of French customs is
more important, then, if that decision is not reflected m
the composite score vou do not have a score.

Validity is a subjective judgement by the teacher, or
group of teachers as to what weight each component
shall be given. Firstly, judge the relative' importance of
each task. For example, it a teacher of English feels that
the ability to speak well is more important than a know-
ledge of Wordsworth's poetry, a measure of a student's
conversational skill should have' greater weight than a
score' given for an essay on 'On Westminster Bridge'. Sec-
ondly, carefully examine the 'scope' of each compoiient.
If the score for a mid-year exam (assessing the first half of
the year's work) is to be added to the score' on an end-of-
year exam (assessing the full year's work) what is the
composite score actually representing? By simply adding
the marks together, the first half cif the vear's work mar
receive greater weight in the composite than the second
half of the year's work. It has been examined twice. Was
the early course' work more important than the later
work? If it was not, the marks must be adjusted.

The' importance' or weighting of each component may
need to be tempered by a consideration e't the reliability
of tile various score's to be' combined. Greater emphasis
weight should he' given to more reliable' measures. In
general, reliability will be highest fora properly prepared
objective test, moderate for carefully marked essays and
lowest for informal, highly subjective appraisals of oral
contributions and participation in class.

These considerations make' a valid composite score'
possible and the next step is to make this possibility a
reality.

Factors to Consider in Combining Scores

A test which is marked out of will not count twice as
much as (will not have double the' weight of) a test
marked out of The marks when added together will
simply weight themsdves naturally but not necessarily in
the' desired way. Marking is essentially a relative' (rank
ordering) process and a quite different procedure for
combining marks must be' followed.

The essential features to 'insider s hen combining
scores are illustrated in the' following Oka
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Ltalitple:

Student test i Rank lest 2 Rank total Rank

Anne ;II 3 40 I 'AI

lien 31 4 35 88 2
t.ttleen 57, 3 is 1 80 3
1)aviel is 4 #71 4

tit. I 5 5 67 5

mainium ro,ibh, (00 50 130
Score

Mean 5t, 24 80
Standard Deviation 4.4 12.5 8,5

Note: It is the teacher's intenta7n that tin the composite score)
lest I evoule-t4.0ont terke as much as test 4.

It can lx' seen that the rank order of students in Test 2
is the' reverse of that in Test 1, vet when the' scores are
totalled, the order for the composite score is the sate' as
for 'lest 2 despite the teacher's intention that Test I
should count twice as much. in other words, 'fest 1 has
had no influence at all in deciding the final assessment
(order) of the' five' students and the same' result would
have' been obtained if only Test 2 scores had been used
and the other marks ignored. Obviously such a situation
is unsatisfactory and and needs to be corrected.

When two or more complete sets of score's are to be
combined, the most important factor which influences
the effect each will have on the final result is the spread
(standard deviation) of marks in each Sc'!, not the possible
maximum score, nor the mean (average) of the marks.
The.' spread of scores in Test 2 (SD = 12.8) was approxi-
mate:4y three' times greater than that for Test 1 (ST) = 4.4).
1herefore, instead of the' desired weighting of 2:1, the ac-
tual weighting was 1:3. That is, Test 2 scores had three
time's the influence in the composite scow than Test 1. In
general, then, the mire the marks are spread tint, the greater

h' their Influence werght irt the offirposite.
For as composite mark to reflect what the' teacher in-

tends, the spread of swags of the' separate measures must
be adjusted to reflect the appropriate relationships. Al-
though a maximum possible score of 101) permits a great-
er spread than a maximum possible score of 5t), it does
not automatically follow that the sets of scores will
weight themselves appropriately. In Example 1, for Test
I although 1tX) was the' maximum possible score the
marks were tightly bunched around 55 while for Test 2,
the' shirrs were more' dispe'rse'd.

Anothe :. factor to consider is the extent to which the
various components are Mated (intercorrelated). In gen-
eral, adjustments to the spread of a set of scores (to obtain
appropriate' weighting) is more' important when the rela-
tionship between component is low or negative. For ex-
ample, adjustments are very important when combining,
say, marks for science and French, or scores on a test on
valiency and a biology dissection. Adjustments are less
vital when combining scores on tasks within a subject.
lrench voc-abulary and French Prose are more closely re-
lated. so departures in the natural weighting of compo-
nents from their desired weighting is likely to be' less se-
rious than %%hen scores from &Wren/ subjects are to be
combined. While it would he' unlikely tor a person who
was top in one test in a given subject to be bottom in



another in the same subject area (as in Example 1 where
the two sets of scores are perfectly negatively correlated)
smaller discrepancies in rank will frequently occur and
are to be expected given the measurement error present
in even the most reliable of tests.

Procedure for Combining Scores

When all the students have taken the same series of tests,
done the same assignments, or written on the same essay
topics combining these marks is reasonably straightfor-
ward once a decision has been made about the weighting
each score should have. tiowever, when studentsdo not
all attempt common tasks, e.g., if they answer optional
essays in an'exam, or take different combinations of sub-
jects, (as is usual in the senior secondary school), the
measure of overall attainment must take into account the
relative difficulty of each element as well as the variability
of each set of scores. Is French 'harder' than Art? Is one
optional assignment more difficult than another? And
what happens if some marks are missing because Harriet
was sick one day and Henry was moved ink, the class late
in the year? These problems are taken-up in the following
sections.

1. For cases when all students have done the
same tests, assignments, etc., and done then;
all.
intimate the spread of scores on each measare. The simp-
lest estimate would be the range (the difference be-
tween the highest and the lowest score), but, as this
estimate is determined by two scores only, if just one
student has done exceptionally well the range is
quite misleading. The best estimate is the standard
deviation. This index takes into account the spread
of each score from the mean. Computing a standard
deviation is a lengthy and tedious operation to do
arithmetically. A calculator with statistical functions
will make the computation easy. Without a calcu,a-
tor a good approximation to the standard deviatio.'
mar be obtained in the following war:
1. Count the number of scores (the number of stu-

dents who did the test).
2. Sum the top sixth of scores.
3. Sum the bottom sixth 01 scores.
4. Subtract the sum of the bottom sixth from the

sum of the top sixth.
5. Divide this DV half the number of scores (halt the

number of students).
In words: Estimate of Spread

Sum of top sixth sum of bottom sixth

(1)

half number of students

(ii) Determine the 'natural' uTight of each set of marks, that
is, the ratio of their score spreads. For OW milk, if the
standard deviation for Test 1 is 4.4 and the standard
deviation for Test 2 is 12.8, the natural weight of each
component is 4.4 to 12.S, or approximately 1:3.

(iii) Mins, each set of ?narks to obtain the desired weishtins.
When each set of scores is to have equal weighting,
their spread of scores should be approximately equal

(the same SD fore -h). When the sets of marks are to
have difkrent weightings, their spread ofscores must
be in the same ratio as the weights required. Ifan ex-
amination mirk is to be added to as term test mark
and the examination is to count twice as much as the
test, the ratio of the spreads of the two sets of scores
would need to be 2:1 (e.g., examination SD 4.4,
term test SD = 2.2).
Adjusting the spread of a set of scores is simple:
multiply or divide each score in a set by a constant.
The spread of scores that results will he greater or
less than the original spread by the factor that was
used in multiplying or dividing. Thus, multiplying a
set of scores by two will double the spread; dividing
a set of scores by two will halve the spread, and so
on. As all scores in a set are treated in the same way,
their absolute value will change, but their relative
standing or rank order will be unaltered. For this ex-
ercise, it does not matter if a test that was once
marked out of 100 now gives scores greater than 100;
the marks are not being treated as absolute but simp-
ly as an indication of which student did better than
another on that task.

(iv) Add the adjusted scores. This gives you the rank order
of students which represents a valid summary of stu-
dent overall attainment. These composite scores
may be converted to percentages, but it is important
to remember that the percentage score has no more
absolute meaning than the adjusted scores, but pro-
vides a more familiar set of figures to make compari-
sons between students.

2. When some data is missing, e.g., some stu-
dents missed some tests, assignments, etc.
Add the adnisted scores t as in Step iv) and obtain the Com-
posite Average. Missing marks should not he treated
as zero but may be handled by computing a composite
iliMge score: divide each student's composite total
(the adjusted scores totalled, Step iv) by the number
of components (tests, assignments, essays, etc.) for
which there' are scores.

(v)

:1 Worked Example: (see next page') The teacher wants to
rombine the scores on three tasks (an examination, a
i`raCtiCal exercise and an assignment) so that the practical
exercise and the assignment are weighed equally and the
examination counts twice as much as the other two, 2:1:1.

The e itio of the 'natural' weights of the three elements is
determined from their standard deviations: 4.0 to 8.0 to
4.2, that is, approximately, 1:2:1. The required ratio of
weights, 2:1:1. may be' most readily obtained by multiply-
ing the examination scores by 2 and by dividing the set of
scores for the practical exercise by 2. The scores for the in-
dependent assignment are unchanged. The' three Scores
arc then added together. To take account of absences the
composite total is averaged to obtain one score which
reflects the stucwnts' performance in the way you, as the
teacher, have determined.

A comparison of the rank order when the' unweighted
marks are added together (1,N,1,1,,,k,M,G,11) and the

5 0



A Workilf xamle:

Unweighted %Veighted

Student l'xam Practical
1.xam

21

itt th
1.21

Assign
inert

(eine hanged)
)111 pt 1%1

tilta 1

Composite
As

Gerald 34 12 ti sl r.

Helen 37 3 74 1.; 0.5 2.5.$

tan 30 11 13 27

Jenny 42 21) 54 10 etd 4'
Keith lb 12 S 12 20 11)

Lynne. 40 15 7.; 07.5 32.5

Mike 10 15 70 15

Nolten 32 25 11 12.5 St4.5 214.5

Mean 15.7 h 4 L.), 71 4 5,2 9.3
4.0 s.0 4.2 .7.t1 4.0 4.2

NOW: Keith was absent for the exam and lifiltS' absent for the assignment.

rank order when the scores are adiusteci and appropriate-
ly weighted and when absences are allowed for
0,1,,,M,B,6,1,11,K) she that all students except one
have different places in class. This illustrates the impor-
tance of making adjustments to obtain a valid meastim of
overall achievement.

3. For cases when students have done different
combinations of subjects

When students take' optional tasks, such as, optional
essay topics, or different selections of subjects, the ratio
of score spreads alone (Step (iii) above) gives no guaran-
tee that the effective weighting desired will result. The'
average' scow of each measure also becomes important.
This is because difference's in scows of students taking
different components may reflect differences in the' dif-
ficulty of the tasks, or differences in teacher marking
standards, rather than simply difference's in the ability of
the students.
(vi) Optional topics with equal weight. one procedure for

ensuring all components have equal weighting is to
convert each set of scores to standard scores, that is,
scale them to the same mean and standard devia-
tion. This procedure has the' effect of reducing each
set of scores to a common scale which will have equal
weighting when added together. Converting raw
scores to standard scores may be' done either by
formula or by graph.

(i) Standardi:ing searN by use of a formula. The mean
(X) and standard deviation (SD) to which a set of
raw scores may he scaled is flexible'. A X, of Kt and
SD, of 12 is frequently suggested as suitable for
assessment programmes in the school. This distribu-
tion provides scaled scores normally within the lim-
its of 0 and 1(X). Tables which convert raw scores to
this scale have been published (e.g., Queensland
Department of Education, 1972, pp.62-65) and score
conversion is therefore reasonably straightforward.
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T -s cores with a X.. of 50 and SD of 10, are also fre-
quently used as an alternative scaled soire distribu-
tion.

Example; To compute the scaled score' for each student
the following information is necessary.
1. The' student's raw scores (XR)
2. The' re...an of the set cat raw scores ()K)
1. The standard iation (or estimate') for the' set of raw

scores (SI)R)

The scaled score is then computed as:
Step 1. Subtract the mean from the raw scow R)

2. Divide' the difference by SDK
3. Multiply the result of (2) by the scaled SD,
4. Add the result of (3) to the scaled mean (X,)

That is: X, X, + SD, (Xh. XR)

SDR

It X.. and SD, are to be 60 and 12, respectively, then, for
example, if the mean and standard deviation for a set of
raw scores is X 25 and SD 5, a raw score' of 35 is con-
verted to a scaled score as.

X, hit + )2 (35 25) + 12(2) S4

5

and a raw score e f 1$ is converted to a scaled score as:
X, bt) + 12 (18 25) tat) + 12 ( 1 t1.8 = 43.2

5

it a conversion table, such as the one referred to above is
available, the only computation required is that in step 1.
The difference score obtained is then entered into the
appropriate table and the' scaled score read off.
(ii) Standaritizins 5eeres hi/ 14.4( of a graph. A graph is drawn
with one axis representing the raw scores and the other
representing the scaled scores. Such a graph can be used
at a variety of levels of sophistication. in its simplest form
three' score .. equivalents are selected to represent the
mean and scores one standard deviation above and one
standard deviation below the mean for the' set of raw
scores and the corresponding scaled scores. in order for
all the raw scores to be' scaled, the three points which cor-
respond to these three pairs of scores are plotted. Next, a

5i



line is drawn through the three points; the graph can
then be used V, convert any given raw score in a .4,1 of
scores to a scaled store.

11,irpple: A 440 of raw scores, with at 25 and at Sr) of 5 is to Ili' cimyer1-
ed to a set of scaled score's %Ali a mean of till and Si ) of 12.

Raw

rlotted !Joint. I or the nitan and
score% I SI), i.t. 4$. tiOand

Aldo A. 4.111. $. Yu. 15D

+15D

10

Hatt St ott,4. to
35,1114.i 1$ art'
t anti t.rteti It/
svaltsti tryrt.s
tIt $4 and 44,

1 1

2(1 30 4
1 1

Fill 110 70 SO

Sidled So ,s

Again, the absolute NA Lae of .cores will alter but the rela-
tive position (rank) of each student remains unchanged.

/4 !'.tamale': Essays I and

Fri4

90 100

are optional. Vss,ie 3 is compulsory. I ach essay is to have the same weight.

Student
Raw Si-tires

ssay 1 Essay 2 Essay 3
Scaled Score..

1-ssd 1 rssav 2 av 3
tIttliutsitt

1 t st,11

Composite
Average'

Alan
Betty
Cathy
[Nanny
11 len

2$

32
24

1

35

24
2t
is

4h

h2

35
31/

24

1$

SI
442

7S

st)

40.5

12
40Fred 1; 3S 15 20.5Gwen 17 12 12 hf1 31'tarry 13 7 YIp 7 20.5

!steal"! 113 11,0 20 511

Si) 4 ; 4. S.0 S S 9 S.

For all essays to be equally weighted in the compisite
score, each set of scores may he converted to a common
distribution (e.g., X. (10, SD, 12) and then added.
However, because Essays 1 and 2 art' optional com-
ponents and Essay 3 is common to all students. all that is
necessary for equal weighting is (a) that the spread of
scores for the three essays be approximately equivalent
and (b) that the mean scores for Essays I iind 2 be
equivalent. This may be achieved by scaling the scores for
Essays I and 2 to, e.g., a X. of 50 and a SD, of 9.0 (the
same SD for Essay 3). The adjusted scores art' then added
together and averaged to obtain the composite average'
score, Thus: When components are to hare equal weights hut
not all st Watts do the Sallie texts, essays, sithiectS. eh". , any pa r-
tkular standing 'rank must have the same nUmerit al value Ill the
optional tasks.

(vii) Optional components with different weightings. Combui
ing scores frOM diftelellt sidled dresh:. It is argued (e.g.,
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Thyne, 174 that by their VON nature, optional
tasks must be' considered of equivalent importance.
This may be' the case' for optional tasks within a
course of studs' in which the tasks are judged to be
of comparable' difficulty. Pnwever, the' same
assumption of comparable difficulty cannot be ex-
tended to the situation in hieh scores from differ-
ent subjects art' to be combined. While there is
extensive debate about the practice' of combining
scores from different subjects, the' complexity of the
problem increase's when not all students study the
same subjects but have different combinations of
subjects s is common in the senior secondary

sciTIZI.typical situation which arises is that students
are to be compared with each other for some' scho-
larship, award or certificate, and yet they have' taken
different combinations of subjects. We' know that



different subjects demand different abilities and so
some zffempt to take account of 'quality' differences
in the students is essential if scores in different sub-
jects are to be added. In order to establish compar-
alility of abilities between different subject groups
some form of moderation is required.

The essential feature of moderation is to deter-
mine the relative level and spread of abilities of stu-
dents in different groups. This may be accomp-
lished in a, number of ways. An appropriate reference
test* may be administered to all students. The raw
scores for each group of students may then be scaled
to the mean and standard deviation of scores that
gmup obtained on the reference test. As before, the
mean and scores one standard deviation above and
below the mean on each measure may 1w used as
points for constructing the graph from which the
raw scores may be scaled.

In the absence of a common reference test, an alt-
ernative procedure for establishing comparability of
abilities is to serutinire groups of students who are
doing the same combination of subjects and check

*Extensive debate surrounds the issue, et appropriate reference
tests for moderating purposes. It is not proposed te' enter into a
discussion of the erie:.v of measures pe,ssiole. The reader k
referred to file and Livingstone 0472) for a treatment of this
topic .

that the mean scores are the same. lf, for example,
the mean score for students studying German is 50
but the mean score for geography, English and
economics for the' same group of students is 3e), .U)
and 41, respectively. the German marks may be
scaled to a mean of approximately 40.

'these approaches have some IiiititatitIns, particu-
larly for those subjects which may rely heavily on
special abilities not common to other subjects, e.g.,
music, technical drawing and art. The students may
be very able in that particular discipline without be-
ing equally able in other academic subjects.

ViVorkeit ilaufrie: The following estimates of overall
achievement in each of five subjects art' listed (i). An
'appropriate' reference test has been administered to all
students. The mean and standard deviation (X, SD) for
each group of students for French Maths, history, phys-
ics and German are (55, 10), (55, 15), (50, 20). (65, 5) and
(60, 10), respectively.

All scores in each subject are scaled to the appropriate
mean and standard deviation and then summed. Be-
cause the students are presenting different numbers of
scores for combination, an average composite score is then
computed. In this way, decisions about students' overall
attainment in relation to that of his peers may be made
fairly and validly.

/1 Worked i'vample:

Student French Nlaths ist s .t.rman
Scaled

1rertch %lath Itist Physics U.erinan
Composite.

'Total
Composite

Average'

Alan 0 4t' 1711 56.7
Rutty 24 42 35.3 53 134.9 51.6
Cathy 70 01 12.; 62,5
Dianne 75 12 72 7, 192 t)4

Filen 73 140 73

Fred 12 111 44 3 7;Li ; 31.8

Gwen 4i1 1,11 3 44 110 31.7
It) 411 III 1.1 214,5 31.1

Mean 7,0 4t= (,2 35 .31) ii 't! /NC f

SI) 13./4 20,7 12.1 14.1) 7.1 15 211 ti i

This paper has attempted to alert the reader to the f u nda-
mental issue's and procedural steps in the combinatit in of
scores so that a fair and valid estimate' of overall attain-
ment for the. individual student may be achieved.
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Evaluating Writing

By David Philips
NICER

Introduction
Teachers need marking techniques. Plenty are available, but
which are the best? That depends on what you want them for.
If you want to assess
1 Normal coursework writing what the children do every

day then there will be two jobs for the marking to do:
(a) diagnos: faults (so that we can give exercises to

correct them)
(b) ascertain progress (so we can see if our teaching is

successful).
If you want to assess
2 A year's work or even a term's then we will he to

for a technique which will:
(c) assess the child's progress compared with his or her

earlier performance
possibly provide a comparison of performance
against the rest of the class, or the rest of his or
her age group.

Choose your assessment technique carefully it must fit
the task (one of the above four), the class level, and the pupil.
`In evaluating writing we are assessing much more than their
grasp of a programme: we are evaluating the students
themselves.'

(4)

Why is Writing Difficult to Assess?

Despite the excellent research of Janet Emig, Donald Graves
and others, the writing process itself is still largely a mystery.
We know that it is a very complex process requiring the
mastery of a variety of interrelated skills. Apart from the
essential inputs of reading and thinking, skills such as
knowing bow to organize material,awareness of the teacher's
goal, understanding the purpose of the specific writing task,
all play an important part in creating written material. It is
not surprising therefore, to find that pupils vary considerably
in their ability to write. While some pupils improve their
writing with relative else, others consistently find writing a
difficult enterprise. It is important to remember, though, that
writing skill develops. It is not a static ability which one either
has or has not. Consequently the end-point reached will
inevitably vary from one person to the next. Since writing
skills are usually in a state of change, and fluency takes time to
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develop, it is essential that both diagnostic and end-ofthe-
year assessments be made with the intention of encouraging
the burgeoning writer.

Writing has both `deep' and 'surface' features. The 'deep'
ones include the purpose of the writing, its content and
structure. The 'surface' ones are thy.. orthographic or
transcriptional aspects of spelling, punctuation,
capitalization and grammar. It is so easy for teachers to focus
on the 'surface' features and so easy for the pupils to think
they are the only important aspects that both teachers and
pupils may lose sight of the basic purpose of the writing.
Collins and Genmer have drawn attention to this
phenomenon, and have labelled it 'clownsliding'.

One great difficulty for writers is maintaining connective flow.
The relationships between ideas must be made clear. Yet in order
to write about an idea, the idea must be expanded downward into
paragraphs, sentenms, words and letters. Sometimes writers
particularly children become lost in the process of downward
expansion and lose sight of the high-level relationships they
originally wanted to express. Downsliding the phenomenon of
getting pulled into lower and more local levels of task processing

is a very common problem in writing and in other domains as
well If a teacher emphasizes accuracy in spelling and grammar it
will reinforce the natural tendency toward downsliding. The
overall result will be that children focus alma exclusively on
lower-level task components when they write.
Of course, it is often very difficult to avoid emphasizing

those features of pupils' writing which are most clearly in
error. But it would be unfortunate indeed if the error-seeking
red pen was not tempered with a sympathetic attempt to
improve writing skills beyond the merely `surface'
characteristics. It is not an easy job to mark the 'deep'
features. But they do have to be assessed if we are to be
helpful.

1 Evaluating Performance During the Year

Assessing the Developing Writer

Writers differ in their learning rate and in their potential for
improvement. However, there is little point in prejudging a
pupil's likely achievement in writing and teaching to that
expectation. Instead, try to pay close attention to ove. .11
development and focus on specific writing difficulties.
'Composing a piece in any mode is a complex linguistic,
experimental, cognitive, affective and scribal act.' (Cooper,
'Measuring Growth in Writing', Englishjournal, Vol. 64, No.
3, March 1975, p. 112.) Ask yourself:

Surface problems

Has this pupil an adequately legible style of handwriting?
How extensive is the pupil's command of language? Is she or

he having difficulty with spelling, subject-verb agreement,
sentence structure? Has she or he had sufficient practice
with this mode of writing?

Deep problems

Can this pupil stand back from present circumstances and
order thoughts in an appropriate manner? Does he or she
know how to compose written work? Is choice of content
(within the piece) or organisation of the content giving
problems?



Has the pupil had enough experience to write on this topic?
Is the pupil sufficiently motivated to write on this topic? Is

he or she having difficulties with parents, peers, etc., which
might affect performance?

This preliminary look may reveal that the student has
difficulties. If so, steps will have to be taken to provide
appropriate assistance. The teacher using this technique
interpren the pupil's writing as part of a complex series of
interrelating factors, each an integral part of his writing
ability. Further, the pupil's progress is gauged against several
variables. A mark in the teacher's markbook which is a simple
sum of the number of errors the pupil has made, is not nearly
as useful.

Revision is an integral part of most writing. Therefore
another important procedure to follow is to allow the student
to revise and re-work part of the writing if necessary, and
consult peers, and the teacher, on the content and form of the
written work. (The research of Donald Graves in this area is
especially instructive. Though it deals with pupiLs in their
first few years at school the conclusions arc universal.) This
procedure allows pupils to view writing as a continuous
process with several mutually supportive stages, rather than
simply as a one-off type of exercise done merely for the
teacher's benefit.

Assessing the student's work during the year will entail
these activities, in this approximate order:

(I) Consider the surface and deep features on page 2. Care-
fully note the pupil's development or behaviour within
each area.

(2) If the content of the pupil's writing seems unrelated to
the topics given, check the questions you asked, and
the instructions you gave, for ambiguity. Make sure
that the tasks set are within the students' capabili-
ties, yet challenging.

(3) Discuss the more immediate difficulties with the
student; provide a willing ear; be supportive.

(4) Correct 'surface' errors but by focussing on only one or
two specific examples each time until the student
reaches an appropriate level of mastery in them, e.g.,
capital letters for a few days or weeks, then commas.

(5) Take remedial action where necessary over specific
thorny problems (i.e., by giving extra instruction and
help, for example, with persistent poor spelling).

(6) Keep a careful written record of the student's improve-
ment in addition to the first 'diagnosis'; update ii
regularly (e.g., 3 or 4 times a term).

Although this strategy requires considerable care, it is
designed to encourage the student in a positive fashion rather
than to inhibit development. Comments on the pupils'
writing, whether verbal or written, should be selective rather
than comprehensive. This is so that the pupil can focus on
separate aspects of performance and gradually bring about
improvement in them.

Methods of Marking

If marks or grades have to be awarded to pupils' written work,
bear in mind some of the findings from research on the

marking of essays. Even though most of this research has been
concerned with secondary or tertiary level students, it is a
useful reminder of the fallibility of the most carefully
prepared teacher!

It has been established, for example, that the same piece 0:
written work ;v.! always receive the same mark, even
when marked by the same marker. The order in which several
essays are assessed may affect the quality of the mark
awarded; thus a series of good essays may build up the
marker's expectations so that when a poor essay comes along
it will obtain a much lower mark than if it had been preceded
by a series of mediocre essays; the reverse also applies. If
essays are marked over several days, by the last day of
marking the assessments are likely to be much less consistent
than they would have been earlier in the piece. However, this
is unlikely to be a serious problem when marking occurs in a
single session, and provided class papers are not always
marked in the same order. If papers are marked in the same
order (e.g., alphabetically or by designated groups), the biases
introduced due to marking order are likely to be significant.

A more pressing problem for the classroom teacher is
deciding which criteria ought to be applied to any given piece
of writing. What features should be examined? How
inadequate does a pupil's performance have to be beforesome
kind of assistance becomes necessary?

(I) Revealing Criteria of Marking
Complete agreement on the most appropriate features to
assess does not exist. Different markers give more or less
weighting to different criteria. For example, two secondary
school English teachers may each have a pupil who insists on
using an ampersand (&) instead of writing 'and' in his essays.
The first teacher may consider this abbreviated technique to
be a major breach of convention, and mark the pupil more
harshly as a result. The second teacher may well ignore the
ampersands and when handing back the pupil's essay simply
make a passing reference to it. Some markers are consistently
bothered by spelling mistakes: the attitude seems to be that
incorrect spelling has to be stamped out, so the red marks will
fly onto the pupil's essay. Although these examples may
appear to be relatively trivial, research has shown that the
consistent breaking of the conventions of spelling and
punctuation can bead to reduced marks since the number of
errors (even though they might be minor ones) inhibits the
marker and also directs his or her attention away from the
quality of ideas or content of the writing. Many studies, for
example, have shown that handwriting quality also has an
influence on the marks awarded to essays so care is required to
ensure that students with poorer handwriting, spelling and
punctuation do not suffer in their marks as a result.

Another problem, and one pupils often bewail, is marking
criteria being inconsistently applied. Naturally, teachers
apply different criteria depending on the aims of a particular
writing exercise. A piece of creative writing such as a short
story is likely to be examined for its quality of ideas, sinceany
writing inaccuracies can always be tidied up. After all,
published writers have the service of editors and secretaries.
On the other hand, a piece of descriptive writing (e.g., an
account of a holiday, or the construction of a familiar object)
is more likely to be assessed on the basis of the accuracy of the
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events recounted or the orderly discussion of the steps
involved in the activity concerned. At the secondary level,
essays may well be examined for their structural features: how
well ideas hang together, whether the topic is appropriately
introduced and covered to an adequate extent. etc. For all
these types of exercise, the presentation (legibility,
appropriate location of headings and margins, etc.) and the
orthographic features (spelling, punctuation, grammatical
accuracy) while part of the 'total communication', arc not the
most significant elements in the overall pattern of writing
development. In any assessment scheme, therefore, they
should not assume undue importance.

To sum up, the first step is to clarify the purpose of the piece
of writing which is to be assessed. Some common purposes
(following Stibbs) arc: the recording of information for the
writer's own use; recording information for someone else's
use; helping the writer to sort out his own experience and
thoughts; helping the writer to understand the experiences of
others; symbolising experience in particular ways;
describing; instructing; persuading.

The writing itself may be in any of several forms (such as
notes, summaries, reports, poems, plays, stories, descriptive
accounts of people, places or objects, letters or lists of
instructions), so the criteria of assessment will need to be
adapted to suit both t he form of the writing and its purpose. A
set of instructions, for example, would need to be well laid-
out and sequenced accurately for ease of interpretation.
Assessment would, therefore, tend to emphasize those
features. On the other hand, an essay about a recently read
book might be assessed according to how well the writer
summarises the book's contents and dicusses his or her own
reaction to it. Paragraphing and coherence would also be
important.

Teachers must ensure that their pupils know what is going
to be examined in their written work: for example, that this is
a descriptive piece and accuracy of information and orderly
discussion will count highest. Although it is often said that
writing is a game and a test of one's ability to guess what the
teacher wants, this attitude is not a worthy one. Criteria
should be made explicit, and a careful watch has to be kept to
make sure that unconscious criteria are not assuming greater
importance than stated ones. To this end, markers need to (a)
exrxe their 'standards', through self-examination; (b)
co.nmunicate their criteria to their pupils so that the pupils
can take them in; (c) keep a careful record of the kinds of
comments they make on each pupil's 'essays' and of what they
have done to assist the pupil's improvement.

(£l) Features of Writing
Some elementary distinctions are useful.

Mechanics
The 'surface' features mentioned before arc often known as
writing mechanics, or transcriptional features, since they
represent the aspects of writing which are readily
recognized as the basics of written communication. They
include:

a. Handwriting
The legibility of the writing will range from
unintermtable to absolutely clear and easy to read. As it is
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usually the first feature of a piece of writing to be noticed
except, perhaps, for the overall layout of the whole

communication), and creates an impression in the reader's
mind about the writer's attitude to his or her task, it is easy
to be misled by it. ITnless the pupil is being assessed on
handwriting alone, there seems to be link justification in
making it part of any evaluation of writing quality,
however hard the temptation to do so might be.

I'. Punctuation
Inappropriate punctuation (ranging from the occasionally
omitted comma to inability to distinguish one sentence
from anotber Mina Shaughnessy provides some
excellent examples of such problems in Errors and
Ev is another immediately recognizable feature
of pupil's writing, found as much in university students'
writing, it seems, as in primary schools. From the marker's
point of view, continually misplaced commas and/or full-
stops are a jarring note in any writing (with the exception
of deliberate experiments with language as in some forms
of 'creative' writing), since they actively impede
comprehension.

c. Spelling
Incorrect spelling is another easily identifiable feature of
writing, which many markers include as part of their
assessment. The range of performance will be from no
Spelling mistakes to a plethora of errors. As with illegible
handwriting, spelling mistakes give markers a hard job as
they tend to counteract any positive impressions they
might hold about a piece of writing.

d. Grammatical Usage
Wrong tense, wrong pronoun, inappropriate subject-verb
agreement or other incorrect forms of words can also be
labelled 'surface' features since they are easily identified
and frequently commented upon, but seldom have the
effect of destroying ideas or logical sequence.

e. Sentence Structure
This element is often counted as a 'surface' feature,
including such things as sentence fragments, over use of
'and', misrelated clauses, etc. However, many of these
aspects can be interpreted as punctuation difficulties or
awkward usage.
While these features can easily impede understanding, and

are often referred to as carelessness, they have very little to do
with the content of a piece of writing, unless together they so
obscure a writer's message that it cannot be understood at all,
or only with extreme difficulty. It is best not to assess the
quality of a piece of writing on this basis alone.

Content
The 'deep' features, however, are much more difficult to
assess, and it is at this point that markers begin to diverge
even more widely. Any balanced assessment needs to include
a careful appraisal of these aspects. The problem is not so
much that markers disagree about the choice of criteria but
that they attach different weights to different traits. Although
this is virtually an insoluble problem the most significant
'deep' features which ought to be considered in any
assessment of writing are listed below without any attempt at
ranking their importance in relation to each other.
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a. Ideas
This feature includes qualities such as relevance, accuracy,
fullness of treatment and originality of approach.
However, it is often extremely difficult to assess the
adequacy of a pupil's treatment of a topic. The negative
features are often as prominent as the positive: irrelevant
ideas, inaccurate representations of facts, excessive
emphasis on insignificant points, a confused attitude
towards the topic, etc. On the positive side satisfactory
responses often differ a great deal in their treatment of the
topic; how easy it is to give high marks to an essay in which
the point of view agrees with your own and to penalise
different approaches! It is also important to strike a
balance between sheer volume of ideas and the quality of
the ideas hence the importance for some markers of the
rather nebulous feature called originality.

b. Organization
A survey conducted by the author in 1979 revealed that
university essay markers considered organization of
material to b the biggest stumbling-block for many
writers. The development of the ideas: how they are
structured within the essay, appropr ately dividing ideas
into paragraphs, using contrast, introdiwing the main
features of the topic, putting ideas in an appropriate order
are all part of this feature. The haphazard grouping of ideas
is likely to be assessed somewhat harshly bymany teachers,
while writing which 'flows' will probably be given higher
marks. Markers should take care to be consistent in
assessing this feature and consider if 'flowing' is more
important than having new and powerful ideas.

c. Word Choice
Aspects of this feature are the use of appropriate
terminology (i.e., adapted to the presumed audience of the
writing); words which can be readily understood, with
definitions included when deemed to be necessary; the
avoidance of ambiguity, hackneyed expressions and
redundancy; and the use of concise, clear words rather
than long, obscure ones. Marks must depend to a certain
extent on the clarity with which the purpose or context of
the writing was made clear to the students.

d. Style
Perhaps the most difficult feature to assess is the 'flavour'
of a piece of writing. i.e., how well the writer sustains his
attitude or commitment, the suitability of the writing for
its intended purpose and audience, the use of stylistic
devices and the fluency displayed. Judgements on style are
most likely to be highly subjective. The range of
possibilities confronting the writer is very wide, and the
effects of style on the marker arc subject to influences
beyond knowing.

The extent to which these features play a part in the overall
assessment of the quality of a piece of writing remains a
matter for individual teachers to determine. It is worth
bearing in mind, however, that even though elaborate
marking schemes (some of which are discussed in the
following section) have been developed, the problem of
whether a particular piece of writing meets the criteria or not
still exists.
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(Hi) Marking Schemes
One of the hardest tasks an English teacher faces is deciding
which aspects of writing are most important. For example, is
style most important, or are the ideas the writer is putting
forward more so? Some of the marking schemes currently in
use will he briefly covered in this section in order to assist
thinking about this problem.

Broadly speaking, there are two types of marking schemes,
holistic (or impressionistic) and analytic (or atotnistic). In
analytic marking, a series of judgements is made about the
pupil's writing according to a set of clearly specified criteria.
Marks are awarded for each criterion or essay feature
according to a predetermined scale, up to a stated maximum.
This is probably the most useful approach for evaluating
work done during the year, when diagnosis and appropriate
assistance arc most important. Impressionistic marking, on
the other hand, simply requires a single judgement about the
quality of a piece of writing, and is most useful for end-of-
year assessments (see later section on Holistic Marking).

Analytic Marking
As an example of an analytic marking scheme, take a recent
project undertaken in Canada, which developed criteria for
the evaluation of diferent modes of writing for grades (years)
7 and 8 (Forms 2 and 3). Each criterion has been elaboratedto
make it easy to divide work into the categories of high,
medium and low. The introduction includes the comment
that 'we should like to see both teachers and students sensitive
to the fact that certain writing tasks call for different styles,
different language choices, and attention to particular skills
each related to the function or purpose of the writing and the
intended audience'. To illustrate the criteria, here is an
excerpt from Word Choice:

Imaginative and Varied Language Choices: Grade 8
High: Words and images which provide sharp and con-

crete pictures for the reader are frequent.
Occasional experiments in stretching vocabulary
and images to include new or unusual words or
images.
Trite expressions are usually eliminated.
Flowery excesses too many adiectiveiladverbs
piled on top of each other are avoided.

Medium: Generally word and image choice is at a more ordin-
ar level with some experimentation, not always
successful, in vocabulary expansion or creation of
an image.
The student still lacks full control and some excess-
es or redundancy may occur as well as the occasional
trite, hackneyed expression.

I .ow : Little experimentation with language.
Reliance on the trite and very ordinary bland or
abstract expression.
Occasional errors in the use of standard vocabu-
lary.

This publication includes the criteria Organization, Word
Choice, Conventions and Mechanics, Content/Ideas and
Style, and also includes criteria related to specific modes in
writing such as Narrative: Eye-witness account, real or
imagined; Narrative: Second Person, with emphasis on
description; Narrative: Third Person, emphasis on dialogue;
and Exposition: Presentation of a viewpoint or argument
(which covers six qualities planning, argument, style,
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sentence style, fairness or objectivity and fresh-
ness/originality). However, no criteria are suggested for 'free'
writing, book reviews, reports, etc. It is also suggested that a
scoring scale could be used, with pupils receiving points for
each criterion as follows:

Organization 2 4 6 8 10
Language Choice 2 4 6 8 10

Sentence Variety. 1 2 3 4 5

Grammar 1 2 3 4 5
Spelling 1 2 3 4 5

Possible score range: 7-35. if a composite score is thought
useful.

One of the most well-known analytic scales is that of Died-
erich, as discussed in Measuring Growth in English, which
looks like this:

General Merit
Low Middle High

Ideas 2 4 6 8 10
Organization 2 4 6 $ 10

Wording 1 2 3 4 5
Flavour 1 2 3 4 5

Mechanics
Usage 1 2 3 4 5
Punctuation 1 2 3 4 5

Spelling 1 2 3 4 5
Handwriting 1 2 3 4 5

Total:

In addition to the table of points, a general description of
high, medium and low performance is given for each
criterion. Under 'Organization', for example, is this
description:

High: The paper starts at a good point, has a sense of move-
ment, gets somewhere and then stops. The paper has
an underlying plan that the reader can fallow; he is
never in doubt as to where he is or where he is going.
Sometimes there is a little twist near the end that makes
the paper come out in a way that the reader does not
expect, but it seems quite logical. Mani paints are
treated at greatest length or with greatest emphasis,
others in proportion to their importance.

Middle: The organization of this paper is standard and conven-
tional. There is usually a one-paragraph introduction,
three main points each treated in one paragraph, and a
conclusion that often seems tacked on or forced. Some
trivial points are treated in greater detail than impor-
tant points, and there is usually some dead wood that
might better be cut out.

Low: This paper starts anywhere and never gets anywhere.
The main points are not dearly separated from one
another, and they come in a random order as though
the student had not given any thought to what he
intended to say before he started to write. The paper
seems to start in one direction, then another, then
another, until the reader is lost.

As an example of a 'surface' characteristic, the descriptions
for 'Handwriting Neatness' are as follows:

High: The handwriting is clear, attractive, and well spaced,
and the rules of manuscript form have been observed.
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Middle: The handwriting is average in legibility and attrative-
ness. There may be a few violations of rules for manu-
script form if there is evidence of some care for the
appearance of the page.

Low: The paper is sloppy in appearance and difficult to read,
It may he excellent in other respect s and still get a low
rating on this quality.

What these and similar 'analytic schemes' share is a
reasonably elaborate description of those essay features
expected for levels of writing quality. Although a composite
score can be obtained for any piece of work analysed in this
way, it is not likely to be very useful since pupils with the same
mark could vary greatly in their handling of the individual
features. Analytic marking, therefore, is most useful in
classroom assessment when the reasons for the separate
marks awarded are clearly explained to the pupil. If the
application of this technique revealed class-wide deficiencies
in one or other skill areas, further teaching could be organized
to cover these points, as a back-up to the informal teacher-
student dialogue conducted throughout the year.

A single mark or grade made by amalgamating all the
analytic sores, however, is an insufficient indication to a
pupil of his writing progress. Written comments would have
to be added as well, in which a careful evaluation was made of
both the good and inadequate aspects of the pupil's
performance on that task. Diederich, for example, has shown
that the procedure with the most consistently positive effect on
students' motivation is to correct one particular type of error,
and to provide a comment on one particular strength in the
student's piece of writing. In this way the comments are more
likely to be taken to heart and kept in mind by the student,
particularly if they are presented in an encouraging manner.
A study conducted by Page showed that students who receive
individualized comments from the teacher obtain the highest
scores, compared to students receiving automatic, impersonal
comments (e.g., 'Good Work') or only a mark. The
relationship between supportive feedback and student
improvement is a subtle one, and Diederich's advice is
especially worth noting.

2 Evaluating the Year's Performance

End-of-year grades or marks are not an integral part of the
learning process. But they do provide an estimate of the
amount and kind of learning achieved by the student, as their
main function is usually to distinguish students from each
other, to provide a comparison or ranking.

Holistic Marking
Evaluating writing skills is difficult because of the integrated
nature of a piece of writing and iifferences in markers'
approaches. The assessment techaique which takes this into
account is impressionistic (or holistic) marking. Research has
shown that a rapid overall judgement of the quality of a piece
of writing is as reliable a technique as the much slower method
of analytic marking. Using this holistic technique, the marker
reads quickly through each pupil's script in order to assign a
mark or grade to it on the basis of his or her view of an
adequate performance. Separate assessments of individual
features are not made.



As a check on the consistency of the marking, essays can be
sorted into three approximately equal piles representing
good, average and poor efforts, with each of these piles being
sorted again into three piles, making nine in all. Thus essays
in pile 3 can be compared with pile 4, etc., to ensure that (a)
there are differences in quality between each of the
neighbouring piles and (b) essays within each pile are of
similar quality. With practice this checking process Amti also
be completed relatively quickly.

When a team of markers is involved in this activity, checks
are required to ensure that all the markers have comparable
standards. Normally this is done twice: once before any
assessments are made so that everyone involved knows what
is being looked for (that is, the criteria of adequate
performance) and, secondly, after the assessments have been
made in order to check for any large inter-marker differences.
The range of marks awarded by each marker needs to be
examined too. Obviously, some markers are more harsh in
their judge,isents than others, and may use a more restricted
range of marks in which, for example, the high ones tend to be
avoided except perhaps for an outstanding response. Others
will be more lenient, and may fail only students with
excessively poor answers. Some bunch their marks around
the middle. Consequently, it is necessary to be very clear
about the characteristics expected of answers at each point of
a scale, and to ensure that each marker agrees with them prior
to assessment. Even then differences will probably occur. But
although personal biases can never be completely removed,
working closely with other teachers will assist the process of
ironing out both foreseeable difficulties and any systematic
bias due to identifiable idiosyncrasies.

What other sources of variation can be guarded against?
The questions students are required to answer need to be
devised very carefully. Rosen, for example, has shown that in
a list of essays, from which a pupil is required to choose only
one, different essays may make very different linguistic,
content and organizational demands. It has also been shown
that students, when given a choice of questions, do not
necessarily answer the ones they can obtain their best marks
on. Ambiguity in question phrasing has to be guarded
against, too, as some pupils may interpret their tasks quite
differently from other pupils when confronted with the same
essay question, and do badly.

With especially important examinations, it is sometimes a
healthy practice to use more than one marker. This reduces
personal bias and, where a pupil has interpreted a question in
an unusual fashion, for example, provides an alternative
opinion of the quality of the pupil's writing. Multiple
marking of the same papers is generally preferable to a single
rating and does not take a long time when the impressionistic
technique is used. It also results in greater consistency
between markers in their assessments.

3 Performing an Evaluation: A Checklist

Consider these points airefully:

I Why are you making the evaluation?
Remember that initial assessments serve a different
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function from those made during the year, and espec-
ially from those which attempt to sum up a whole year's
work. For example, is your evaluation designed to
provide an overall judgement of a pupil's writing
ability? I f so, ideally it will he based on a range of writ-
ing tasks, as one task alone is hardly representative.

II What do you hope the outcome will be?

The way the information obtained will be used is
probably more important than the method adopted. Is
it mainly to help your students improve their writing
skills, to widen your knowledge of their abilities, or to
provide a means for comparing students with each
other?

III Choosing appropriate techniques:

a. To obtain a deeper understanding of your pupils'
writing ability, ask yourself the questions listed
on page 2.

b. To assist pupils to improve their writing, follow
the procedures listed on page 3.

c. When a mark is required on a piece of writing done
during the year, work carefully from a set of expli-
cit criteria. The features listed on pp. 4-S will
assist here, though they will have to be adapted for
different class levels. The marking schemes on
page 6 may also be useful.

d. Remember that positive written comments are
required as well as marks. These should be record-
ed in the markbook too.

c. When assessing end-of-year work, be very clear
about the criteria students are expected to meet
(i.e., the characteristics of an adequate answer)
and conscientiously try to avoid potential sources
of inconsistency.

f. When part of a team of markers, work together
both before and after your marking to remove
idiosyncrasies due to different 'standards'.
Multiple marking of the same papers is a sound
practice for especially important exams or assign-
ments.

g.

IV Some pitfalls to avoid:

a. Try not to focus solely on the 'mechanics' of writ-
ing. Excessive correction of pupils' written work
is unlikely to induce better writing.

h. There is no need to assess everything that is written
in the classroom. Formally evaluate only work
considered by the student to be a finished effort.
Allow students to revise, especially their course-
work.

c. Do not mystify students by adopting marking
`standards' unknown to your pupils. Make your
expectations known; make them reasonable!

d. Make sure questions and topics are not ambiguous;
if they are, make allowance for this in your evalua-
tions.
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The Use of Observation

Observing. children t art-fully and systemat it ally enables us to go beyond
guesswork ter assumption, or bias. Bait we need a variety ot 1111411MS:

t',11(11 11.P. its. Ots.'11 range, ot uses, Some ot the uses ate sug.geted here

1, We cart use ti'scroutrtItt flu' 17rhlWiliii Chinalleti7;fiCS
of a rauticular
Nian statenients about t hilcjrt n ASV generalisations which just
put a label on a chil 1. then do not dest rdee him or her. Mary is terribly
shy or Nlic haul is hyperat tiVc ,11-13 CN.Imptts. The labels 'shy or
'hyperat tive tell us very little about the child. They say nothing of the
good thim,s they may do: nothing about the 4:ire umstances in which Mary
may be she. or may be quite happy to interat with others: nothing about
the ralily of at 1 ivu hal dews engage in or how long he spends at
them. tVhen we have t arriud out systematic observations of a f hen
ire' are entitled to drat} the evidence' together, and say. for example. 'Mary
spends only a small part ot her time at preschool playing co-operatively
with others, and tends to go elsewhere it there are more than two children
playing where she has been . ()r we may t on( hide that 'Michael stays at
an activity for an a vvra,:.t, tit two minutes only. and seldom talks with
an adult while he is playing'. in both these cases, observation allows us
to describe the childten more at C111.3tVIV, and suggests aspects cet their
behaviour which could be attended to more care! ully.

I
t i'4ii it Ill to monitot tI child de-eclopmnt.

relatives or t Fiends who see t hildrn only at irregular intervals frequently
comment on how mut h they have grown. or changed. lieu those who are
in constant ctentatt with the child t an tail to 'see' sut h developments, for
they often involve slow pro( esses of physical growth, or the acquisition
of social skills, or developing thinking abilities. it is a relatively simple
matter to 111C.P.Lirc a child's height every month or so. Ii takes rather more
skill to observe and record tether developmental progress. But it can
be done. and can provide important intormation to those' who art'
responsible for helping this progress

3. We cm1 use ob5.ervation to L-tamine children itztetucting.

Somrtimes we' need to know about the group of children, rather than about
any particular tine in the group. How does the' group decide what to play?
How does the group develop an idea Ae that the whole nature of the play,
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or other ivity, changes? How dot's the group set about int hiding or
excluding, some particular child-7 When does a lrinclIN Liss's; become an
angry fight? in all these rases we need the skill ot looking caret ully at all
that is going on. rather than tot using only on one or Iwo children, The
results of such careful observations :asily justiiv the tune spent, lot we
emerge with a much clearer picture of what is happening.

4. We can tele okerration to e.tiwrine particular ;ear-Prins.

Sometimes, we need to look at an at tiVity :IT a part ICIOar sit udt ion. !Alt.r
than any one child OF group t children. In a ptest.hool for yxamply yc
may find some people complaining that one corner is never used, or
another one is always lett untidy It is only too ease to t ix the Name for
such circumstances on to the things which inunycliately take the eve. A
more effective procedure is to observe t aryl idly. for some time. to (het k
exactly What does happen, who come, to play t here, and the sequent v
of events as they piny

tVe earl use oirser;%ition ti check .et actii. ties p?o,czrantrtres or
changes in theni

it is %.ery important that when t hanges ale int! t+ttTrc eki there is ',Otnt.' way
of monitoring the Oleos they have. it is appropriate to have a sc: ot
observations bet ore and atter. or perhaps during the t flange. k \Alen a new
item of play equipment is introdut ed. to, es ample, does it take children
away from other, equally valuable. activities? If SO. }IOW 1.11?4 does the
ettect Iast Or, when the layout of .1 centre is t hanged, do t hildren begin
to move differently between at t nit it's? Do they spend more or less time
on some of them? Only when questions such as these have been answered,
do we have the inf minx ion on wlac h to soas. a iudgement and conclude
that 'this equipment is butter th 'that' or 'this' arrangement better than
'that'.

When parent!, teachers and reSeat'llerS are setting out to understand
children and the erwirnntent in which they careful, systematic
observation is the most important tool which they can use. It ipwlpes
planning, not just casua; observation. It inrms rawful thought
about the purposes for whirl; the olicerrations are to Ile wed. The
more complex the purposes. the more tinW and effort yniuired in
planning and carryiPig tnit the' obsernftions.



Observation Techniques

1. Diary iii,,,crOtion

iThis oli is S011itlitnt'!,

The diary description is a fairly .n.ttt do :omit 01 Noms, of one
The recoi der usually makes notes t;1 any events cyhit h

happen to interest him tat he!. over a period l'arental pride ina ent
us to motel (111I' tirst language, or motor sisills slit I, a. walking,
for esti:nide Or a teacher IllaV 11101C a 141V kill iCk ni .11,1!lit a 4 hild's
first day at preschool, or 1hool. anti of c asional days tolloting that . It
probable means that these ot casit mai diary entries art- made whenever
Ow right mood hoppens to strike the observer, rather than on any
sy0einatic basis. Breause of this. the char v rut tti-d k an be quite inadequate
as a sound description of the child, or Orly 94'1 itit of his or her
development. The observer t an )11' biased towards a certain kind of
situation, or perhaps select only some partit Lilal. things to record. This
nwans that usually no great use can be made of the observation rut olds.

Nevertheless. diary desci iptions do have their uses 'the olvserver is very
interested in some aspects of the t hilt] s behaviour. and prepared to take
the time to note tiocyn impressions. Even beginning silt h a simple let ording
4.an help to sharpen the observei s of what k Wing on. That
can, in turn, had to the realisation that different types ot interesting
behaviour art appealing, or that t hurt' nmy by rulationship, between some
of the things that have happened.

l'or tAample, the pareni s' diaries inlet spersed through Nlarger
Itcnwick's To :it Fnt. \'ellington, NICEIZ. 101 i. illustrate how
such records t an ;whin, c han e. he writ' v\peritTiCilly, a major

transition and the diary ties( riptitic,...liggest the i ontests that go with
relatively smot till iransitiims

hus, diary descriptions t an be the springboard to further. more
systematic observations These observations will hr specit it ally at
finding out the answers to the questions that arose In nn whatever we
happened to notice.

Miry descriptions could ohtiously be helped by photographs: the
family photo album tan be a It's Ord of the development of Children in
a family' Film t an have thy same use, But written records are most
!Drumlin. and have the advantage that only pen, paper and a little thought
art' necessary ('harles Darwin observed ,..nd recorded the behaviour of
his on in this way because his seierititic background helped him to see
the' value of careful description.
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Here are some more examples. The first two are entries from a diary
kept by a mother who was particularly interested in language, and who
simply wanted to keep a record of her child's progress in this area.

B's day was at an end. Bathed and ted he sat wrapped in a shawl on
my lap to have his 'evening talk' with me. All at once he looked intently
at the wall at my hack. The evening sun lay on it in a broad golden
hand mirroring the window and latticed by the black shadows of moving
leaves. Intently he watched it all. then looked up at me' with a smile:
he uttered a delicate sound, and looked back. With that sound he spoke
to me of all the loveliness he was seeing, and wanted to knew whether
I saw it too.

February 1st: A good while ago. B used to bring me his shoes when
I pointed to them and said 'bring me the shoes! This and similar
oecurrentes might have suggested that he understood my utterance. But
it is quite possible that my pointing to the' shoes and saying something
or other was sufficient to suggest it a., him. But now, B definitely
understands whole phrases. When I say to him 'we' will go to the
bathroom, up he' gets, anti goes to the' door in order to patter along
the hall- swat' and play with the empty shampoo bottles in the' bathroom.

Another example preserves the amusing and perhaps halt understood
ideas of a small boy. It was first published in 1802.

R came into the house eating a horse-chestnut.
Grandma: Well, R. it you t:at that horse-chestnut you'll die and go to
heaven with your mother, r; I then I shan't have any R. ±llis mother
was dead.)

R Well, Ill go out and get to '-chestnuts, one for grandpa, one
for you, one' for Aunt r me. I'll eat mine first then III
die and go to heaven tirst. The: wandpail eat his and hell die, then
you'll eat yours and well all be up there together. tVorit that he nice,
grandma7

icimi fitibvs! 01,ovational Suniv m Pau)
Handbook ,,t fie,ear4 A1.11rod- 17 I 1, '"'t":' Ntl\ )1q1, 1V:Itr 1000 pti3

2. Rzinning reconi

A running record provides a deseription 4. one child's behaviour over .1
period. It is one way of building up a careful description of what the child
does, but depends on the record containing a good description of the
environment as well. In other words, it attempts to provide' an account
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of what the child does from moment to moment, in a particular setting.
Usually, we attempt to record as much 01 the behaviour as possible,

That difficult, and we find that about 15 to 2t) minutes is as much as
we um do at one period. flowerer. a really useful retard tan be built up
by doing a number of observations, with either a few minutes, or hours,
or days in between.

The major advantage this technique has is that, by trying to note de wn
on paper for into a tape-recorder) everything that happens, we can see the
tompltx network of interactions a child has with others. and with the

Tht' major disadvantage is that so mut h is likely to happen
that we become selet live, or begin to lack precise descriptions of what goes
on. In such oasts, running records can be misleading, and more precise
techniques must be brought into use'.

lien' is a small eample of one four-year .old girl's behaviour. over a
tour-minute p riod. It tries to convey the general picture'. but some of the
detail of the pit tow 'washes out, since there' is so much to try and record.

A at paste table with mother mother leaves table and A gazes around
dre. :nib; at the other children. A now leaves the paste table without
doing any work. she goes over to dough table. but there are no empty
seats and she doesn't know where to go. She is rather uneasy looking
around her. Mother then takes her by the had into the dolls' corner
where she stands beside the teasel table just watching the other children
play. . \hile still standing at table she pulls out the chairs and pours
the tempt e 3 teapot into the & ups leave's and wanders around the dolls'
beds, pie ss up soil 41N' rom the floor then just throws them
down again, gives the rot king bed a push as she passes then takes dolt
from pushchair. puts it caret oily to sleep in the' pram, tucking the rug
gently around the doll leaves pram and settles another doll into a
he'd. tidying blankets and folding sheets, then once again tithes the tIolls'
heel very neatly. (Solitary play., A leaves corner, walks slowly towards
dough table all the' time sticking her finger (still no room) still sucking
finger she moves slowly over to paste table take's some black paper
over to table' and starts to paste.

ley opening up a wide range' of po,,sible behaviour (or entsi to observe,
running records can be most valuable.

Pamela Kennedy questioned whether entry to school at five is a
transition or trauma ( Early Childh4,od ire , \'e-,e Zealand Second Fatly
Childhood Care and Development Convention, 10701. Through running
record observations of children around five ),Tars old in pre-st hool and
junior class settings she was able to show how t hildren in the two settings



had different opportunities for motivation, concrete experienees, social
interaction and getting things in balance. These are aspects of growth which
Piaget txmsidered important for children it they are to develop their concrete
operational thought and Tat+oning. Thus. running reconis of several
children provided for Pamela .Kennedy generalitd data on child
development at a specific age.

3. Time sompie
fol. individuals or the use of an activity)
This is a developmeM of the running retard. A beeper or some timing
device gives the ob,ci ver a be,..p and only what is happening at that
moment is written down. Then, atter a gap. another 'been and what is
happening is noted again. Thus the behaviour is 'sampled' at pro- arranged
times, usually at I. ;.". or r minute intervals.

In this way, time- milling is rather like taking a 'slice' of time out of
a running record. it is like taking a single frame out of a movie film
at regular intervals, so that ea( h frame can be looked at more carefully.
When sufficieni samples of time have been taken, we tarn start to draw
the t breads togt t her,

With time sampli! observations of an individual child we may, for ex-
ample, discover that wher,,as we thought Mark played with other children
quite regularly. it just so haptivned that we noticed him only when he was
playing with others. NOW that we have looked more 4t,,tematicalle at his
play. we realise that he was playing with other children for only two of
the twelve samples we took over on hour: that is hardly regular social
contact.

With time sample observat!ons of an activity area, we nen,. for example,
discover that blocks are seldom used until after morning tea, We realist'
that it is not until the c hildren have sat nearby that they remember the
block corner tucked behind shelving. By use of the same technique, we
may discover that as the number of boys using the blocks rises (through
any hour of regular observations), the number of girls using them declines.

A time sample of all activity areas during tree play can provide
information on how children are dispersed. how popular different activities
are, and the patterns of play at the beginning or end of the sessions. As
the number of cases or activities you want to observe increases, so the
information to be gathered needs to be made (or kept) simple.

One value this technique has is simplicity. A wrist-watch with a sweep-
second hand or running seeonds is all that is actually needed for timing.
By 'sampling' times during the preschool session, or during the day at home,
or even over periods of days, an accurate record can be built up.
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4. Time reNorio,

rhi4 is similar to number 3. eNcept tor two considerable refinements.
Recording is reduced to 'writing Lode putting a chet k mark
longt,ide a list at the sampling inomunt. It icy-asters lust the presence tor
absencet of a spit it it behavi.,ur. I'Vith such a simple task tor the observer
it becomes possible to observe groups of t hilthen as well as individuals.
This pro(edure i, 'widely used in behaviour analysis stUdit'S Nvherv. for
example. it can provide systematic records ot the frequency of problem'
behaviour. This can be done titirin, baseline surveys and during treatment.

it is at first glance. quite simply protedure, for it avoids oint, at the
problems you gut when long tit"..+4.. rirt,OT1S 01 bC11.1ViOUT have to by written
down. But this simplicity is deceptive, fateNry used for the behaviour
.you want to observe Hire,/ be l'Ot y faretully del iuod. A category label such

'( 1,1,1y for example, means virtually nothing, untii YOU haVt° gone
through the difficult task of defining, it, and giving examples of the kinds
eft behaviour vou could or could not code in this way.

An ex.ampl of a chat!, ira whit ii approrn t ate ( A) or
inappropriate t 1) behaviour In. three children was recortlei,is shown behnv.
Note that it is very LUSV to cre what the UNVI'agt Amount of 'appropriate'
behaviour is. For iarry and Thrii it ;s 50' of but for Dick, it
is 711-.,. What appi opriate behaviour' is must, he very caret ully
spelled out.

0 r2 .A I A

10 03 .1 . \ I

10.13 I I A

11.00 A A A

1 1.2,0 1 1 .1

I 1 .-L.-, I A I

1.0.E I I A

.50 A I .;

!1-r,un I t Vult.p. :01! \ iisii.3!;rial
in.ittittc N., 1.) ) !.!

it al fh'i 1Vi-limoi,ti N./ I 1.. ;07':,

Where a trained observer can be present in a t lass or centre, it is possible
to have much more tlit.'tUi attention paid to the numbers !and percentages)
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of children cvho art' engaged in the various classroom activities. In this
way. an accurate picture of the pattern of interest and attention throughout
the day can be built up, and steps taken to remedy any shortcomings in
the programme. IFor further reading on this, see the paper by :.:1Iynn
referied to above. or Carol A, Cartwright and C. Phillip Cartwright,
Developing Oirseri,iition New l'Ork: tike; ;raw i fill. 1974: or' Todd
R. Risley and Michael Cataldo. Planned Actroity Citetk. Kansas City:
Center for Applied Behaviour Analysis, 1073.)

intil.7,a1 re(Ortiing

This is a further retirielnent 01 time' a Mplirlg, with the teacher or researcher
focusing on tin one person only (iit a number of categories of behaviour.
In this case, a simple 'yes or 'no. is recorded to the question, did the
behaviour occur? For example it is common to observe for 10 seconds.
looking for any behaviour fitting one or more of the categories. Then there
is a 5-second interval for making the check marks, tollowed immediately
by the next 10-second observation period. And so on for 15 minutes or so.
An example: Marsha Weinraub and lay Frankel t'Ses ditferenoes in parent-
int ant interaction during tree play, departure, and separation', Child
Deve hip/wilt 1077. pp.1230.'1240) were able to show that:

Parents talked to, got down on the floor to play with. and tended to
share play more with same-sexed than opposite-sexed infants (aged 15
months ti 21 months, . . . 1Vhen infants were close to their mothers.
mothers were more likely to look, vocalise. touch, sit on the floor and
share play with their children. This was not true ot fathers.

How did they know this?
Pan'nt intant hcliaotouts xvie obsereed teener behind a one-way mirror

. . 1.1,;b114 tho ilt-ittrk'irie or non oci urtence of particular
behaviours 71.ithin cab, oilet,cd: a 3 !41.'ionti lateuz'al
was used to record the data. Aft ouch° tielieeted ft) the obr,t7P4,'1:-
hetitiphtMer (lied the 0174;et";Tt ;f'li'rt to 0114eree aria ielteil 10 record Parent
liehavi710-` Indlided !;it* fnaNaZille.!4, and itting
on floor

A New Zealand example is Anne Nleade. IetttrJ 'revelling in New Zealand
;Early Childhood Cenfre; tWellington, NATI:, forthcoming). The
observers were able to show that 'there was less adult-child talk than most
early educators expected, Mandl adults getting down to child level was
associated tvith more sustained conversations . . . . Trained staff did more
to foster children's learning through talking to them and through play
involvement than parent helpers', (p.-1).

ti



In this case, the observers shadowed on-duty adults and when a beeper
gave the cue (every 30 secoods) the observers checked which of 17 types
of behaviour occurred in the 3 seconds following. The categories covered
adult-child talk, affective (emotional) behaviour, play involvement and
adult-adult interactions.

It can be done, but it is difficult, to use this technique without some
specialised equipment to produce the sound which signals when to switch
from observing to recording. Electronic timers are inexpensive but need
modification to get them to beep repeatedly. However. this is a technique
you should think of carefully: it combines (i) the sampling of behaviour
needed for systematic recording with (ii) the narrow focus on a few specified
types of behaviour required for detailed analyses. It could be adapted to
use more simply: a timekeeper whispering the 'beeps' in the observer's ear
could do the sob. The schedule for interval recording could look like this
example, (a tick t r t indicates that the behaviour was seen in that interval):

Time Category +'t 14.bavioisr
interval 3 4

3 ,..-

4 Jr ....-

5 p, r"
en,

h. Event recording
The focus of attention is an event, for example, the occurrence of a certain
sort of behaviour. Time intervals between events are not important. This
approach can be as simple as recording the number of times a child uses
a certain word, or plays co-operatively with others. Events can be recorded
using pencil and paper, a wrist 'golf-counter', a knitting counter, by
ek.et ionic event recorders. or even by transferring pebbles from one pocket
to another.

Here is an example of a complex procedure: one study showed how
much preschool children reinforce each other's social interactions. It is no
surprise:, of course,to find that someone being nice or nasty to you tends
to make you nice or nasty back to them: the important point is that the
number, kind and frequency of specific events wen, revealed. (See Michael
P. Leiter, 'A study of reciprocity in preschool play groups', Child

12
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Droe/opment. 1077, v.48, pp.1288-1205.)
In his study, Michael Leiter observed for 15-minute periods, for a total

of 40 hours; with sever,:1 carefully-defined categories:
. all social initititicMS ?Mile by a target child are reCOrtiVii, along With

the irniltedicitil re'.spOttie to OW irrititatitarty The coiling record
was made on blank sheets of paper on a clipboard itlith a felt pet? . .

Child-Child ititetWtiO115 Wen' recorded for 10 .stdifeefS during free play time
at their preschools . . ach ehihi a'a observed for 20 15-minute
intervalsuielding ra 5-ho. t'cord of bihitPlOtir fOr aCh child. It 1L'a.5 found
feasible to observe two children 4imultaneousiy.

Event recordings do not have to be as complex as this. A simple technique
would he to watch children's play at a particular activity, and note, say,
the frequency of conversations or physical contact. A New Zealand
example is Elizabeth Connelly's study of the sandpit and block areas in
a number of Auckland kindergartens. She noted rejection events and found
that only a small proportion ot girls were actually rejected from these areas
during the fourteen sessions observed. This data led her to look for other
explanations for the girls' low participation rate. (Massey Certificate in
Early Childhood Education Special Topic, 1074.)

7. Duration recording

The' aim of this procedure is to establish how long a particular behaviour
lasts. A stop-watch is all that is required it a single child is to be observed,
but more use! ul information about matters such ,v time spent in various
activities is gained by using a prepared sheet, and fitting it in, as in this
example.

Activity

Child me 0.00
. .

Mary

Kathy
Mark

4).05 a. tO °. 0,10 Q.a4 0.30

11111811

Blocks

Total

15

7
15

+For the restilk. of .40) an exert Ne Hrut One hour in kindergarten .

f r on 107 v.1. pp !4.20

A more complex variation of this schedule was used in J0$3 ior a study
of girls' participation in play with blocks and car cases in six kindergartens

13



(an NZCER;Society for Research on Women in New Zealand project).
Teachers names vtere added as well. Thus, it was possible to check whether
more girls played for longer durations when the teacher(s) were present
(and, similarly, whether the rates changed when boys joined in). This study
will he reported in the second issue of set for lut3.5.

A different approach to this is to study one child, with one specific
category of behaviour in mind perhaps after such a comment as lee is
always fighting other children'. The example below was prompted by
someone' saving, 'Mary is a/ways wandering, aimlessly around'.

Anne Smith provides a sample schedule for Mary. Duration recording
showed dearly that Mary 'wandered aimlessly' on four occasions and only
one-third of her time was spent this way when calculated thus;

time wandering whilst observed
Percent wandering - x 100

total time observed

The observation schedule (the form filled in by the observer included a
precise detinition of all behaviour which could he classed as 'wandering
aimlessly'. On the schedule the observer noted the ex....1 times throughout
the day that Nlary started and stopped wandering. (See Anne B. Smith
Understanding C.:Whirl-Pi, IV:telopmeat. Sydney: George Allen ilnivin,
19132, p,45.

8. Trait ratlitx
This approach is much les!, pet ise than many of the others, but still has
a place, provided or course that it dots depend on careful obso-vation
rather than 'hunch . A child is observed, probably for a specified time,
and then given a rating on a given trait, for example. is rated 3 on a 5-point
scale for 't riendliness".

Trait rating was used, for example, in a study by Walter Emmerich
('Evaluating alternative models of development', child nc,.elopment lq77,
Y.-IS, pp. 1401- 1410).

It should be note,' that each rating was based on approlimatPly 30 minutes
continuous observation of to target child ,Pithier a fret' play tr, small group
conteAt, Following t' ;: h Slich obseration. the oirrwrver "mmediately
comphsted a rating sy hedule. This included 140 Unipolar 4t alt'.. e'.iltlit "ttly
defined try a manual. fp.1.1051

Nevertheless. it is clear that trait rating is still likely to be unreliable (see
David Y. Schulter and ). Rogis McNamara, 'Expectancy Factors in
behavioral observation'. Behaviour Therapy. 1076. v.7, pp.510-527). It

14
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is a technique to be used very carefully and preferably only to supplement
other approaches. We have very dear research evidence that even teachers.
busy observing pupilsevery day, can. for a host of reasons, rate children's
traits very inaccurately. Ask early educators who team-teach in the san '?
centre to rate children and you will cause much debate because each will
perceive the children's characteristics dif terently.

Some Further Considerations

1. The drfinition of eaten orie5

The most fundamental step in observation is specifying as precisely as
possible the behaviour to be observed. Vague or generalised descriptions
lead only to frustration: nobody else' can be really dear about what is
being observed. comparisons or progress checks are not reliable, and the
observers themselves are not sure whether the behaviour fits in one
category or another. 'Playing', as a description, for example, is most
inadequate: 'playing with wooden blocks is a little more pre& ise: 'stacking
wooden block on top of two similar ones' is even better. The precision
required may vary, but in any observation there are two fundamental
rules:

(a) you must start out to observe' and record only behaviour whit h can
be clearly seen and or heard:

lb/ you must differentiate betw n types of behaviour it they are
likely to be confused. Consider. for example, physical contact between
young children which MO' be quite different depending on whether pushing
or hitting is involved.

2. The slumber categories

The number of categories you can handle reliably varies according to the
clarity of definition, the technique for recording and your experience.
Observations are more likely to be accurate and reliable if there are few
categories.

How many is too many: Studies of behaviour anrilysis use about lour
to eight categories; for example, a classroom study used one "on-task' and
six 'off-task' types of behaviour. (I.D. Thomas, F. Pohl, I. Presland, and
E.L. Glynn, 'A behaviour analysis approach to guidance', New Zealand
Journal of Educational Studies. 1977, v.12, pp.17.28. ) A number of child
development studies report observations with many more. For example
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the very important study of mother-child interaction by Allison Clarke-
Stewart, observm1 26 maternal, and 23 infant types of behaviour, using
an event mot 'ng approach. (K. Allison Clark-Stewart. 'Interactions
between mother, and their young children: characteristics and
consequence'' Monograph:, of the of ,ety for Research in Cinid
Dew/opine/it, J973, e.38. noso-7. ± With so many categories to be
observed, there needs to be a great deal of training and practice for
observers to ensure satisfactory levels of agreement between different
observers.

3. Obtainittg accurate and re/irdric observations

The most important consideration when undertaking observation studies
is making sure that what is being observed is important, and likely to be
of value to the teacher, parent or whoever is undertaking the study. In
some cases, the", the question of accuracy does not arise: the diary
description given earlier is one parent's record of some aspects of her child's
development. and its value' lies in being a personal record. It makes no
attempt to he a thoroughly complete documentation of the whole of B's
development. But where observational records are to be' used for specific
purposes, every attempt must be made' to reach a level of accuracy and
reliability.

ACCWilte 017.4eniatienti require clear, unambiguous definitions for it must
he possible for the observer to record exactly what the behaviour is. If
'aggression' is to be recorded, for example', it may be that accidental
contact, or jostling, needs to he' separately' considered. Observers must
'get it right' each time.

Reliable obwreations require that whoever is observing records the
behaviour consistently across several sessions. You can be reliable, but
wrong, If course. However, that is easier to fix up than being unreliable.

The ,.,sue of accuracy and reliablity is very large, and cannot be
considered in full here. Teachers or parents usually want to use observation
as a basis for changing something. It is sufficient for them ti) to practise
until they are confident they know the techniques, OD to check their
definitions of each type of behaviour with others who are interested, (iii)
to check the extent to which they and another competent observer agree
about how each type of behaviour is to be recorded before beginning to
record, and (iv) to have other o,casional checks during the course of any
large series of observations. Inter-observer agreement, in its simplest form,
means that two observers independently make a record of the behaviour.
and then check the extent to which they agree. Where categories of
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behaviour have been checked, the task is easier, as the agreements can
be counted. A common procedure is to apply this formula:

number of agreements

number of agreements .4 number of disagreements
100

This gives a percentage agreement. Usually t35'.,, or so is l'Onsidered
an acceptable level of agreement. Where of are part of a research
programme much more needs to be ctIrl'sikivrd, but for vlAssrom or pre-
school practices, the above should be sufficient,

4. The efjt'd of an eiNcrver's presence

It is generally agrved that being watched may make for unusual behaviour.
This is more likely to be the case when. for example, in a family home
the observer is unknown to either the child or the parent. It is much less
likely it the observer is in a class or centre that adults often visit. However
there is no way of telling how much difference observers make in different
settings, and so only general guidelines can be given on the topic.

First, it is important that the observer remains as unobtrusive as
possible. This may well conflict with the necessity of being close enough
to see and hear the behaviour which as being observed. but
'unobtrusiveness' is an attitude as much as anything. It is dear that an
observer cannot both interact with the child for person being observed)
and then change hack to the impartial role. Obsermrs should also avoid
the mistake of paying obvious attention to any particular behaviour: it
is likely that a sudden show of activity on the part of the observer when
aggression for whatever behaviour is being observed) occurs, will increase
the chances of that behaviour occurring again.

Second, it is preferable for observations to be spaced over a reasonable
period of time. It is probable that any effect arising from an observer's
pr--;ence will be greatly decreased over time. as the subjects become
accustomed to his or her presence.

Third, it is also probable that the effects are much reduced when the
subjects are younger: babies and infants are unlikely to change their
behaviour solely in response to the presence of an observer. However,
they will respond to many 'irrelevant' changes. If a young child's behaviour
is being observed in the presence of his parents, for example, it the parent
changes his or her patterns of interaction, that will almost certainly change
the picture for the child's behaviour as well.

Finally the whole context in which the observations are being conducted
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nerds to be considered. Children in primary st in the n',ain cities are
notoriously familiar with the visits ot student teat hers. and tcnd to ignore
them, That may well he an asset for the Obst.'r Vitt iOns the students have
to do. On the other hand. children itt Hayt-muss and playgroups are used
to having several parents around during sessions, and know that they can
call on their help, or simple .onverse with them. Sue h a iamiliarity makes
it more difficult for a Sill'erVisOf to be unobtrusive whilst
observing.

Another important consideration is the use to w hit h the observational
material is to be put. in the pixy& tilt TT etlilieNt ,1}.4111. ihe. is act epted
at, 'Mrs Smith is doing; her obser vat ions again.. Lit I Luther eplanat ion
is iquintd. either hr the I. hildren or liv the other patents. However, where
a different kind ot observational approach is used or where any
observations are a novelty las in re-won h observations in a family!. it
k very important that the reason for the observation is 1eplainuci, and
reassurance gi Vert that no partic ular change in behaviour is required.

5t1Itte t t 1t1.4t

All observational reports need titi at et 'It t he vat tette. tat tor hith
IMIV titled the child or the setting. Pick OA' date and time of the
observation and a brief description of the setting t.00rn arrangement or
play atea I should be anat. fwd. The weather may also be an important
tat tor. est-lei:talk' if spet itic kinds of play ate being observed over a week
or so.

1Vhere the ohservat ions are being Used to ( het in, the rites is of changes
in teaching or setting, these ecological considerations are terribly
important, for otherwise there is the danger that changes mar be e.rongly
attributed to what the observer wants to see. Fven the number of adults
present at ti ertain time May radically alter patterns of play or other
activity and so these' factors should also lie recorded.

A number ot writers insist that observations cat,. only he' undertaken
in the 'natural environment' and that no spec ifit stimulus should be
introduced. Hut as we have noted, the presence of an observer has already
changed the environment. So does the time of dav, in some cases. (For
example, observations of very young children are likely to he greatly
different it they take place in the morning. and the late afternoon.I Many
observational reports are interested in what happens when some spc..citic
play material is introdue ed, or when television programme's are shown,
or when there is one of any number ot contrived stimulus situations.
Provided these stimuli are referred to in repotting the observation, there
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is no reason why they should not be used.

6. A note about ethical COUCC1115

Observai should only be undertaken when two conditions are met:
1. of the person observed (or parent it necessary) has been
obtained.

2. The material recorded as a result of the observation is kept confidential.

In both cases. this means that the child, parent or teacher, needs to
have the reason for the observation spelled out in a way that they can
readily understand: and proper safeguards for confidentiality should be
explained before the observation is done.

If you fail to get permission and do not keep the results confidential
it is not surprising if the people you want to observe refuse to let you.
or others, ever observe again.

Video Recording for Observing

If you have a well made video recording many of the techniques described
above can be applied to analyse the behaviour you have captured. And
you can use first one technique and then another. This takes away some
of the criticisms about how selective observers' views can be.

The use of a video recorder, as a technology to aid observations, is
a major topic in itself and a full item in set is planned for a future issue.
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One Extreme to the Other:
A Report on Profile Reports

By Graeme Withers
ACER

Both these profiles follow someone's definition of what a 'profile'
is The most common "profile', however, describes
the PERFORMANCE of ONE student, in SEVERAL subjects,
dirk* ONE war.
The enormous chffeences between what one teacher means by
a prcdfle and what another means lei to confusbn amongst
teachers, patents, employers, and offidals. This set item will
dap* some of the different types of assessment all flying the
banner PROFILE, and make recommendations about them, and
their use.

What the Profilers Practice

Just as different schools and colleges produce extremely different
pieces of paper at the end of their profiling so do the
philosophies of the profilers differ. Two sets of ideas are at work

1. What ATTRIBUTES should a profile have?
Some will say a true profile is no more than a set of co-
ordinates tightly described.
Others will say that a true profile is a descriptive statement in
worts, and unquantifiable.
Yet others will say a true profile lies somewhere between
these extremes.

2. What FUNCTIONS should a profile have?
Some people will stress competitive practices

administration (school decision making. record keeping)
selection (employers, further education)
guidance (diagnostics: counselling)
information (to students, parents)
motivation
discipline

Others will stress non-competitive practices
enabling(better curriculum and course planning)

Sue les Profile in Drama

Sue has shown an unsatisfactory level oaf

achlevc.-srent in Year 12 Drama.

She did not oxiplete all or the required research
and work that was completed was superficial and
limited in scope. She could not articulate ideas
clearly or analyse and objectify tne drama
expLrience.

She failed to complete any of the mask desi9ns in
connection with the performance and her lack of
commitment to this project severely hampered the
other students with whom .the was working. She
consistently isolated herse'l from the processes
involved with the performance and showed little
flexibility in working with others.

She attended the required number of theatrical
performances but her understanding of the elements
of the art was extremely limited.

Her expressive nkills showed some inprcv:ment but
her exploration of ideas in workshow, la,:7Kod
imagination and q4antaneity.

She was unable to work supportively with other
students or take responsiblity for InitiatIng
activities.

developmental la learner s knowledge and sense of
autonomy y
co-operative (interpersonal learning and relationships)
assistance (to the learner about his..her learning)
placement (courses, ohs, further education)

In the descnptions of seven basic types of profile which follow
you will see these differing philosophies about the attributes and
functions of profiles coming through We will leave judgements
about them till later

Seven Profile Types

1. Feed-back assessment and reporting about
courses

in some educational systems. a set of trial examinations is con-
ducted at the end of the first or second terms to give a percefage
score for each subject. These scores are not counted towards
eventual success or tailure but are expected to help motivation.
guidance and discipline (the the competitive functions listed
above.) At a basic level, the resul'c provide feedback for con-
tinuous improvement and revision.



FOND 1 comes close to being a good example. It is taken from
the thfrd 'km report certificate of a New Zealand school. This
frame is accompanied by similar frames fcr each of the other core
.subjects. and sections (allowing comment only) on each 'elective'
activity. The whole document is a profile procedure; so too is Sue
K's Profile in Drama. on page 1, a profile of English skills. The
vatue of the report from a formative feed-back point of view will
depend on the nature and content of the comments: how student-
oriented, positive and specific they are.

An important distinction between Type 1 and other procedures
is made by the school in introducing the report:

This report is intended to advise parents and to assist pupils in
their academic, personal and social growth. In addition to the
subjects listed on the inside of this report. all pupils take seven
short courses.

This report is not designed to assist employers in selection
procedures. Pupils seeking employment should apply for a
College Recoid and Reference Certificate which summarises
their major skills, attitudes and personal qualities at the time of
writing. This should be adequate for the needs of employers.

FORM 3

First HALF YEAR
Second
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Ee Unsatisfactory

Figure 1: A simple subject profile

A second example for Type 1 is Figure 2, from an Australian
high school. The absessment basis is the specific ork com-
pleted (note the report on each of six numbered, contracts).
and it contains a SaCitOrl outlining possible contributions by
parents, if the contracts are a profile of learning. 30 too is this
document, reporting the work completed.

2. Reporting of performance scores in course work

Figure 3. from an Australian technical high school, offers a
specimen profile of Type 2. Space is left in the slanted sect°, of
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Figure 2: A work-completed pane statement

the table for inserting the particular sections of the course seen as
relevant, There is also room (not represented in the Figure) for
extended comment of a descriptive kind to summarize achie-
vements in other sections. and on performance in the course as
a whole. Space is also allocated for detail of what work was done
in the course and how the judgments of quality were reached.

This is perhaps the most common type of profile. Ticking a box
and entering brief commentaries are easy and quick and popular.
However, how adequate is a multi-point continuum to express the
full range of behaviour or attributes under each heading? That
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Figure 3: A grid-and-comment course profile



iiinains to be demonstrated. Nevertheless, it does represent an
improvement over a statement such as 'Clothing Construction II:
pass'.

3. Whole-course reporting
Figure 4, from another Australian technical secondary school
stands as an illustration of a large number of specimens which
attempt to report a whole year's work by a student in a single
multi-faceted statement. The lines on the right, extended, are for
comment by subject and home-room teachers to amplify the
iudgments indicated by ticks in the boxes.

Figure 5 narrows the time focus to four weeks, and expands
simple subject-based assessments to broader, inter-subject
assessments. This profile derives from a highly specific Youth
Opportunity Programme devised by the City and Guilds of
London Institute. and has been used as a model in other places.
Figure 5 is completed by shading in the relevant parts of each
numbered, horizontal 'line'.
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Figure 4: A grid-and-comment profile of a year's work

PILOT SCHEME

PROFILE REPORT FOUR WEEKLY REVIEW

This profile shows the levels which have been reached during the last four weeks and the learning
activities which have taken place.
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Figure 6: Another profile of performance on a whose
course
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A fourth specimen t Figure CO comes from lnals in 1977 by the
Scottish Council for Research in Education. Criterion statements
about basic skills and assessments of personal qualities are
checked using boxes and achievements in individual subjerl
areas are recorded using a norm-referenced four poir,t scale

4. Student self-records continuously available

A learning managernei it scheme using negotiation between
students and teachers 01 contracts tof Wei k and further !leg()
tiation of the arse ssinETil stater 'Phis whicli W.1i re,..oni and Ivor t
that work, will produce quite i7'iterent profiies from type
Except in Figure 4. oblei grids. grades arid
text have so far been edley teacher riirecteo even in Fluri 2
only the contracts, riot the profile report astir involved student':,
directly. {Figure 5 had a line eiSSeSSillq .St'l' AWafefltISS ont
wonders hON that can be Cart- ,u f 0111 II(' te,letInf ti r:','de of he
desk')

There are two famous instances of This sort 01 profile One
(realty a pair) is the Swindon Record of Personal Achievement
OVAL begun in 1970 in England. and its successor, the fincord
of Personal Experience. Qualifies and Qualifications (RPF
begun in 1974. in Devon. The other is the Schools Sixth Form
Tertiary Entrance Certificate (STC), an alternative study structure
to formal public examinations operating in some schouls in
Victoria, Australia since 1976 The RPA RPE pair involved each
student recording events, achievements and experiences with
considerable flexibility Each entry had to be attested by an adult.
by way of verification, The whole turned out to be an idiosyncratic
yet highly reliable and valid report on the years of school during
which ft was compilsId.

86

1 ne STC system rn;0(es sett-reporting optional There are
negotiations fit what is to he learned with selection of objectives
and content. there is also negotiation in framing and wording the
,c,,Drt of tr10 assessment. A self-assessment statement in the
ri'..Ort; of zichievernnt is pern,itted. and in some 17.hCi()IS. iiC lively

5. School-long assessment portfolios; continuously
available and updated

and 7 !ie.,P beet; i7,11/1fi fili-K;ft11/1111At'lit'S at
4fV..W'.;i10! 1i/0 (teeth ;Ind breadth well as the sheer hulk) of the
Tenon heino offered An Ihni,r LOrlcinn Authority
;:rhr.rne gathers together a portfolio of (i) results in public exami-
Ilat'OnS I») graded tests Hill classroom tests, (Iv) contribut!ons
troni her ;7 puu,is and jViI parents Ali this isr, testimony to

aehieverneht and PrOgft'SS iii the
dorument tf published, rimy well be it lt

of d :tCl1001 s Whole focord of the passilue throuuti its COS I iCUiIiITI
of a particular "tudent. warts and all Two OffCeIS from sibiti a Sub-

hiffi of rnater431 are dwcr11,00 il.. I YPes and 7

6. Pre-transition summaries of achievement:
-.vailable when the student leaves school

As students lean* ',drool they might take with them the summary
Ot the ;uli Type 5 portfolio profile, recording only the very latest
land hence most reliable and valid) of that vast mass of formative
and Summative statements The prcif:lu will cover the whole range
of curriculum experientes but in a shorter form



A flOtstble sample Is the ,Oxford Certificate of Educational
Achievement Here is how it is desctibed:

The P- component will take the form of a personal record.
compiled by the student in consultation with a teacher, which
draws on the formative experiences articulated by the student
and teachers in all cu 'um areas and also such expe-
riences beyond the form .urricutum. The 6-component will
be a detailed statemen. at what the student has achieved.
These achievements will be defined by explicit criteria. The
student will have progress recognised as it occurs and will be
able to Identify learning objectives and negotiate progress
within the curriculum, TheE-aarneenent will record all external
examination results and shows how OCEA's three viewpoints,
which are expressed in its three components, are each implicit
in every subject,

Figure 7: The P, G and E Components in the OCEA1 .116.

Many people would not call it a profile a, all. However, the
OCEA has supporters:

Most 'profiles' concern Themselves with the products of edu-
cation reports. qualifications and certificates rather than
educational processes. The P-component however is about
both process and product.

Another example comes from a school in the southern hemi
sphere. This school issues a reference certificate which is in
effect a statement. in summary form, of teacher perceptions
Figure 8 is the student's application. Figure 9 is the report filled in
by each of the three staff members who know you well The exi-
stence of such un-moderated inventories of pupil characte-
ristics.. in a computerised world of perpetual storage is alarming.
to say the Maoist.

7, Vocationally-or'ented achievement; reported when
the student leaves school

A Type 6 summary. from a portfolio perhaps when it iiroylile-;
only information which is relevant to the ctudent s intended
vocation or likely vocations, becomes Type

I cannot find an exemplar. When I began to look around my
large collection of profiles from five countrie,.3 I could not find one
which was strictly vocationally oriented. The closest I came was
Figure 3, already used for Typo a this, at least told the Rag Trade
what Student X had done in a Clothing Construction course Elul
it didn't (and was not intended to) communicate details of cur
riculum, nor was its assessment fitted to the interests of the broad
range of potential employers which Student X might have had 'n
mind on leaving school Admittedly some courses are directly
vocational. such as the one which yielded Figure 5. but vocation'
seems to be in the name of the Scheme. not the profile nor the
capacities it represents
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certificate
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thstxtbledly Such profiles exist. But where? In the files of
career guidance officers probably, the results of students taking
such tests as 'career guidance inventories'. The profiles are
unrelated, therefore, to the mainstream of what the students have
thidled and what has been assessed in the school. Like public
exams, these guidance inventories are often detached from the
mainstream of school lite.

Eight features, generally agreed, which make up
a 'good' profile

1. A profile summarizes performance on a sequence
of Instruction.

It may incidentally offer 'diagnostic' insights, but this is
not its prime tun 'ion.

2. It must report both academic and non-academic
outcomes or achievements.

This feature is often questionable, and questioned by
those who are shy of reporting 'effort', 'achievement'
and other such attributes.

3. It must have more than one point.

For 'point', one might read 'element', 'trait',
`objective to be reported', or some such alternative.

4. The 'points' are neither valid or reliable if added, or
otherwise put together.

And this must be clearly indicated to the user.

5. No letters or numbers are reported without an
accompanying key.

The key will, ideally, be directly related to the content and
process objectives of the learning.

S. The objectives and format should ideally be rec-
ognised and used throughout the education
system; the document should be part )f a fotrnal
system of certification.

7. The complexity aimed at should shape the layout,
etc., not just some administrative convenience.

8. The complexity aimed at should not compromise
the reliability oi the profile as a whole.

Warnings

Warnings about the nature, content and limitations of
profiles In general:

A simple checklist

For students, parents, prospective employers, guidance officers,
university selection panels, and other tertiary educators.
Does the profile'

fl name in full the student?

0 carry a signature, stamp of authority, and date?

0 record the year(s) of schooling to which it refers

11 record the course(s) to which It refers?

11 give a guide or key as to the meaning of any numbers (marks)
or letters (grades) used?

1] record the work that was done, in away that any skills or achie-
vements referred to can be related to something concrete or
practical?

fl indicate who the authors are (studeneteacher(s)), and who the
moderators are (other students, teachers, principal, etc.)?

Another checklist

This one is for all of the above, plus educational administrators,
theoreticians, researchers, and politicians of any persuasion.
Does the profile

[::] represent an Intrusion on the personal privacy of the student?

Li remain an unmoderated statement byone or a few person(s)?

Li refer to a formative feed-back assessment, when it is to be
used as fi summative, marks onty, statement?

El record a latest judgement which is more than two years old?

1. record 'effort' and 'attitude' without details of how these
matters were displayed in the classroom?

If it does any of these, discard those sections of it, and view the
rest with suspicion.

Some important considerations

For anyone who designs. institutes, evaluates or is an aodieece
for a profile.
How does the profile match up against the following opinions?
I Profiles are progress reports, but thee must be a place in any

summative [marks only profile for recognition of changes in
the student since the last formative [feed-back] assessments
were issued;

2. Profiles can report continuous assessment, but this must not
be confused with, or replace totally, provision for a summative
evaluation. Awn -abet that an external unmoderated exami-
nation is not on its own an adequate summative assessment.

3. A profile should be more than just 'the disaggregated reporting
of examination results'.

4. Profiles might purport to record 'mastery' but there are some
fundamental implausibilities in such a concept it is not gene-
ralisable across persons; nor continuously distributed across
skills within one person; not generatisable from a base ability
to a set of its component sub-e.bilities. What then IC 'mastery'
if it is recorded in a profile?

Profiles and Schools

Profile construction is an issue belonging firmly to schools. Here
is an unedited and genuine letter, reprinted with permission, but
anonymous by request, from an Antipodean parent to a principal
about the institution of a continous assessment and profile

..



reporting system in his sons' school. It reveals in shod form but
with, l believe, superb clarity all the issues which might well
disturb us.

Dear Jack

Third and Fourth-Form Reports

These ere a few queries I have, and comments that I'd make off the top
of my head, about the new form of reporting:

je There seems to be a definite move away from tangible. verifiable
referents to more vague and subjective ones Although the
impression created is one of comprehensive information (many
report forms and many headings) which is apparently quite precise
(5-point scale of grades). 1 doUbt ft parents can take 8 all in and
whether. in fact, the assessment is really as comprehensive and
precise as it appears when the reports are subjected to close exami
nation.

(ii) tf pupils' progress is measured 'in relation to their own abilities', who
assessed these abilities? How were they assessed (what measures,
scales, systematic observation etc.). paniculerly the attitudes, effort,
participation aspects which are heavily weighted In some subject
areas to the exclusion of cognitive outcomes? Are the assessments
of proven validity and reliability? When were the abilities assessed?
(i.e. How recent is the information. particularly for 3rd Foams ?) It
these questions cannot be answered satisfactorily for all pupils on all
ciiteria appearing in the report. then what follows in terms of the
assignment or grades is likely to be highly inaccurate and mis-
leading. In other words, if the teacher's assessment of abilities is
inaccurate (either too high or too low) then damage will be done
(pupils pressured to attain the unattainable: pupils achieving A
grades without effort) and assessments will be awry because the
baseline estimate was wrong. How confident can I be as a parent
that the teachers in the various subject areas have accurately
assessed my child's abilities, not only in cognitive areas. but in
affective areas as well?

(iii) Presumably, a teacher having assessed a pupil's abilities will have
some expectation about the progress such a child should make over
the months covered by the report. i e , a child of rr ability should make
zprogress over x months (other things being equal?). The teacher is
probably using internalised norms based on previous experience
But, these could vary markedly from leacher to teacher and such
assessment would be extremely dittieuh for nexpenenceci teachers
with limited exposure to representative samples of 3rd and 4th
iormers and particularly suspect in estimating the progress of very
stow or very fast learners. What moderation fs there of 'teacher
expectancy in assessing pupil progress? What does Teacher A
expect in contrast to Teacher t3 both of whom are sup ?used to
assessing the same thing. but who are using dire rent citOr rA (inter
nalised, not stated unexaminablet and who have had different
teaching experiences Is the Science teacher s not on of excellent
progress for a bright. cooperative lad the same as that of the leOctler
Of CifirMii71'.' 'S. tile A for Social Studies c-iltiivalern to a C fur Mathe,

Copying Permitted
C,011,11:11-11 .!* ; , ,11 t ; .:.;

petypte fir.trv0A, I'N(L1(11-'0 ii. ".
better leachirin

mattes? In other words, assessment is now entirely teacher-specific

(10 The Newsletter seems to Indicate that progress is the result of 'hard
work' on the part of the pup!, of buikling on established skills and
developing weak areas. The onus appears to be entirely on the pupil
to make progress in all facets of his school life. There is another com-
ponent to the formula, of course. Suppose we have a pupil of good
ability (however assessed) who is reaking mediocre or poor
progress. Should the parent not ask the teacher why this is so? What
responsibility has the reacher in ensuring that progress is commen-
surate with ability" If many pupils are making poor progress then
maybe it's the teacher who should be looked at! Possibly his
teaching is mettle-lent andiar ineffective. cu pupils are insufficiently
motivated andior interested to achieve at an optimum level in his
class. Presumably, rf all teachers have matched their teaching styles
with the pupils' learning styles, pitched their lessons at the right level,
chosen appropriate and interesting material etc., etc , and provided
excellent examples as adult models in terms of attitudes. etc., then
aft pupils should be shown to make progress over limb. How likely is
this? You and h know it's extremely unlikely, even it we discount that
learning goes in fits and starts and that many of the outcomes are
long term, particularly in trying to change attitudes end entrenched
behaviours which may be deemed undesirable. So, what will a
parent be anticipating in the second report? What should he expect
it the teachers are doing their job?

(v) The aims stated at the top of the report forms are vague, woolly,
typical of the kind which appear in most of our syllabuses They are,
in most cases. long-term ultimate goals which will riot be achieved in
the time span covered by the reports Do you think they add r.nything
for parents? If the leachers consider that aims should be included.
why not have a statement re what was attempted specifically for the
three terms covered by the report and tow well each pupil achieved
the short-term objectives?

could continue at some length Jack, but I don't intend to, although Id be
happy to elaborate it you wish. While, as a parent I applaud the school s
efforts to provide me with a comprehensive picture of my children s
progress I don't think I rn much the wi.sfm, particularly in regard to
academic achievement And, as an ex-leacher. I'm sceptical about so
many baldly-staed criteria which I ),now are extremely difficult to assess
validly and reliably Perhaps 1 li be pleasantly ,..-,:gprised when i talk to
subject teachers next week

Kind regains
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Non-Verbal Tests in Schools

By Cedric Croft
NZCER

Non-Verbal Tests

The term 'non - verb' test' is used to describe a range of
paper-and-perreil tests designed to tap a selection of cognitive
processes that are unlikely to involve verbal language. This
does not mean that verbal instructions and verbal strategies
have been entirely eliminated for all those who take these
tests; it simply means that no words are included in the tests.
the test content is of a non-verbal nature, and the responses to
this content are unlikely to involve language.

Examples are the Standard Pmgressive
Non-Verbal-ICER 7zotior Non-Verbal. the /PAT Cuhure
Fair Tests and the NF ER Non-l'erbal Tests, All of these test%
attempt to measure general intellectual skills of a non-verbal
nature by utilizing shapes. patterns. diagrams and se-quences.
fhe use in schools of tests such as these is the focus of this arti-
cle.

Performance and Apparatus Tests

There is a whole range of performance or apparatus test.
widely used in psychological assessment which involve no
verbal answers. The best known tests containing perfor-
mance items are the Wechs/er Intelligenee Seale for Cluhlror
Remed +object assembly, block design the (iSruirfOrd
Bina Form 1..11 bead threading. paper cutting and the
British ~toles block design. rotation of letter-like
forms!. The Linnet-if of perkirmanee tit apparatus tests is tt pi-
cally non-verbal. but the one. to -one administration la thew
tests. is a highly verbal process, It is the concrete apparatus
that leads to performance tests being classified as a eategtvlA
that is separate and quite distim:t !tom mm, verbal paper and
pencil measures.

Non-Language Tests

Some writers make a valid distinction bet yen the true non-
verbal test. and others that can be let flied non- language. n,
reading or pictorial tests. This distint non is useful. as non,
language tests require no verbal language at all. and can be
used for foreign-speaking. deaf and illiterate subit is It k an
be misleading to call this sort of test non-verbal. since the
term should only apply to the test 4011101f and not the sublect's
behaviour.'resis of verbal imprehension and voeabulan can
be administered through the use of ph. tot tail omens. the out
come being that underlying verbal abilities ate measly eel
by tests with a content devoid of verbal material. \on lan,
guage tests are rarely used outside a eross-c ult ural seuing. be
cause in other settings examiners and subjects usuall% ha% e

some knowk'dgc of a common language. The Army Beta
Tilts. previously used in large scale induction and recruiting
in the United States. the range of tests used for selection in
South African industry and the Queensland 1; si, are promi-
nent example% of non-language tests.

The Characteristics of Non-Verbal Tests

Non-verbal tests:
have a non-verbal content;

Ili; are in paper-and-pencil format;
= have no apparatus;

t iv are suitable for group administration;
v do not incorporate writing responses;

use oral language in administration:
vii tap tognitive processes unlikely to involve verbal lan-

guage.

Why are Non-Verbal Tests Used?

The short answer is that non-verbal tests are seen as measures
of 'ability' unconstrained by language. and because of this, it
would seem that they can be used to measure cognitive func-
tioning without being, as most tests are, dependent on lan-
guage achievement. Non-verbal tests are thought to be of
most value for testing children who are non-native speakers of
English. or children whose measured verbal attainment is
fairly minimal. But this takes a number of points for granted.
What arc the maim assumptions underlying the uses of non-
verbal tests in school .? Can these assumptions, and hence the
uses of the tests. iustified?

.1sAtimpfion I: lesiS tap a thinking thins
baste to all 1 Ito' fat' 117111St11'e's of

gt'tle'teif

It is wrong to assume that non-verbal tests Me:Mire the Stine
cognitive functions .is verbal tests. nit mat lei hokk similar they
appear to he. Spatial analogies are more than a non erbal
versam of verbal analogies. The form of the rclatiimships dif-
fer. the elements that lead to the perception of points of sirni-
larits differ and the level of thinking used let deduce the re-
lationship is set at different levels

Fests like the ,stiotthn,./ Moot Ma/rt.. and other %Uni-
tai non.% erbal tests. hat e been designed Its measure a broad
selection of reasoning tasks and abstract citrikepoiah/anon.
but fat tit!' ithak tit Ilidie ha% indicated that sepal ale non-
ei ha I tailors art' the greatest cimiributors to the .ettres. I lets

suggests that the non- verbal abilities being sampled by these
tests arc largeh distinct Irian the general erbal-educammal
g,v:ed i tattier being Ill,IstIred by verbal lots. I low ever. it is
probably misleadmr to think of 1 erbal and non, verbal
abilitios as being entirety distin. .s hat and rein verbal
abilities are aspeLts of the broader group of skills nos% com-
monly referred to as st holasili. aptitude formei
gem .genetal tlildhuth .evIletat obthl% 'Mental

)2cncro.i ;AMU% it 1s riroballk more icallslit. 10
think e q 111+,'%t.' .11,11HW'. .as isstt h i t ad division,.

lets Lontro,cd cot a lIttililVt Itieltitflat'qc +.k lth some

general elements in k (minion.



.Studies of the relationships between measures of school
achievement, scholastic aptitude tests and non-verbal tests,
also shed some light on the relationships between non-v...11v'
tests, and general intelligence. Typically, achievement tests
sampling predominantly verbal skills t reeling comprehen-
Skin. vocabulary.study skills, spelling, writing skills) corre-
late more highly with measures of general intelligence t AO)
than with non-verbal tests LW). Math..maties involving
problem solving also relates more highly to verbal than non-
verbal tests, but aspects of mathematics stressing spatial
skills, i.e. geometry. show a more positive relationship with
non-verbal tests.

Assumption I cannot be supported. Non-verbal tests are not
measures of general mental ability. Non-verbal tests are mea-
sures of the broad domain of non-verbal abilities, and cannot
be used as valid measures of the intellectual skills associated
with most of the highly verbal tasks commonly encountered
in much classroom learning.

Assumption 2: Non-vo-hal tests are more. valid measures of
the khool potential of the law-achiever than verbal to

Non - verbal tests are most certainly valid measures of non-
verbal abilities, but this class of abilities is little utilized in
mtzt school learning. Non-verbal tests do not lack validity INT
SC, but their validity is suspect when the are used to predict
possibk future achievement in verbal areas of the school cur-
riculum. When thelests arc used to predict verbal learning.
there is a mismatch between the skills measured by the test
and the abilities that underlie the learning. This cannot en-
hance test alidity. as the tests are measuring something diffe-
rent from the kills and abilities underlying the intended
achievement .

There is a wide' ,read belief that poor readers who score
well on a turn- verbal test arc likely to succeed in a remedial
reading course as they have demonstrated a potential previ-
ously untapped by verbal measures. They may of course
show Yery gratifying progress, but it is unlikely that such
progress is due to the presence of the abilities measured b\
non-verbal test. Reading is obvioush a highly verbal set eat
skills and the abilities underlying this process are similar to
those measured by verbal tests. There is little basis for the be-
lief that non-verbal tests are %att.:factor!, predictors of reading
achievement. par114.ularh of Linnprehor;ion skills.

Where non-verbal test perfOrmance is 'cry much better
than verbal test performance it is tempting to inter that the
non-verbal 104 is the more valid MC:ent e 01 underlying
abilities. anti that result' freein the verbal test represent a tout)
of tinder:a:hie\ einem It is then surmised that. g it en a diffe-
rent set of environmental ciretimstanye, . performance on a
verbal test ma% hose been neater lo the results ctt the non-ver-
bal test. How ever. if yin want to estimate an inkii . Kiwi\ pre
sent functioning and the 11kt:hilt utd of their pripg.ress in read
ink; in the near future. a verbal test is best. It will tap present
accomplishments in the -skills that underlie reading. The
hvpiithesis ad yam ed seas tempting. and wields differing
scores may suggest d need tor long term intervention. bite for
the purposes of planning for immediate shot-ain needs.
verbal tests pros, fe the more valid information

There is one in.portant esteption nit this general con, lu-

sitm. In the ease of students whew English is limited, there
can be justification for using non-verbal tests. Verbal tests
will only be valid if the subject has had considerable exposure
to, and experience of, the language of the tests. If there was a
need to undertake an assessment of a recently arrived child
from Europe. Asia, or the Pacific, a child with little experi-
ence of English, a non-verbal test could give some very gen-
eral notion of broad intellectual status. A verbal test in En-
glish would have link or no validity. In a situation such as
this, it would be preferable to have any assessments made by
tin exes...rienoed psychologist who would have access to a
range of valid tests.

Assumption 2 cannot be justified: Particularly in the short
term, and provided the individual has know ledge and experi-
ence of the language medium being used, verbal tests are bet-
ter predictors of most school achievement than existing non-
verbal measures. Significantly better non-verbal scores may
indicate cases of verbal underachievement, but the type of in-
tervention required is beyond the resources of most schools,
and it is likely that the optimum stage for learning such skills
is well past.

If non-verbal tests are to be used successfully in the way
many teachers want, new tests with appropriate validating
criteria must be constructed.

Assumption 3: Non-verbal tests are culture fire.

There is a large body of evidence to suggest that non-verbal
and performance tests may he more culturally biased than lan-
guage tests. Cole and hunter found the WISC Performance
Scale to be as difficult as the Verbal Scale for a group of Negro
children in the United States. despite the apparent cultural
bias in many of the vocabulary. information and comprehen-
si4m items. comprising the MSC Verbal Scale. Higgins and
Sivas found that. when the Revised Stamford Bine; Form Of
and the Coloured Progressive .11ar ice were compared for a
matched group of 7 9 year old Negroes and Caucasians,
there were no significant differences in the Binet scores. but
on the E:oloun'd ProgreSStre .11(11rItTS the Negro group did sig-
ntficantlY -xoN . Vernon in 196,5 reported that Jamaican boys
st:ored Mier on conventional verbal intelligence and achieve-
ment tests. despite their linguistic disadvantage. than they
did on non-verbal tests that appeared to be a 'purer' measure
of general mental ability,

.\s non-verbal tests are apparently based on a white mid-
dle. class conception of 'logical thinking'. should they be re-
garded culture free? Cohen has suggested that there are two
baste 4:01nutte styles. analytic and relational. both regarded
as 11)4.14:pendent of general mental ability, able to he defined

ithout re'fe'rence to specific content but to sonic' extent at
least. influenced bv social and cultural factors. It Cohen is
right and the analytic cognitive style is implicit in non-verbal
tests developed by \\ bite middle-class psychologists, the ap-
propriateness itt these tests tor cultural groups that operate
with a relational cognitive style. teensy be questioned.

Vernon has suggested that the group 01 skills we refer to as
inic'llia'ence. or general mental ability. is bound tip with eon
server!t prohlein perislelleX fa "'V and etfi-
ete'ntis It as the lyre of adapted to 44:1cntilit:
analysis. control and eploration of the environment. large-



scale and long term planning and carrying out materialistic
objectives. This has led to growth of complex social institu-
tions (nations. armies. multi-national companies. school sys-
tems) but has been less successful in promoting solutions to
group rivalries, or l.armonious personal adjustment. than
skills which would he called 'intelligence' by some cultures
we regard as more primitive. If Vernon's suggestions are cor-
rect, and conceptions of intelligence differ from culture to
culture, there must be little prospect of being able to use tests
from one culture, as valid measures of the trait of intelligence.
within another culture.

Major writers in the field of psychological testing agree that
there no such thing as a 'culture Bair' or 'culture free' test.
especially since there is no universal culture that test items
can validly measure. 'Culture fairness is not an either-or at-
tribute but rather a number of dimensions along which %sal-
ons aspects of tests can range, and so is a matter of degree.

Assumption 3 cannot be justified. No test is culture free.

Do Non-Verbal Tests Measure Intelligence?

There is no simple, unequivocal answer to this question as it
stands, as any conclusions depend very much on your defini-
tion of intelligence.

If intelligence is regarded as a broad grouping of cognitive
skills manifested by the ability to see relationships, deduce
similarities, solve problems. predict consequences, reason
logically and generally manipulate a variety of symbols and
the ideas they represent, non-verbal tests will be recognized
as .sampling some of these skills. Consequently, non-verbal
tests will be viewed as a measure of some aspects
gence.

How do these tests relate to school learning% In the
broadest sense. school learning is a result of interaction be-
tween the intelligence of the learner and the %cht.n1 cur-
fit-Ilium. If we call the aspects of intelligence associated most
closely with school learning scholastic aptitude'. we 11111..1 a
whether non-verbal tests are also measures of scholastic ap-
titude? It is unlikely that non-verbal abilities are a predomin-
ant aspect of the range of skills and abilities referred to as
`scholastic aptitude' because school learning is predomin-
antly verbal.

To return to the question do non-verbal tests measure in-
telligence? In the writer's view. non- verbal tests measure in
the broad domain of intelligence, but when we are (!linking of
school learning we are most concerned with aspects of intelli-
gence that can be categorized as 'scholastic aptitude'. White
non-verbal tests are not comprehensive measures of scholas-
tic aptitude. they cannot he disregarded entails -art iculari v
if it is accepted that non-verbal tests measure aspects 01
intelligence.

What are the Legitimate Uses of Non-Verbal
Tests?

Within the school context. non- verbal tests are 111o.,1 fisetul 111
guidance. They can be an aid in determining the range and

strength of an individual's cognitive abilities, as a first step in
career planning. Not every student who seeks guidance about
future careers should be administered a non-verbal test.
These tests should he among the resources available to a
counsellor, along with interest inventories. tests of specific
abilities (e.g.. computer programmer aptitude. clerical and
office skills. mechanical aptitude tests of scholastic aptitude,
measures of attitudes dna personal adjustment. Non-verbal
tests are no more, or no less important. than these other
categories of tests, The key to their utility is knowing when
they will provide valid measurements and when they can he
used with profit,

In the case of a student with mediocre verbal achievement
and significantly higher non-verbal test scores. a ease could
he made for this student to follow a secondary or tertiary
course that utilizes non-verbal strengths, i.e., technical draw-
ing, practical engineering or building. The associated diffi-
culty is that although courses such as these utilize non-verbal
skills, much of the associated instruction is undertaken by
verbal means.

When you cannot use a verbal test, for example your pupil
has recently arrived from overseas and you have no tests in his
or her language, a non-verbal test may give you an approxi-
mate measure of intellectual status and possible achievement
in the short term. It would he unwise to attach too much
weight to these results, but in this situation non-verbal tests
do enable a preliminary assesseniem of non-English speaking
students to proceed.

These tests, like any other. provide specific information to
be used in conjunction with information from a variety of
sources. Provided non-verbal test scores are accepted as mea-
sures of non-verbal skills. they have a role to play. If they are
thought of as a measure Lila broad general ability that under-
lies school learning. they will be less useful. If they are re-
garded as being predictive of highly verbal school learning
they will he downright misleading.

Notes
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individual's intelligence b giving an intelligence test
under standaniised conditions. The test may use different
types ttf questions, for uxample. vocahular or itimber
reasoning, to simple various cog.11tive skills at one par-

tKUlar time. 11w individtial's level of inteUigtnre is inter
pitted by working out his or her dcvi ititi or vanatiun on
the test 1mm other individuals who an' comparable in age

or grade. But the tests do not tell us how the individual
came to team or acquin the skils sarnp}ed

lntelhgenct' tests ;rv often called tet of learning ability
because they art:' most commonly t'signtd to distinguish
betwtcn good and poor ltnw., t pt'ciallv in school
learning. But they io not IwcL'ssanlv point to the underlv

ing differences hetwet'n students which can be seei when
they tackle learning tasks. 1 raditional intelligence tests an'
simply a svstt'tmitic, although very useful, way ol conipar.-
ing individuals pt'itm1nces in tirder to make predictions

about their likely efficiency in other i nttllectuai tasks

Learning on ft it' thei hind. is a tritpt used to rt'tt'r to

changes in a x'n.on'. &'thriiiuce clunug the cotirse ot
practwe. apart 4mm tho-e danges which an' due to cs

traneous tacturs such is maturation, fatigue. hmgt' in
motivation, and so on. i. in principle. law' of learning
could bt' derived tivm olservatinii'. and nwnts on a
single penon studied over a period of tirnt'.

In measuring ink'Jligente we an' interested in differ
ences between idividuak. whenas in nwasurint learning
we aiv intt'rested in Jifft'rt'nc". within individuals before
and a er practice or i nsf ructitm

Can we then define intefligi'ncc a the rv'ult or product
of learning? Fhis would mean that a person's IQ, delined a
the ratio of mental age to chit 'logial age.. woula hi' an
index of the rate' of learning or information acquiitioo It

would show ho' much an indi'idual has lvarnt'd in a
ven time, lut sonw torni of inteflige'nt b'haviour .et'rn

to require skilk or conct'pts t%'hlch cannot be taught until
the individual has reached a certain stage cit maturatinnal
development which allows mon' nrn pit's forms of learn-
ing. For example. wi' know from the veelt known experi-
rnents of Piaget that it is not until after the' age' of about
seva'n that children can think aict'rtling to th' rules of
formal logic, and then only it the task involves ctincivtt'
objects that the child can see' and handle'. intelligence'
appears to reflect inatw ationil gruwth is will as past
learning experience.

f' '

Thus learning and intelligence, although both
hypothetical constructs used to explain cognitive pethrnn-

ance, are derived from different types of treasures. and for

this reason they caniiot be' readily eejtiate'd nl loss the'w is
strong evidence ru Jfl empiried relationship

What is 'Learning Ability'?

l'ht' first step in mvt'stigating the ret'fion hetwvn learnmg

and intelligence is to t'st,ibhsh that theiv is in tact a single

construct which can be' te'rmt'd 'learning ability', in vhich
them an' rt'hable' individual ditten'nu's which tm hi'
shown to 1w related ii, mdividual differences in tnte'lli
gence

It' gist' a class a set amount at vork in a new topii

such as fraction,, von will find after ,i time' that .snrm'

children have lc'amc J more' than citiwrs even thous.h none
of the' c hitdn:'n had any knowledge efthe'topie tu start.cvith.

1 qua! teaching does nut nie'an equal learning. Much ca nv

on individual difteronce's in learning cv a'
inilue'ncrd by the finding that an equal amount of le'iming

&'sperlrne-e'. or practice'. tends to Increase' dtfie'n'nct's hi'

tween pe'npk rather than eeualis&' their performance. It

evas concluded that t he ci itteivne es verv ii uc k's to pnt' i

otis learning than to soirie 'ort of e'apac'itv tuii t'jmiui

thrvu gh pracil cc. It s ipac it Was pn's 1, nut 'J to he a ii

innate' chjr,ictenstjc and was terntcd cnn . u lti

ivseits of subsequent investigation' ;nfo this supposed
eapadtv prvved inconclusive' in Oft' study, Sn students

had pi actict' iii seven different unte!k'ctual type learning

tjsks over a penod of 3') days. l.e'auiing was mea'.un'd ["s
tlit' anitunt of gain or irnpnlvc'nucnt in coie. over tlu'

period. f'attoranilvsisnt theirgain scorvson a wide' ' .met

tt tasks rt'vt'ale'd nt ge'nerai fae'toi iirste'acl, ii ii ie se'pai ate

tactur'. were' found, and these involved rather limited

categonec of rfcirniancc Mtre'ee em the,.e fad cu iii

not 1w interpreted as nicasures of learning 1'tit appeared to

be' more ckrst'lv related to performance' on tairly narnnv

tests of ability, such js memory, visual spatial ability.

speed and pt'rct'pti a! ability Ss ihe'n' .e,'mt'd tl hi'

O)illilRifl, tiiiit,1fi.' f,itor of 'learning ahilit" which cotihl

turin the' basis of a ut'Lututunship bt'iwwn learning and mit'!'

figence'. lti rthcr, corrt'Litut,ns bet ween inteHige'nct' and

arnaun f e it m nipruve'mt'n t were' tt'ne' ra Uc iii si gui ilk-ant .0

Often clst' to t'rci.

A tunthe'r result di ScuLl rat;i ug our etJuit ion it learn i rug

ability and mntelligt'nce was that tailor kaul itigs for some' cfl

the' learning tasks changed between the initial and final

scores. 1tur example', the' k'uadingc on a verbal con'ipmhen-

stun factur decrease,,! ht'twceii initial .nid final trials on all

seven tasks, suggesting that verbal coinprvlwnsion ability

inlhjenc't'd learning in eaulv trials hut not in laI-n

fri conclusion, the' t'xpt'thne'ntt'r t'p's&'d e1titit'ts about

the use 't crude difference sceirt's fr the purpose of finding

a common k''in'iint; fatlor. Intl i'iditk di, not always learn

at a k'adv mtt'' the amount cit in ve'ast' in score with

pva'ticu' iiuu ', arc . 1, 'sua!l' ire learn ,it faster i'ate' when

new hi tli' Li .k 1 ieunt' I a t cpu a! !t'. mnmng curve,

show' the cifect

''it,

L
I i,. I / . i.' ;' ; !;ii,,,' :o 7i''!J\' !'0'i'f! t iiIi;ir(li'a'-

t .L '' ' : a ' 'i.'

\f,ii. ii'.Irl iing task., have i ceiling c'Ut'ct ': bevcmd a certain

uu..i urn people' are' un hkclv to improve further,

au the nature' cit the task doe's not ,illow In rthe'u i mpruve-

ment }'u ii her. change's in individual di ft erences as a result

'if pracruv niight h' a funCtion c't change". in the was' a task

t. perteirrne'd during the' course of practice'. Anyone who

ba' kar'ni'd '.oe Ii a wmpk's skill as driving a car will know

'hat nluu1t jCtuuns which required a great deal of ce'ncen-
! iati'd o.tir*lin,,tusn in the e',iulc' st.ig&' uif learning become

i tie n'isingIv automatic with practice. .dli'icing attention to

ho thy. tied to coping with mote ditticult aspt'e-tsof the task

ku'. driving in he',n'v traffic. 'o in studviag learning, it

Is e".'.e'ntia} that a stable behavioural baseline, based on the

undo itival's prior h'arnin; histu'irv, and relevant to the task

at hand, he' esthtishe'd.

I a ic'u id sOnic' of flit's,.' nibh'rn'.. psychologists have
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att*Ttipted to devise tasks which may appear to be some-
What athfici$1

but are assumed to be relatively indepen-
ent of previous learning so that eveivone staits fmm the

uine base. Although the learning of such material as non-
sense sllables may seem far removed fm dasuuorn
baming it seems likely that similar sorts of cognitive piu

.... cesses may be involved. At the same time the devekipment
of man' comple statistical tcehniciuvs has enabled t'
perimenters tr, take into account nations in individuals'
initial states of learning, as well as changes in the learning
curve during the course of an epcnme'nt.. thus prevmg
the chances of obtaining niore reliable measures of lea ruing
ability.

Studies of Learning and Intelligence

Employing some of these improved techniques, stmw
studies in the 19ttb. attempted to establish a single tactor of
learning ability which could be related to intelligtiu'. One
study set out to investigate individual duff vnces among
children on twelve learning tak, including word match-
ing, maze learning. memory for words, listt'nuig coni
prehension, picture matching. and number- pattern im'ni
Dry. Learning cur'. i's were established for each task, based
on average peilonnamv, and measures of learning were
obtained by comparing each individ ual s pertorniance
with both the curvature of the average arning curve' and
the point at which this curve flattened nut. A I-'attvrv of
re'rence tests, including J'n mary Mental Abilities t 'st s,

the Otis group inte1lige'nc' test, and 't1aiifurtl Achievement

Tests, Was given, and intt'r-correLitions calculated for all
measures. t3oth measures derived fn,m the learning curve
correlated positively with intelligence and acbwve.men t.
suprting the belief that inteLligence involves ability to
learn. lut, in .1 factor analysis, still no sin;le learning factor
appeared. Instead there were our separate factors two
memory factors, a numerical factor, and a concentration
factor.

A further ttempt to obtain a leart'e pkturt' ot the '
lationship between learning and ink'lligenct- was made by
Duncansrn in lS. using a smaller nuniber ot tasks in
which he systematically vaiied the c ntent Iliree' type's of
learning tasks, concept formation, paired associates
(learning ap1'sirentiv unrelated pairs), arid rote nwniorv.
were combined with three types cit material, verbal. num-
erical, and figural. to give a total of nine tasks. These' we're

given to 102 sixth grade childar' who we're also given a

group intefligen.ce test, school achievement tests, and a
selecticin of marker tests from the it of Refe'vnce rests for

Cognitive Factors. Learning measures hir eat h individual
were obtained from their learning curv's.

L)uncans-e-n-i's findings can he .tti marised a. follows.

With the exception of cimcepi foni,iat kin, which appeared

to form a factor on its own krning was re'latt'd to intell;-
ge'nct', scholastic ae'hit'vcmt'iit, and to the ,cfere:i tests.
Ilie tasks wore found tci be, in general, idated to abilities in
a W4Vb that was appropriate. for eampk', tasks involting
words we're related to verbal tests, those invohing nurn
hers and figure's we'rr rohite'd to non-verbal ahtitv. and

paired- associate's and rcitt' memory tasks wt'n' n'iatt'd to a

rnt'ntorv factor. But then' w'n' also learning factors which
were' indt'pt'ndcnt of test score's as tvell as concept torrna
tion. then' were also separate' verbal and non-verbal factors
whidi were djsti;ct i rum the corzesptir;du;g ability factors.
I he' niost t'licuurag;ng COflt lu-.inii iom tI-i; s research was

that, although no single' general learning factor appva't'd,
learning tasks could be' n'dt;e ed to a smaller riurnht'r

factors, and some cit these fat-tin'. we're' related to nieasinvs

of intelligence.

mv'ea rc}ie h a e itte'ni pti'4 I it' e't a I'lisl; a

tat iemshj p ht'tt cit n ii itelli cntt anti It'; mine, b'. tOfli pa ii ii

hos' we'll nt riii.il an i rt'ta i tied people' pvrtt'rm ia ne 't is

lea riling tasks. Zeinian and I lutist' reviewed the' cv

from several studies. In si'. studies tbt'v found no evidence'
ut 41 relationship bt ween intcllige'nct-' and acq ins; flu!) cit

simple', classic,iIlv cind it ioned n'sxm st's we all learn

just js fast when the.' task is as Si niple' as ies mding te a

din ncr he'll. But e ut cit ciglites 'n studies i-chit i og i !1ttl Ii gt'n-tct'
to simple' discriminative' e'a ruing, for t'anipk' k'arning

which cit several bells means that dinner mc ready, which

tn;e' ute'ans tine' tuft-phone is i inginig. and so on - twelve
reported positive' results, with the more' intelligent subjects

kanuirig none' qwckiv Ninc studies reported no re'liabk'

differences in learning by people' of various inteLligence

k'vt'k the three- nt-pout-ti nth positie e end

negative' results' In ge'nt'rat those' siudie '. which found a

positive rel at icir-ishi p l'e't'.it't'n karnin g and i ntt'l ligence cci

it-red a wider nange' of entt'hhige'nce' li-vets, so that any

differences in k'arning would bt' more' likely to show up

But the niai 'r d iffere'nce between St tidicis giving peisi tire'

and mg1t;'.'t' results was in the difficulty ut the k'arning
tasks used. t' of the' studies producing negative rt'stiltc

used tasks which were either too easy or too hani. For

example. some' required only ver simple two-choice dis-

en mm ations, another used a seven-item ., non -verbal,
piire'ei associated discrimination task which was too

difficult for both normal and retarded subjects,

(dyer the? range' cit stdi cit It mthg tasks, Zeaman and

House' condudvd that at least a low positive correlation

xits between intelligence and 'earning. provided a wide

range' cit intelligence is sarnpli i and tasks cii intermediate

difficulty are used. An e'xami' trim of the learning curves

of bright and dull suhjee-ts cirj 'isual dise-rirrinatiomi pah-

lems suggested that the ssentia! difference, between the

IWci groups was how long it took fur improvement in

rformance to begin, rather than the' rate of improvement

it started [his seenied to be' associated with differ'-

encts in attention betwee'n the two groups.

Toward5 a Unifying Theoiy of Learning and In
telligence

Orw cit fbi' prohlcrn with tudxes which ha'.'e' attempted to

relate k'amm ug ici intelligence' is that they have lacked any

theoretical framework to suggest which learning tasks

siminki be' selected for study The review by Zt?aman and

Ito use, lead rug tee th conclusion that ate 'ntion seems to be

a significant factor in dcterniintng differences in learning

performance between groups differing in intelligence,

provide's the' beginnings of such a framework. Another

useful theory assigns a central role in the dovek'pnent of

intelligence' to the individual's ability to transfer previous

le'aming ici learning in a new situation. But more reseaith is

ne't'ded into the' conimori e'k-me;nts of learning and intelli-

gene-c Ject.'nt reseaivh has pointed to two possitk' direc-

tions. l-ri.tiv, we' can Iciok at traditional measures of per-

f4'nnaiice: in the areas cf either learning or ir'ttelligence and

attempt to charactt'rise that performance using concepts

traditionally applied to the other area. Secondly, we ca".

hvpothesise common "ecesses ;nderJving both leamir;
an,i intelligence arid 1k for empirical relationships to test

our hvpothvsc.

In the' first type of research, the simplest approach is to

begin with inte'hlige'nu' tOst items and the possible reasons

for success and failure on those items Este' illustrated this

eppnach by .ir;alvsing four types cit test items.

the' first, digit span, requires successful recall of a string

of digits afer the-v have' been read aloud. After examining
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the task, Estes concluded that success did not simply re
qu good associative memory, but that much longer
Sftings could be ncaUed using a strategy of grouping the
items into subgmups or 'chunks' of approximately three
digits each. A second item types coding or digit-swnbol
ubstitutkm, seenwd to require both good perveptual ahil-

ity and good short-term memory, so that the subject could
distinguish the correct symbol or code and hold it in mt'm-
ory long enough to reproduce it in the answer ho Success
in vocabulary items, particularly where the subjcct wa'
required to piduce' a definition, seemed to involve a
number of skills which could not be rk'arlv separated.
Woit'l naming, a sub-test of the Stanford ESinet in which the
subject has to produce as many words as he can in one
minute. excluding counting or sentences, set'incd to be
tJated to the subject's ability to recall words in catt'goric.
those who attempte.i a simple chain association procedure
did less well.

An almost infinite variety of intd!iiencc test itenis can be
characterLsed in this fliflut"r. zggt'sting t'se ol
doing the test iteum and in various types of learning tasks.

Tht second type of .researth a'uincs that both intellec
tual and learning pt'thmianres can be reduced to a com-
mon set of prucesses. strategies. or skills. 11w sorts of

processes which girt' being investigated art' span of ap-
prehension, speed of ii' :ornution processing, i-ate of decay
or loss of information, retention of information in correct
sequence. and speed of retrieval of information from lung
tem memory. 'the aim of looking fur variation iii these

basic processes is not to achieve a better nwans of dasifv
ing people. but t understand what brings about specific
kinds of corn t'toni-t' or i iic m peterict' in i ntelk'ctual tasks

Some Conclusions

Can we then give .in answe to our original question; E)oes
intelligence equal learning ahility' 11w not vt'rv satisfac

answer seeni to be 'es and o It is apparent that
some types of learning show a higher usrwhit ion with
intelligence than otit'rs; the more co;'nplex a learning ta'k,
the more likely it is to be related to intelligence. A summary
of reseairh 1inding suggests how these types of learning
might be identified

Firstly. learning i. more highly correlated with intelli-
gence when it is intentional and the task calls fur conscious
mental effort. Learning involving simple repetition or rote

lOu

memory may ev'n tie negath'eiv related to intelligence ii
pix'esses are contrived to inteth're with the rote learning.
In one study, a gnup of gifted hi1dren took lunger than an

average group to learn a set tat verbal concepts bee aust the'v
expet'ted the task to be inure umplt', and wasted tune
testing ('ut various hV}the'5t'5 instt'ad of using pure'k'

associative pnxesst's.

-ece'ndly, leanirng is mow ctose'l' rvLted to inte'lligt'ntt'

when the material to he learned is hie'rarvhmcal. in the se'ose

that the learning of later dt'nwnts depends upon the tna
tt'rv of earlier i'lemen4s. '11w relationshi p is also higher it
the nature of the' le'arnin: tasks permits transtt'm from a
different but related past learning expert)nv, rnd It the
material tu be learned i.s meaningful in the st'nse that ii is
related in some' way to knowledge or epe'rwnct> already
p'ssessed by the learner, I .earning the' essential content of

a prose passage is much niini' high1 related to intdligcnci'

than is teaming 11w serial order of a list of nonsense svlla-
bk's.

i'he relation between h'anung and inte'lligvne' s also

higher when learning is insightful wht.'n it involve's

'catching on' or 'getting flit' idea', or understanding a
cipit' rather than nwrelv ae'tuiring infurmatitin,

In addition, the learning task should he age-related and

of moderate difficulty and corn pk'xitv in tirdt'rtu be related
Ita intdligt'nct' tmw things crn Lw learned almost ,'rs

by a young chiki as hr an ad!t, while' other tornv of
k'arinng are facilitated by maturation or readiness'. It a

task is too compl&', students at all levels of riitellige'nce mar
resort to simpler pivct'sse". suth as trial and error learning

Finally, learning is mwe highly correlated with intelli-

gemice at an early stage en learning something new than it is

later in the e'uuist' of' piactke. Practice make's .1 task more'
automatic, and ht'ne' less demanding of c&mscious elton

and attention.
In our prese'nt educational system, general measures of

intelligence have' been used to pn'du't school achievement

with a remarkable degree of success, suggt'tiiig that school
learning prohal')v inlfill man v of these conditions. But

with the limited state' of knowledge at present of the fund'

amental processes nvolvt'd in ceagni tire' behac nur, it

might be safer to regard traditional intelligence or aptitude
tests as ersetul in predicting th' outcomes of learning rather

than the' learning pnx'ess itself, The most cnn'imonlv trsd

scholastic aptitude' tests are' designed to predict the pro-
ducts of learning in a particular setting. The' art' not tie'

signed to prtdict the ways in which different students learn

best, to nwasurv basic processes that underlie various

kinds of k.mrrimng. nor to assess the abilities needed to learn

a new ta"k
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TEST BIAS! TEST BIAS?
smirmall./.1111.

By Neil Reid and Alison Gilmore,
NZCER

Introduction

It is November 3 and Jonathon Tetley-Jones has just left the room
where he has been sitting School Certificate mathematics. He is
angry and frustrated. 'They asked questions about everything I
didn't swot; there were topics in this we haven't even touched this
year!' he moans to his friend Nigel. 'It's not right! The exam was
unfair; I didn't get a chance to show what I know!' and he slams the
exam paper into his schoolbag in despair.

Across the city at a large contributing school Mrs Carew is sitting
t her desk. She has almost finished tabulating the results of a

olastic aptitude test administered to her class by the local
termediate school as part of a pre-entiv testing battery. 'The
on and Island kids are bottom of the heap again' she notes.
etc didn't have much of a show with all that difficult vocabulary,

those wordy mathematics problems and tough vcrbal reasoning
items, especially as some of them don't have much of a grasp of
English.' She muses, 'Still, quite a few of the kids did O.K.; some
pretty high scores too! Big diffennice between those middle-class
chihftren from Hillcrst and those from the other end of town.
What you'd expect, I suppose, with the test biased in their favour
and discriminating so unfairly against the Polynesian kids.' With a
heavy sigh, she doses the mark register.

in the downtown part of the city, Deborah Patent, a university
graduate in geo!ogy, is being interviewed by a firm of management
consultants. As part of a test battery she is required to take in
applying for a particular job is a well-known measure of
mechanical aptitude. Deborah is nonplussed. She has not evPn
seen some of the mechanisms depicted, let alone had any

wopportunity to learn ho they work. 'It's discrimination,' she TESTthinks. 'Fine for men who've had .experience with these things, but

BIASnot for women no way. Definitely unfair; I haven't a hope of
doing weir

These statements are fairly typical of those that can be heard
every day in and around schools or other places where tests are
given. Are these legitimate- complaints against tests? Are tests, as
is claimed, really so biased and unfair to minorities. or to certain
sub-groups? Unfortunately, it is impossible to give a straight 'Yes'
or 'No' answer to these questions. Things are not as simple as they
may appear. The whole topic of test bias is complex and confusing,
partly because there are so many definitions of 'bias' (including
common, everyday use), partly because the issues become hi
e motional for those who see themselves as disadvantaged
are championing a cause, and, to some extent, partly use of
confusion in the interpretation, or meaning, of test

The illustrative statements introducing this articl ouch
some of the major issues. While there is no uni
definition of test bias, five broad types of his 11111
content bias, bias in language, atmosphere bias,
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and etcctiàn andbiasin intepretatkn with &nsequen
T)tIItiUII of this article is to darif the issues so that a more"

enlightened. debate can take plaee. Atuirchnglv. we intrnduce
these different kinds of test bias. eamine th basis for the claims
made against tcsts, and diseuss whether such claims ire justified
!4w citspace prdudc' t tended di cussion. hut stst'ral readily
available nIviences are pa'vided at tb end of the? article for
further nadtng,

1 Content Bias

Must dauns of bias in a it concern its content. Each ot the thivt"
iftustratkinscuntains elements of content bias. which is the tv' of
test bias that comes n"adihr to mind for most people.

A test with biased content contains qutstiun that in tine sense
or another are unfair' to an identifiable sub-group ot those being
tested Examples of typical bias cited include: words that arc'
unknown or unfamiliar; topics that hat' not ki ii
adequately or at all. questions drawing on i"sperie'nces outside' the
inge of those normally expected fin an age. class or minority
group; emphasis in the' tests on values and skills that an'
traditionally middk'-class turopean. and so on. The concerns are'
genuine. Are they jutifivd

A test is nurmall giwri in the first place, to gauge htn% mativ of

the questions it contains can be answered correcth'. What is sought
Is infunnation about the ability being assessed, as revealed 1w the
answers to the questions - iwt reasons for inability ii' achieve', such
as restricted opportunity to learn the content, or failun, to take
advantage of that opportunity. Unqtiestk'nablv. middle-class
European children in tiur socit'tv art' better fitted to take" the"..t'
tests. Their more etensivt' i.'xperiente means that they have had a
greater chance of acquiring the kinds of .kills and conipt'tencies
which underhe school per rmance' and which are incorporated in
scholastic-type tests cmphasiing verbal and numerical abilities.
But this does not make the tests biased against tither students. As
lung as the tests can accurately asses'. present attainment and
predict the schoni pt"rfewmance of children, It make's no difference
fur the rahdil of the tests how the chddre'n have' conw by the skills

and knowk'dgc. The test'. still serve' the' purposes for which the''

have been designed.

Turnt'ull, speaking before a I'S. Senate' Siibcornmittt't'. in P'177.
saw it this way:

The test score tells you how well the student has masft'rvd the'

skill in question. It dews nøt te'lI you the obstacle's he or she ha'.

overcome tei attain the degree' of protzcit"ncv. It one is concerned
with helping students develop a h've'l of skill nt'u'ssarv to get
along in our ctimple'x stwie'ty. it s important t be able' to
measure attainment separately from the question of how the
learning was or was not acquired.

E!irninatin Ccmtenf Bias

Widely used published tests sire usually carefully constructed and,
in the case of achievement tests, the's' sample" content that is

specified by an accepted syllabus, curriculum, tt'ietbook series and
so on. in this type of test, content validit is of paramount
importance. Aptitude tests also sample a domain that ts described
and delineated by the test maker. fri both cases the tCts art'
subjected to 'sensitivity' reviews, usually involving members of
Identifiable minority groups. in an effort to detect and eliminate'
content or questions that are offensive, unfair, ambiguous or
inappropriate. Words, phrases or descriptions considered in any
way biased are removed.

In addition, the tests have to meet rigorous statistical checks.
and trialling is done with the kinds of students who will eventually
take them, including those from cultures and backgrounds outside'
the mainstream. Where there is evidence of particular sub-groups
performing differentially on specific items, such items are caret oily
scrutinized for possible content bias. If a source of bias is de'tected,
the items are either re-written to eliminate the bias or discarded.

While it is pusIble to compose 'bad' tests, reputable test

deve'lopers frs' to nwet stringent professional standards and
r?qulrvmunts. including several that apply to test bias (set', fur
exaniple. Staiidanis hi, I.ihijt'sutl tlfzi (¼,,c,h1oinzI ic.ts. l'474).

niakers must hi" constantly alert to possible socirce's of bias in

their prtiducts. Liven the appearanci' of disc,iminaiiemn neesk to lx"

caret oily avoided!

At'hiez'eiit'nt and Aptitude'

Retort' preiceitiing. sse will make aninportant distinction betvet'n

athit'venwiit and aptitude tests and the interpretation of scores
made on theni. It As a dittt'renct' that aiiit's again and again and is
e'ruci1i1 to a clt'ar untlt"rstanding of th" ['las issues.

I ivspite' I rrt'tailing myth to fbi' contrar', tests of pure aptitude

ile' )lt't exist. Since current aptitude' canntfl 1s." nieasurtstin isolation

trequ past achie'venwnt, the ttte, types of test obviously overlap in

content. I lowt've"r. then' i a great deal of difference in hint the

restuits of such tests are' interpreted Anti ii is this .lspe"ct, wjth its

considerable social ramifications, that triggers the emotional
reaction attached to test score' inte'rprt'tation.

A high score on an ah1m'?h'nf test can Lx' interpreted
le'gitimatch' as in indtation that the' content of the' tcst has bt'en
learnt and that further instruction in the area eta mined is probably

not necessary. .A tow scow on the sanw test mar be interpreted as
evidt'nct' of a lack of attainme"nt and hence turtlwr educational
effort or input is required.

On the' othe'r hand, an aptitud' test, instead of me'asurng

ntainnn'nt, is used in predicting ttitun' achievenwnt on the basis

of present acceimplishment A high score will be' interpreted as

evidence of ability to learn now and in the immediate future'. But a
low score mar be' inte'rpreted as showing that the pupil has

insufficient capability to achieve and in some cases certain

educational resource's and opportunities to learn niav therefore be'

withdrawn. I k'ncc' in the elifIe'renct' betwex'n the interpretation of

achievenieni tt"ts .und aptitude' tests lies a decision of ci'nsiderahk
social significance'. In the' former, a low score" prompts an increase

in e'duc,ition resource's It' boost achie"vt"nient, in the latter, the'

same' low test soit'e' may result in resources being withdrawn or
elenh"d the' very resource's that might help to alleviate' the lack iii
abilities 'r eumpe'tvncit's. Flowe've'r, to assign pupils to slow-

learning classe's on the' basis iii a test score' alone', to water down

the curriculum and to lower epectatiofls ofl their behalf. will do
nttthng to e'nh1mct' th learning chance's of low-scoring students.

Failure' to make this distinction between 4ichwveme'nt and
aptitude' tan lead to claim'. cit bias. Where' Mari students as a
grt'u., for e"ampIe'. score" low on the' I'A I R hiis I oe U 1

1h1' charge' is one of 'bias' and mar lead t an abandonment of the'

tests, ratht'r than a demand for an improvement in the educational

s e'm. Yet when the' tests are' subjected Li' closv scrutiny, both

judgemental and empirical, the' test content is found to Ix' a sample'

cit words taken from a whole' range of reading material to which

children an' espost'd ["oth inside' and outside' school e'xacth' as

one" might espt'ct. Flit' test score's do not indicate a lack of capacity
to achieve', Instead, the's' pnn'Id c's'ide'nce' that idditional
e"dticat,onal effort, perhaps mont' cit the' same', perhaps a different
approach. i required since' achit've'nut'nt is lacking. It you have a
high lever you don't suIte' Liii' problem by smashing the
thermtnue'ter. The' challenge' is sure'lv to Use' the inform1°inri as an
aid for identifying the most t'f tt"ctive' education espc'rie'ncc's for the
pupils

4t'Ii1t'i't'tiit'nf LJf.i'ZL'Ih ia'?

Minorit groups si,nit'time's argue' that their children l?i at hit'ving

in the' schixti system, and it's 'ust that the' tests are' asking the
wrong questions and testing the' wrong things. 1 be' implication, of

course', is that somewhere" there is a group of 'right questions

which, if posed. would chow satisfactory achieve'me'nt L's the

minority students. And. convt'rsi'lv, we' often have the' same

people' claiming the' system has failed their children, citing the low

achievement, as indicated hr test sccires, tti preite' the point! Such a
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M j,sttffa only if the tquesliotts ai hn'atid and do net

ntndiamIei,fcum'u1umcuntrnt, whathasbcen
taught. tetbiok ctntt'nt and o on.

Mean Sct'rt' 1)iffrrr1:cL'

Itb often inwd that pupils horn &'thim. 1intritii', or 1O%% io

econuinir taLus hunw uhi&v&' knivr tws on ahtt't'nwnt 1ind

aptitute t.its. t'Qaust' tht' tist'. art' Ltia.,td. 1 h,. sit'ts nitaktn.
ineazl dift'rences in art.' not a kgtirnatt' 'standard tot
idcmiftutg bias. it tkwv st.'rt.', a tardnvr tot adiiev'ment
tLts. everv spelling te.t would itt' biased .igaint oot spellers.

er' -ot.aL'uIarv tt'st agaiuvt 'sons who had poor viwabWatw'.

in indering th- th h 'or' tfitti'rt'nt-t" art' revealed tw te',th,

Flaughvr, in hi". ogi'nt I -'.$ artitli' on tt't bias, statt".. the po.'.itiitn

it would be s rprerng i rno't kinds tit te,.ts j,dnt ,ht'w
iwanditler&'nt.vs in favour ot the ntajoritv group. it would hate
to be a peculiar kind ot test indeed to tail Lii rt'titt the dispanI ie

and differing advantages that are so evident through Otlk'r

stiurtt's. 'tet inaiw crujic, iii testing n'rge the concept ot
t?qLlalitv tifop;irtzouti. 'hich is ct'rtiinlv a legitimate goal hi be
sought. with the t. ncept ot equality tit rc'u11; Lint it is onk
results that the tests in tat measure. 1ht.' eosting discrepancy is

t'vidvntc that the legitimate go.il has not been attained: to
u'cq.it the discrepanc instead is etidt'n&v ut test bias is to
detlt'.ct attention from the pursuit of that legitimate goal.

Clearly it is the opportunity to learn which is crucial. Since the
test maker must work on the tias siirnption that all student..
have had iea',.trnaI-'h' similar t'p it cts and backgiotind". betote
taking the test, where students hate l,t'en di'nit'd the opportunity
to learn Liecatise tit restricted backgruiuiid and ot disadvantaged
home and or s&he'l environments, the' group differences will
often simply reflect this rather than tnie ditterent"s in ability.
Knowledge of the test takers cire inlstan;vs niust always be' taken
into ,acu.iunt in dL'cIdIIig on a test's suitability and in interpreting
the test scores (..ee' ()L4 A- 1 cachet''. \ianiial, p4.

Fairizi' in Relatio,i to L!r'

To ctirnplicatt' the issue. te'-t tainws'. in tnn of c xtent LJO be
evaluated only in relation to ii--, tVe ate tt'rt'.sted in asessing
students' present 1x'rteirrnancu' on the task'. making up the h'st

tasks that are dt'mtmstratih' .;ppropriate and significant (i.e . valid
for the intended ptirpost'l. rather ti-ian the smrt.-es of t-ariann' in
the test scores ti.e.. the' n'ason. why omt' students dii neiL
achieve). Doubtk'ss. those' mi norits' and disativantaged students
whose' i'pericnce' and background hate not etpiipp'd them with
the compi'tende's t'sse'ntial fur school learning. will score low on
achievenwnt and scholastic aptitude tests. insotat as these factors
affect performance, their antiuu'nt.v will and should be dett.'u ted [iv
the tests, ilowt'vcr, theist' low sct,rt's will represe'nt not a bias in fbi'

tests, hut a genuine' def' tenet- in those' pupil.. a lack of the
particular kind of ability being rn. asured 'The tests tend lii Lit'

accurately descriptive of current accornplishrnent. it is vitai that
unlusti(iablc and damaging inftrL'nci's art' not rn1J&' about the'
Innate capacity of an entire' ethnic group or sttidents from a
particular SES caw:4orv em the basis at the low test scores, or about
the permanency of .uch ability ele'iie-its

A further complication 1. that a eontt'nt-biased test may [at' a
valid and useful test in particular circumstances. Tuangan leani&'r
drivers, for example'. might not have had the sanw opportunity to
learn the English language s have other New iealimd students.
So, a driving Lest that required the reading of road signs written in
English, such as lOW OVERhEAD ClEARANCE. DRIIXE
UNDER REPAIR, NEW SEAI. LOOSE CUll'S, METAL SURFACE
AHEAI) SLOW [)OWN, and so on, would be entirely appropriate".

The test is ut'vinus1 necessary, even though a sub-group 01 those
taking it might be disadvantaged. Content bias is int'vitahh' bound
up with test use.

urniiatwnsofmsts

While it is true to say that achievement and aptitude tests do a

tukrabl tair iob eat .msessing certain facets of the' vast dtnnam of

human hu'havhiur, it might also be claimed that this limited
spectrum has tended to biatreame over-valued when compared with

those ertht'r traits and abilities that art' im,cisured far less well, such
as creativity, criti':al thinking. and valuing. As one writer has Mid:

'Srnre' we' can't measure all eat the Important things, we consider
what we' can measure' aIl.-iniptartant (Flaugtwr. l'7$). And when

tests an' seen Lii be' tapping these' 'vihied' skills and abilith's to the

eselustuin of cathers, the' issee of bias is quite rightly raised by those
who detect tht. ifrfIdt'nic'.

I here' is then, i discrepant's- ht'tween what tiw test makers claim

can measure' valiel!' and reliiblv and what the' public at Iate

belwt-t", the state' of the' art of educational and pss'chuiltagkal

mt'asure'me'nt to be Ehete is a tt'ndu'ncs' towards over-
inte'rpre'tation. and Sonic' nitiv,bers eat the assvssnat'nt ematvmVrist'

must take' sonic' of the bLinw fear this distort ion. Their paM ciair's
for what they arc able' tti measure have' nt alsvavs t "er
const'rvatit'c' U is somt'tbtng cit a l'ap t go tram tailing to corrt;1

solve' several verbal and quantitative' problems in a pencil-and-

paper 'intelligence" test, to being Libelled as 'uninte11igent' This

kind ot t'ive'r-inte'rprt'tation i-if the' intent .and the tautcorlt's o(

testing is a lt'gitiniatt' aspect of test bias. tThviouslv, great care
must be taken, by both test makers and test users, to evaluafe test
pe'rtcrmnanc e' within the' nmstraints of the' te'st's content

2. Language Bias

Whereas ,idait've'me'rit and scholastic aptitude' test restiits may

provide' a rt'ascinablv accurate' indication of a pupil's current ability
t' deal with curricular materials and tti cope with the knowledge,

skflls and understandings that p.rdominate' in chesal kaming

what is prt-scntt'tI in tests of the kind m .t ctrnuminl' used will be

written in standard English. In this sense they deariv fevourth&c

whose' mother tongue' is English. And, in this respect, sue-h tests

will place at .1 diseidt-a:mt,'igt' those whose maste'r' eat tht' Lnghsh
language'. for whatu'yer reason, is less than that tat their age' nd
class peers. But, it dot's not follow that e' test is blase-el againtt
these pupils, and that tI'u.'v would t. better 11 the' test was

translated into their first Ianuage. It simph' means that these

stude'nts have poor English language' skills, seanwthing that can be
ri'rnedt'd Nor dett"s ii mean that the.' tests should be discareh'd or

that the't' are' lvss tn'ttil for the' purpose.' for which they were
de'signed Aht't' all, at dot's not mean that a child who has had

limited e'sptisuru' to Lnglisn and who attains a low score is infe.'rioi
or stumpld Such ink'rt'ncvs art' unjustified and re'pre.he'nsiLak'.

Ccansiek'r.uhlt' responsibility cle'voh-es tan the te'st user in
instance's of thIs kind. For tsampk'. 'by on earth give' a PAT:
I'emhi; Iii'ti'J't7 Ic"! iii a \'ie'tnamt'st' stujdi'nL who has been
in jut' coteflhl's to; three' ;iu'nths' Such a use' is eilavjt,uIy

inappropriate' and the test '.cort' will 'c-t'al nothing neat known

tl;vpro; ',-iah' lnsua,e,Te Lt't'/s

re'st constructors must take' care' not to ctlntti'jntl what they art'
seekimg to measure' by presenting their tests in e tacabularv and
svnta'c ts'ehl beyond the Ievt ut the pupils tar whom the' tests are

designed. It such tare is not taken, the- It-st would indeed be
unsuitable' for the' po'.ar readers, A distinction must be made' he't'

betwt'e'n the.' reading difficulty in, say, a mathematics test, of its

mathematical ttirminologv (which is entirely appropriate) and of

other words appearing in the' te'st stimulus material and questions.
h.se'ntiall', tht. score on the test huu1d relied a.ciirately the
mathematics kneawledge and understanding of the' test taker and
io1 his or her general reading ability. The' bias intreduct'd by the

unnecessarily cornplv'u language will have.' a confounding cUed on

the mt'asurc'me'nt of the' mathematical skilh. The' way round thisis
to mkt' the measure' more appropriate by m-uadiIvirug the' language
of the' test.
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.&xrn and ex Stcreottpfn

%s Raugher points out. there are great MrniLiritit's m the unfair
tmvnt ni tthnic rninorite and omen. Mon' than any ether

.. vuup. wt'mun are up against the fngIish Language itst'It: the
language has a dist*nt maseuline bias. paititubrh' in the generic
use t4 malt nouns and ptonoun when the content tvkn to both
cxs. And this bias is tk'ticd in tests as in t"Ubooks. cumul1u'

. .' and the lile. In tither words, if the curriculum. printed
m4neliaIs. ihlustratit'e e!umples and so on are sLanted toany t'tnt,

:
f tht' present current stereotypes, as the' arc hound to, then

sa mbLases and cultural content will be n'tla'eted in the tests;
if th' tcsts art' to amlik1 content and curriculum

emphases wprcs&'nt1itnvhv and a&vuratdv as ichie'te'nwnt Lt'sts

must.
It is up to the test nukt'r to do their utmost to ensue that their

prndtwts tb not srrt' to perpetuate' *1w iniage ot st"teial inequity or
use se'iist lanusgv v hen it an he.' *IVIIIdLLI, As has been stated
above, tests canneit lead this ch nge. thc must reflect the statu
quo, particularly in tt'nhls of content and emphases in whwwntt'nt
testing. What van be done. though. is Iti make' others more' avari'
of and sensith'e to these' subtle L'Lit's and to eliminate' language'
and tv's off nsive' to wonwn

3. Test Atmosphere Bias

Litnis are time'tilnes made' that typical achkwe'nicnt and aptitude
tests underestimate' the' actual peenianct' of minorils' grtups.
because' the.' test takers react negatis'e'h It u'rtain aspects of the'
ksting situation, Children from these groups. it i said, e,btiin tow

ores, not lweaust' the's' lack the' alilletie's measured by the' tests,
but be'cause of non-cognitive' tat-toys, as dis' 'd below

I ii It'rii't:t'i Lff't'cL

One' of the' factors that ha' re'ce'i'eeJ insidt'rahlt' attention is the'

interaction that OCcUN between the' tester and the person bvwg
tested. lest administrators assume' that thtmt' taking the tests evil!
be rnotiated tti do their best, and that 1w establishing rapport anti
using standarduiod administrative' pree'dure's 'tester e'tteds' will
be minimiLed, particularly for individ ualiie'd testing, where' the'
ievel ni inter e-titm is high.

The critics charge' that, while tlwst' assumptions mar hold tnit'
for rniddIe-t-Liss Funpt'an chikfrcn, they usually don't huki twt'
for those from other sub-cultures or iot'eonumic k'rols. to

nt'dv this situation and to ctiunte'ract likely t'ftects, tht'e' hart'
suggested that the tester should always be' from the' saj;w t thnic,
socio-t'cemomic or St's suh-gre'up as thst' being tested. t4art from
the imprai'f icali ts' of such a pre ip 'sal, re'se',irt'h i nfe' at me ispht're'
bias provide.i no empirical e't'idence te' de'arh' support the' cntics'
contentions. Nee'erthe4ess, it would hi' unwise' ft.' ignore' tht'se'

potential sources of lias and test users should be' alert to tht'
pnssibilit' of such effect.,.

17w Test Situatiou

Perhaps the concern espressed ire this aspect of test bias would be
Letter directed tew ai'ds th whole' social psychult'gv of th testing
situation? Maybe' it is th very act of testing itself which is untair for

s&i'nc persons in that they are unable' to demonstrate' their real

capabilities. They might we'll be inhibited when confronted by a
test because of past negative, hurtful v'pe'riences. which could be'

commonplace fur certain minority groups.
As test users, wt' should perhaps ask iurse'h'es whether we'

should administer natitinalh' normed standardized tests to groups
of students who,, in terms of academic achievement, differ
markedly from the majority of children. Perhaps other kinds of
testing - tailored and/or criterion-referenced might be more'
appmpriate and less stressful? Of course, if one of the purposes of
the school in uslog standardized tests is to relate the group's
achievement to that of age and dass peers nation-wide, then the

4
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testing of these students with appropriate stn tized tets must
be' conducted; there is no other way to gain such information.
Ile'wvver. it dut' seem cnunte'i'.productive to inflict pt'rkidially

both thes students and their teachers with detailed evidence of
just how tar from the twtitmai norm they in fact arc, Mid
siurti out an tlickenreg enthus4asn feet learning as we'll as

adversely affecting -teacher morale. As I laugher has stated;

students and teachers in 4thisI settng know this kind oftest
bias in a very personal and painful way and understandably arc
hostile. reads to condemn that process and testing itself as a

de'mtenstrabk' harmful influence' on their ftves

In such situations an atmosphere' of discouragement and

disincentive is created liv the assessment process itself. rather than
Lw those' potential sources of atznospht'rc bias idvntifivd earlier.
With this i mind, test u,'rs should tiv hi choee or to de'vt'h'n an
asse's;ue'itt technique' that will minimiic these' e'tfe'els and stove' to

provide' testing conditions consistent with the purposes of the
assr"ssnn'nt, f,isjly said nesl so easily done'!

4. Test Bias in Prediction and Selection

In a sot-it,t-y liLt' ours, in which equaliti' of opportunity is

universally accepted. the' problem cit bias in prediction and
st'k'ction, whether tor admission to educational institutionsor fur
t'mplewmi'nt. is a troublesesnie one. Currently, tests are used
t'stt'nsive'ty tea predict future achit'e'e'ment and performance, to
control t'ntrv to trtiar and specialist education, and to help in

deciding ihout suitability ear otherwise fear particuLar vocations.

A test is conside'rt'd tea tat' biased, if the predictions car decisions

based on the test scores var' for different groups. Matters of
ditl't're'ntial v,iliditv and predictive vliditv arise, and the
discussitan necessarily involve's statistical considerations. Again,

flat' trcatrnt'nt of this aspect of the teip-ic must be taver-simplifled.

but e'sst'ntLilly the' nut' tat the iSSUt' S as killeiws.

If a test is esamined tear s3bk' differences in predictive validity

for e'thn1e,', st'5 ear other identifiable' sub-samples tat the' population

(ear which the test has been designed, and it no significant
df ference's art' found be'twvt'n the' gnaups. then the' same de'cision-

making rule's can he' used for everyone, regardless of group
nn'mbe'rship. I he' statistical technique' employed is most
ctammonlv the' c,alculatkm of the relationship between the' test

sCOre and some' t'riteriean measure, such as Shoul ('ertificate marks

su ht'ctsl, tirsi-ve'ar university performance.', an interview

rating, or the' number and value of sale's made' over a specified

pe'ntid of time'. It the' te'st is pn.'dictingequalls' we'll for each group,
then there' is no prohk'm. But, it it is not, and the.' testing procedure'

is de't'metl to be' invalid fur one tat the groups, tt'.'n alternative

asst'ssn-ee'nt ,'ne'f)aeac'ls need to be' devised for that group.

Mcccli tnerst'as re'se',arch comparing prediction for whites and

blatks. largely from the U.S.A., has concluded that differential

validity is none'siste,'nt, and that even it it de 't'sist' it is neat a ten'

potent phe.'marne'nun: it is p'4'udo-prohlem. Contrary tea what is
tte'n supposed, st'ee'r,ij t these inrestegatitans have' revealed that

it'sl score's predict in favour ut blades, and that it is persons from

tht' dominant culture', the' majority group, who art' being
discriminate'd against! J'aradtasicalj%', tn' tests art' not ceansidered

biased in this case'. As Silverman h,i obst'rvecL 'Tests are only

thought of as biased when they assign ceamparative'lv low scores to

esil% identifiable sub-groups.

131a,t'd Criteria

I fowe'ver, there' are complications vet again. Some critics of testing

hate' ,ijst'd a noteworthy point. They contend that a test may be
de'mtanstrate'd it, be valid fear predicting. say, school success, but it

mar still be unfair it, miriortv car disadvantaged students, because

the criterion used in the' validation study, for e'reampk', a score on
th Test of fahg'1astic AbüiUt' TOSCA; (the predictor) correlated

with 4-best School Certificate subject marks (the criterion), is itself

biased. And that brings usbackteatheisueoftheappr'priateuses



Wwbkh the test ivsulti a*v put, and to the soda! c nsequenct!s of

eW' as test usex. This aspect 4f test bias ha reedved scant
attetlionin the ivsearch literatun,, as (ulliktn las pointed uut
and It presents a cnmpIct problem tKt is far from bting solved

What's to be dunt, When the reliabilities of the predictor and tht
ttt5 Oft difft'flflt 10i difft'Ttnt groups? It has been suggested
that J-' uf causes the mean se-are d fcrencc's so often

between mauritv and minentv rnup. Quenes aboul
eqUh?alence naturally arise'.

What do we do when the criterion is biased for a minority group.
yet it is traditional, weiltnt'd, accepted by tlw 'ast nla;oritv. and

nnot be daed by anyThing remotely s ge and uefuI? Just
how sound (and unbiased) are our traditional criteria of cnte.rnal
e%amjnatk-,n marks sup&'rvisorv ratings, internally asst".sed
teacher grade's. speed of work, and sc, an'

In the United States, court battles are being taught regularly
over tbeie and similar critr'ri and th.'ir wee' in prediction and
setectwn. Legal actien has be ' Ikcn tel ctiUenge alleged
discriminator prat'ticte 'rating in se'kct,an tar admis.ton to
tertiary educational institutiem'e. in enWlityment .end most it cc'ntli
In school systems re 4uirng 'rn,nmal etin'tncie's' cit their
s$udvnts Lwf tire graduation. The ,rsult ha'. I't't'n the lormi,latio:i at
a series of guidelines and regulathiive in an effort to ensure fair
b'tatm'nt før all.

Test makers and test users net'ti to be alert to difference's in
validity tot rious idvntitiahtt' sub-groups within ciur
heterogeneous. multicultural

populationS and to meiditv their
deciston-making pract'dun's act ordinglv

Avoidrnict' of 'lT)ouble .Staudard.'

In matters cit ,.eh'ction t rwss. what we shituld narel against Is

any kind cit 'dublt' ,.taiidard' lake the situation where' two
candidates an' up tar election Ihes- gain il mIL-,ü score", on th
prediction test, but an' treated diftrre'nth' acuirtling tei ethnic
identity, with a 1i'er rcquinment being cct'pted tar the' *mncwtv
candidate. While any 'double' standard' of this kind thn'ati'ns
seriously our treasured print-ipk' ot'rcivahtv cit opparlurüt' it

might be noted that we' now ha e the' cone't'pt at
discrtmination' entering into recent hgisLitiiin. ,is UI the' 5vw
Zealand human Rights Conimosie'n P)77) and h',ht' k'i'!.itioiis

(1971) Acts.

5. Test Bias as Inappropriate Use with Social
Cansequtnces

Reschh'v ha'. fic'atl%' '.uinin.'ni.'i'd this impi 'rt 1nt .3.ptt at tt".f l'c.i..

tic states:
The ultimate criteria th.t should guide' our e- .icuation at te-t

bias are the' implications and *'utce'me'. at test u'.o tar
individual'. iwt-inctiv st,ue'd, test use is fair it the' result'. art'
more e'tfe'ctie rnte'rve'nt 1cm'. lc,,d i ng to linpre ivt'd coin
and expanded opportunitie"'. for indisidual'.. est use' is utjir it
opportunities art' diminished or it rndn'idi,als ,ire' etptise'd lii
int'ff*,ycti%'e inters'entian as a result cit tt'st'.,
A dassic example' of an u:p,'ir use of test results would he' the'

assignment of a child to a slow-k'arne'r class on the' basis at a '.ingk
test scwe, u i'csupparted by eiTher c' ide'nt-t' It was I1st this kind cit
abuse that resulted in a Californian court forbidding S.'n Fraiicisco
School District psytheilcigists the' use of individual

tests for the assignment of minority studt'nts t t'lasse''. tar the
educable nwntal'v retarded (Case cit I arr' I'. e't a! s. ISikeiri Kiles
et at, 1972). 'While' Re'sciut'y take's a broad vii'sv that e'neipa'.se's
additional issues, fair use's at tests are dearly thst' which foster
individual deve"leipment. whe'rea,. unfair 'me's hinder that

development. Simple and dirt'ci

rllngton. taking a slightly different tack, reminds us that a test
is a tool, and as such is not a bad device' per se. '. . it is the'

particular use of a test, not tht' test tself, which is fair or unfair.'

The burden of respon:4ibility shifts from the' ee't makerto the' test

user whose duty It Is tobe aware of and to eliminate discrlm1nator)

circumstances.

Conclusion

Ihe' word 'bias' ttself is almo't ahvavs used in a pc'tratn'e sense; It

evokes, as (irelrie'c' nate's, atfe'cti'. e, t'vt'n visceral, reat'titm,'
As educators who employ tests in our work we ne't'd to he absu.

lutdv sure' hei' we're' defining and using the word 'bias' We

should avoid using it li'sisdv, and be' mindful of its various aspects

in test use and the' interpretation of test scores.

'fhniughout the' discussion the.' need to be alert to possible

source's of bias inti'sIs has been reiterated. i'hese cautions mustbe

taken st'ritiush by all educators nvlved in testing on
pnekssinal. ethcat cad legal gntunds. Rut, equally Important. as
the' AJYA Slaiufaids wun. is to a aid seeing bias when none is
pre'stnt As test 'st'rs, let us avoid chasing elusive and peissibly

imagmarc bogeymen.

the' issue's an' complex and confused. It is also doubtful whether

all the factors that lead to bias have vet been identified, much less

unde.'rsten'id, ctmtytslli'ii for, or con-ecte'd, Although pwc'chornetiic

techniques an' undoubtedly imore.n'ing, then' is far from universal

agret'mt'nt as to their mathematical elegance, application and

usefulness. And a purely technical resolution of the many
problems of tt'st bias is unhl ely to be adquatt as value' judgvnwnts,

ethical ccnmide'raticins and legal aspects arc involved right down

the.' line. hi the' king run it is tar imire' likely that these' matters. tu

paraphrase Merce'r, will be' settled in the' political arena rather than

in he halls of atadi'me', n'gri'ttahle' as that may be.

n the' other hand, while' we' have' indicated that the testing

trMernit% is striving to grapple' with the' contentious issues, W
should be' mindful iii the' alternative's to achit've'ment and aptitude

testing. tZcmbert fl't't comments tin what some' of the M'i4
e'tlnsl'qtIc'nCc'?. of suit testing mighi he',

- , , Fxcelknct' in programs cit education would hece.-inw less

tangible ,a,. a goal and less de'mtrnstrat"k' as an attainment.

tdue-ttion opportunities would be exte'ndcef k'ss on the basis of
aptitude' anti merit and more on th basi, f ance'stn' and

inthit'nce; social c!ass L,rriers would become' k's pc'mn*ablv.

l)e'cisions on importan issue.'. at curriculum and method would

be' made' It's'. on the basis at '.iid evidence and more' an the
basis of prt'udicv er caprice'

,\ll things ce'!i'.idvred, maybe' we' 'sheititd't ('urn the barn to

catch the mouse'
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